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It’s my pleasure to welcome you to the 4th Joint AESOP/ACSP Congress, which is also the 49th Annual ACSP Conference. It promises to be a very stimulating conference in one of America’s most exciting cities.

The conference theme, Bridging the Divide: Celebrating the City, speaks to us in a variety of ways. Most directly, of course, it suggests the various divides — racial, ethnic, religious, and so on — that characterize many cities around the world, as well as the possibilities for planning as a source of knowledge and action to help bridge those divides. The empirical, theoretical, methodological, and pedagogical sessions that form the heart of our conference will challenge us to think deeply and creatively about the ways planning can make a difference.

The theme also captures the spirit of the ongoing relationship between ACSP and our AESOP colleagues. Our two organizations have been celebrating the city and working to create bridges among our members since our first joint congress at Oxford in 1991. The institutional and individual relationships that have developed over the past seventeen years are too numerous to mention. They cross the full range of our scholarly, teaching, and public service activities, from joint research projects to collaborative studios and consultations. This Joint Congress is an opportunity to affirm existing relationships and forge new ones.

Ten years after Oxford, with the first World Planning Schools Congress (WPSC) at Shanghai in 2001, our bridging took the leap to the global. The Global Planning Education Network (GPEAN), a network of nine associations of university-level urban and regional planning programs from around the world, emerged from WPSC. The GPEAN leadership is holding its annual meetings at the Joint Congress. This includes the WPSC Steering Committee which, following the success of WPSC2 in Mexico City in 2006, is planning for WPSC3. Please join me in welcoming them to Chicago.

In another exciting bridging opportunity, our Joint Congress is overlapping with the 13th International Planning History Society Conference (IPHS). IPHS will meet at the same hotel as the Joint Congress, from July 10-13. For those interested in urban history and the history of planning this is a wonderful chance to link with colleagues from around the world.

Bringing the theme of Bridging the Divide: Celebrating the City down to the reality of the local context, an impressive number of walking, biking, bus, and train mobile workshops are on offer, including several with historical emphases organized by IPHS. Chicago embodies many of the divides implied by the theme; it also exemplifies many important, successful planning solutions. I urge you to get to know our host city.

Finally, I want to acknowledge the organizers of this wonderful event. Curt Winkle of the University of Illinois at Chicago chairs ACSP’s Conference Committee. Donna Dodd is our Association Manager and Conference Director. They have had the major responsibility for everything from planning to scheduling to logistics. Every participant in the Joint Congress owes them a debt of gratitude.

Curt and Donna have been ably supported by the Joint Congress Steering Committee, which is co-chaired by Curt and Simin Davoudi, Newcastle University; other members are Peter Ache, Helsinki University of Technology, Robin Boyle, Wayne State University, and Karel Meier, Czech Technical University of Prague. Curt is also Chair of the Local Host Committee from the University of Illinois at Chicago; other members are Karen Berthiaume, John Betancur, Charles Hoch, Martin Jaffe, and Jodi White.

Enjoy the conference!

Michael Hibbard
University of Oregon, Eugene
The current congress is the fourth Joint Congress of ACSP and AESoP. For our association, the great interest from planning scholars from America, Europe and beyond demonstrates also that AESoP has developed a lot during its already twenty years of existence. The number of papers from both associations show, how rich and wide our planning knowledge is and we will for sure enjoy a good range of stimulating discussions and exchanges of ideas between planning scholars, educators and practitioners.

Behind the scenes, people worked for this success. I would therefore like to thank the two chairs of the Joint Congress Committee, Simin Davoudi and Curt Winkle for establishing an excellent cooperation. My particular thanks then go again to the local chair Curt Winkle and his colleagues from the Local Host Committee at the University of Illinois at Chicago for all their efforts in preparing an outstanding event in a wonderful location. They were supported by Donna Dodd who has done an excellent job as Congress Director.

I wish you all a stimulating conference and a pleasant time in Chicago.

Peter Ache
Helsinki University of Technology

---

Dear Participants of the joint ACSP/AESOP 2008 Conference ‘Bridging the Divide: Celebrating the City’

On behalf of AESOP, I warmly welcome you to a new Joint Conference with our partner association ACSP in Chicago. With about 1000 participants coming from many countries around the world we are facing a very exciting and stimulating six days of scholarly exchange and debate. The topic ‘Bridging the Divide: Celebrating the City’ is well chosen for that purpose, allowing for multi-faceted interpretations and views: The city and the urban are the epitome of our current third millennium (UN Habitat).

In Europe the strategic dimension in particular of the large metropolitan spaces has received a new impulse, pointing out the motoric qualities of those units, driving societies ahead in economic terms. We also witness the increasing divides between those steaming ships and the seas of deserts around them, to use a figure for characterisation. On board, not every passenger travels happily – increasingly our urban societies are divided societies. The dividing lines go along with many dimensions, the cities find themselves in a position of multiple ‘frontier spaces’, as our colleague Saskia Sassen phrased it. Obviously, the core object of our profession still manages to escape our efforts to understand, conceptualize, manage, develop, and improve and instead surprises us, time and again.

Peter Ache
Helsinki University of Technology

---

**Bridging the Divide: Celebrating the City**

The conference theme “Bridging the Divide: Celebrating the City” focuses on the mediating role of cities. Many cities are, to some degree, divided or contested. And cities themselves may play roles in reproducing identities that promote conflict between racial, ethnic, religious or national groups. A key question arises: How can innovative approaches to planning and governance help to bridge these divides?

We encouraged papers and debate on the nature of these divides and the role that cities play in spanning them, through, for example, place-shaping, infrastructure development, governance, fostering of bridging social capital, capacity building, promoting environmental justice, reducing health disparities, and creating mechanisms for conflict resolution.

We hope to learn by building bridges in scholarship—sharing international perspectives and experiences on the role of cities in mediating conflict.
From the Chairs of the Joint Congress Steering Committee

In the last 17 years since ACSP and AESOP held their first joint congress in Oxford we have developed closer ties academically, professionally, institutionally and on an individual basis. Our joint congresses have gone from strength to strength in terms of their scale, scope and quality of engagement. With more than 1000 participants from more than 40 countries, the Chicago Congress has broken all records to become the largest gathering ever of planning scholars in the United States and Europe. It is also set to raise the bar with regard to the quality of debate and scholarship. Our joint congresses which happen about every five years provide not only a forum for intellectual exchanges in the field of spatial planning, but also a site for social learning and for deeper understanding of the working practices and institutional traditions of our two associations. Our joint congresses have proved to be an effective way of bridging the divides and celebrating diversity.

For us, the co-chairs of the Joint Congress Steering Committee, the last two years of working together has been a rich and challenging experience; one which will undoubtedly remain a major story and privilege of our academic life. We have been supported generously by members of the Joint Steering Committee: Peter Ache, Helsinki University of Technology; Robin Boyle, Wayne State University; Michael Hibbard, University of Oregon; and Karel Meier, Czech Technical University of Prague. Furthermore, we wouldn’t have had a congress if not for the Local Host Committee at the University of Illinois at Chicago. We would like to express our sincere gratitude to you for your participation, and particularly to those who acted as track chairs, moderators and discussants.

With best wishes for a stimulating and enjoyable congress!

Simin Davoudi, Newcastle University, UK
Curt Winkle, University of Illinois, Chicago

From the Co-Chairs of the Local Host Committee

Welcome! We are delighted to share our city and hope that you find this to be an engaging place to bridge the divide between scholarship in the U.S. and Europe.

While exploring the city, you will see racial, ethnic and other divides among neighborhoods as well as the many ways in which the structure of neighborhoods, the lakefront and citywide festivals bring people together.

We have planned mobile workshops to guide your explorations, but we also encourage you to strike out on your own and become part of this city of neighborhoods with the help of scores of practicing planners, faculty and students who share their advice on what to see and where to eat in the booklet included in your congress packet. Planners report the Wicker Park neighborhood to be the place where they have the most fun outside of their homes, for example. If you can only see one suburb, consider Oak Park for its architecture and accessibility. Both are easily accessible by CTA. Planners think the best tour of the city may be the Architecture River Cruise provided by the Chicago Architecture Foundation. You will find this and other advice on restaurants and music venues and plus a list of the worst-planned places in Chicago!

Our thanks to Ernest Mahaffey, the UIC Institute for Research on Race and Public Policy, the UIC Great Cities Institute, Robin Hambleton, the Chicago Council on Global Affairs and TimeOut Chicago for their support of this conference. Thank you to Andrew Greenley who coordinated the mobile workshops; Ratoola Kundu who organized the student reception; and Ann Barnds who prepared the survey of planners.

Have a fun and productive stay in Chicago!

Martin Jaffe, University of Illinois at Chicago
Curt Winkle, University of Illinois at Chicago

Local Host Committee

Ann Barnds
John Betancur
Caitlin Cottrill
Andrew Greenlee
Charles Hoch
Martin Jaffe (co-chair)
Ratoola Kundu
Kazuya Kawamura
Leonor Vanik
Curt Winkle (co-chair)
Highlights
Globalization presents grave challenges to the manufacturing towns and cities of the American Midwest, Chicago’s hinterland, and most of these cities are failing this challenge. The Midwest pioneered the Industrial Era in America. It was the Silicon Valley of the early 20th century and thrived for a century on the ideas and innovations of that era. Now that era is gone, replaced by the Global Era. Some cities, like Chicago, have made the transformation. Others, from Cleveland to St. Louis, haven’t. The result is a deep divide between global cities and post-industrial slums, between thriving metro areas and declining hinterlands, between races in a traditionally segregated region and between classes in a region that has always seen itself as classless. Richard C. Longworth, author of the new book “Caught in the Middle: America’s Heartland in the Age of Globalism,” discusses these new challenges to Midwestern cities and to their civilizations.

Richard Longworth is a senior fellow at the Chicago Council on Global Affairs and author of the new book, Caught in the Middle: America’s Heartland in the Age of Globalism, published in January by Bloomsbury. Longworth joined the Council in 2003 as executive director of its Global Chicago Center after a career in journalism, most recently as senior correspondent for the Chicago Tribune. For 20 years, Longworth was a foreign correspondent for the Tribune and United Press International and was the Tribune’s Chief European Correspondent. He has reported from 75 countries on five continents.

Economic change, driven as always by technology, is creating a new urban geography across the developed world. The old industrial heartland regions are declining; regions around great trading cities - London, Paris, Amsterdam, New York, San Francisco - are booming and expanding into vast polycentric mega-city regions in which different cities play different roles in a highly synergistic urban network. But there are two interesting complications.

First, in the old Rustbelt regions, some major cities - Chicago, Liverpool, Manchester, Lille - are making a spectacular comeback. But second, these successful cities increasingly exhibit sharp contrasts between vibrant downtowns and increasingly isolated ghettos of deep deprivation.

Sometimes there is a racial component here. But more fundamental is the fact that here - as in the old one-industry towns in these same regions, which lack the means to develop a new economic base - successive generations of blue-collar families are failing to make a successful transition through the educational system into the new economy. As the Democratic primaries so clearly showed, the outcome is a fundamentally new class divide in advanced western economies.

Peter Hall is Professor of Planning and Regeneration at the Bartlett School of Architecture and Planning, University College London and President of the Town and Country Planning Association. From 1991-1994 he was Special Adviser on Strategic Planning to the Secretary of State for the Environment, with special reference to issues of London and South East regional planning including Thames Gateway and the Channel Tunnel Rail Link. In 1998-99 he was a member of the Deputy Prime Minister’s Urban Task Force. From 2004-2008 he was Chair of ReBlackpool, the Blackpool Urban Regeneration Company. He is author, co-author or editor of more than 35 books on urban and regional planning and related topics - most recently, London Voices London Lives, published in 2007. He received the Gold Medal of the Royal Town Planning Institute in 2003, the Balzan International Prize in 2005 and the Sir Patrick Abercrombie Prize of the International Union of Architects in 2008.
Welcome Reception Cruise Aboard the Odyssey

Monday, July 7, Boarding at 6:00 pm

Do not miss the opening reception cruise of the ACSP-AESOP 4th Joint Congress. Board the Odyssey or the Spirit of Chicago which both disembark from Navy Pier on Lake Michigan. Both ships offer signature elegance and total entertainment experiences only true luxury cruising vessels can provide. Creative appetizers, entrees and desserts prepared fresh onboard daily. Award-winning wines. Dancing to live music. And unmatched skyline views of Chicago drifting past your table.

Round trip motor coach transportation will be provided from the Marriott Hotel beginning at 5:30pm, but Navy Pier is also walking distance from the hotel. Written directions can be provided. Please ask for them at the registration desk.

Arrive at 6:00pm to pick up your tickets and board the ship. Check in at the Congress registration desk just in front of either ship. Given the size of attendance at this year’s Joint Congress, we advise you to pre-arrange to travel to Navy Pier with friends as you might end up on separate ships. Enjoy!
Inter-continental Planning Student Reception

Tuesday, July 8, Fadó Irish Pub, 6:00 – 8:00 pm

Fadó, pronounced f’doe, is the Irish expression meaning “long ago”. The term was commonly used as the preface of old Irish stories told by the Seanchaí (Shan-kee) or storyteller. At Fadó they tell the story of Ireland’s rich and celebrated pub culture. It is a culture of hospitable surroundings, good food and good drink, and friendly conversation - what they call “craic”. Fadó blends the best of the old with the best of the new. The decor and friendly staff evoke images of the great old pubs of Ireland whereas the style of operating - music, food, beverages - connects more so with the contemporary pubs and bars of modern Ireland.

Fadó is located at 100 W. Grand in the heart of downtown Chicago on the corner of Clark and Grand, across the street from Maggiano’s 312-836-0066. See our ad on page 30 for more details.

Alumni & Publisher Receptions

Sunday, July 6th, Tuesday, July 8 and Wednesday, July 9

Dialogues Book Signing Reception
Sunday, July 6, 7.00pm, Lincolnshire I & II/Foyer

2008 Joint Congress Local Host – University of Illinois at Chicago Alumni and Friends Reception
Wednesday, July 9, 7:00pm - 9:00pm, Purdue/Wisconsin

Cornell University/Planners Network/University of Pennsylvania
Wednesday, July 9, 7:00pm - 9:00pm, Chicago Ballroom, Salon D

Florida State University/University of Florida
Wednesday, July 9, 7:00pm - 9:00pm, Huron

Hafen City University Hamburg
Wednesday, July 9, 7:30pm - 9:30pm, Addison

Journal of Urbanism Reception
Wednesday, July 9, 6:15pm - 7:30pm, Great America I & II/ Foyer

Lincoln Institute of Land Policy
Wednesday, July 9, 6:00pm - 7:30pm, Halsted

MIT – Department of Urban Studies and Planning
Wednesday, July 9, 7:00pm - 9:00pm, Northwestern/Ohio/Foyer

Routledge Reception for Planning, Theory & Practice
Tuesday, July 8, 6:15pm - 7:30pm, Lincolnshire I & II/ Foyer

Reception for Wim Wiewel’s Appointment as President of Portland State University
Wednesday, July 9, 7:30pm - 9:30pm, Avenue Ballroom

Routledge Reception for JAPA
Wednesday, July 9, 7:00pm - 9:00pm, Indiana/Iowa/Foyer

Rutgers University
Wednesday, July 9, 7:00pm - 9:00pm, Water Tower

University of California at Berkeley
Wednesday, July 9, 7:00pm - 9:00pm, Chicago Ballroom, Salon E

University of California at Irvine, Department of Planning, Policy and Design Alumni Reception
Wednesday, July 9, 7:00pm - 10:00pm, O’Hare

University of Michigan
Wednesday, July 9, 7:00pm - 8:30pm, Navy Pier Room
Special Sessions

Tuesday, July 8, 9:45am – 11:15am
ACSP Special Tribute Session - Martin Meyerson: Practitioner, Educator, Researcher
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

Martin Meyerson (1922-2007) had important impacts on the planning profession as a practitioner, educator, researcher, theoretician and university president. This panel will focus on Meyerson’s early career as a planning practitioner and scholar, from the late 1940s to the 1960s. While it will review Meyerson’s contributions to planning theory, education and research, its intent is to illuminate a relatively unstudied period of planning history. Papers will explore key ideas including the evolution of the public interest, track the persistence of these ideas through generations of students as well as in publications and research stimulated by Meyerson at critical points of his career.

Tuesday, July 8, 4:45pm – 6:15pm
ACSP General Assembly and Awards Ceremony
Room: 7th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Salon I

Tuesday, July 9, 9:45am – 11:15am
AESOP General Assembly
Room: 7th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Salon II

Wednesday, July 9, 9:45am – 11:15am
ACSP-AESOP Joint Presidential Session: Planning, Imagination and Transnational Scholarship: A Tribute to Peter H. Marris
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron Room

The purpose of the panel is to review the lifetime research contribution of Professor Peter H. Marris who conducted sociological and planning related research on three continents—namely Europe, Africa and the United States—to understand the disruptive impact of social changes on the human condition.

Thursday, July 10, 9:45am – 11:15am
Student Award Paper Session
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron Room

Students of both organizations, ACSP and AESOP, will present their award winning papers during this special session. Come hear the best of the best.
Wednesday, July 9, 9:45am – 11:15am

Young Academics (AESOP YA) Roundtable: Getting the most out of the “Paper Presenting Experience”

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan Room

All are invited. The AESOP Young Academics have recognized that young planning scholars often find it difficult to position themselves at big scientific conferences. One of the reasons for this includes fear of presenting to an experienced audience, which may be exacerbated by a lack of the know-how of good presenting. Therefore, for their 2008 Roundtable, the AESOP Young Academics are organizing a Session at the ACSP/AESO Chicago Conference to help young planning scholars overcoming their personal uncertainties and to encourage them to become more active at scientific conferences. The focus of the roundtable is to look at the different benefits that academics can derive from presenting at conferences. This provides a mean to look at the different approaches that can be taken to giving a paper, and to highlight the practicalities involved in ensuring that young academics really do benefit from conference participation.

• presentations as a road map to academic publishing;
• presentations as a ‘dry run’ for the oral examination or viva voce exam; presentations as a transferable skill for the academic career;
• presentations to catch the eye of a potential partner, external examiner or collaborator.

Friday, July 11, 8:00am – 9:00am

PhD Matriculation Roundtable
Hosted by the ACSP Student Board Representatives

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois Room

All are invited. This informal roundtable discussion will include topics such as: timeline for comprehensive exams; dissertation preparation; publication; relationship with advisors; the balance between family, job hunting and offer negotiation; and more.

Thursday, July 10, 4:30 – 6:00pm

IPHS Opening Plenary - The Plan of Chicago: New Perspectives (everyone invited)

Room: 7th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Salon II

From the day it was issued in 1909, The Plan of Chicago by Daniel Burnham and Edward Bennett took its place as a landmark in urban planning. In this panel we will hear from Carl Smith; Franklyn Bliss Snyder, Professor of English and American Studies at Northwestern University, author of the highly regarded book, The Plan of Chicago: Daniel Burnham and the Remaking of the American City (2006), which won the Lewis Mumford Prize for Best Book in Planning History given by the Society of American City, Regional, and Planning History, and leading author of an interpretive digital website on the plan for the Encyclopedia of Chicago; and Kristen Schaffer, Associate Professor of Architecture at North Carolina State University, and author of a ground breaking analysis of the Burnham Plan in the reprint of the Burnham plan published by Princeton Architectural Press in 1993. Commentary will be provided by Neil Harris, professor emeritus at the University of Chicago and one of the nation’s foremost scholars of American culture.
Local Host Sessions

University of Illinois at Chicago

Department of Urban Planning & Public Affairs

The University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) is a large, public, comprehensive research university with 25,000 students located on the edge of Chicago’s vibrant downtown – the famous Loop. It has an explicit “Great Cities Commitment” which is led by the Department of Urban Planning and Public Affairs. The Urban Planning and Policy Program is the largest graduate planning program in the U.S. with more than 200 students and a distinguished faculty. http://www.uic.edu/cuppa

Wednesday, July 9, 8:00am – 9:30am

Panel Discussion: What Does Diversity Amount to in Chicago?

Moderator: BETANCUR, John J. [University of Illinois at Chicago] betancur@uic.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

Presenters offer a comparative analysis of the Washington and Daley administrations from the Black and Latino perspectives. They address how municipal government has contributed to the conditions of blacks and Latinos by contrasting both administrations in light of their support or undermining of under represented groups; they examine the opportunities they had in accessing jobs, contracts, and basic services.

ERRING, Cedric [University of Illinois at Chicago] herring@uic.edu

BETANCUR, John J. [University of Illinois at Chicago] betancur@uic.edu

WHITE, Wanda [Former Deputy Commissioner, City of Chicago Department of Economic Development, Community Workshop on Economic Development] wgills@aol.com

GARCIA, Jesus [former Alderman and State Senator and Director, Pilsen/Little Village Economic Development Corporation] jgarcia@littlevillageccdc.org

LOPEZ, Jose [Director, Puerto Rican Cultural Center of Chicago, Adjunct Instructor, Department of Latin American Studies, University of Illinois at Chicago]

RIGANTI, Patrizia [University of Nottingham] patrizia.riganti@nottingham.ac.uk

Wednesday, July 9, 9:45am – 11:15am

Panel Discussion: Chicago’s Plan for the 2016 Olympics

Moderator: WINKLE, Curt [University of Illinois at Chicago] cwinkle@uic.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

Closed to the press.

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP (SOM), under the direction of the City of Chicago and Chicago 2016, has been working to develop a plan for Chicago’s bid to host the 2016 Olympic Games. Coordinating with dozens of architects, planners, engineers, and construction firms, SOM has been a key contributor to the planning effort that resulted in Chicago being selected to represent the United States in the international phase of the bid. The plan carefully balances compactness with integration into our city by placing most venues within an easy walk of transit and close to both downtown and the lakefront. Tom Kerwin and Phil Enquist from SOM will discuss the Olympic planning process and will share their thoughts about the potential legacy of a successful bid.

Tom Kerwin is a Managing Partner in the Chicago office of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP and oversees the firm’s involvement with Chicago 2016.

Phil Enquist is Partner in charge of planning and urban design in the Chicago office of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP.
Planning Ideas and Planning Practices

Track 16 – Sponsored by the Journal, Planning Theory & Practice, published by Routledge

This track takes a critical look at the international diffusion of planning ideas and practices, their impacts on planning practices in different contexts, on the challenge of ‘situating’ planning practices, and on the ethical issues of international exchange in the planning field. The track is linked to a book project, in production to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the journal, Planning Theory & Practice, in 2009. Published in conjunction with the Royal Town Planning Institute, London, the Journal offers an arena for international debate and more effective communication and sharing of ideas between practitioners and academics.

Tuesday, July 8, 9:45am – 11:15am

16.1 Practices of Diffusion 1
Moderator/Discussant: UPTON, Robert [Royal Town Planning Institute] robert.upton@rtpi.org.uk
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana

Global Exchange And Local Specificities [966]
HEALEY, Patsy [Newcastle University] patsyhealey@btinternet.com

Poverty Truths: The Ethico-Politics Of Knowledge In The New Global Order Of Development [976]
ROY, Ananya [University of California, Berkeley] ananya@berkeley.edu

Diffusion, Transformation And Deployment Of Planning Concepts: The Progress Of Urban Sustainability And Compact Cities Ideas In Japan [979]
SORENSEN, Andre [University of Toronto] sorensen@utsc.utoronto.ca

Welfares Of The Future Versus Interests Of The Status Quo – Developmental Planning For Asian Sustainable Urbanization [995]
ZHU, Jieming [National University of Singapore] rstzhujm@nus.edu.sg

Wednesday, July 9, 8:00am – 9:30am

16.4 Recognising Cultural and Institutional Diversity 1
Moderator/Discussant: CAMPBELL, Heather [University of Sheffield] h.j.campbell@sheffield.ac.uk
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota

A Trans-Pacific Planning Education In Reverse: Reflections Of An American With A Chinese Doctorate In Urban Planning And Design [955]
ABRAMSON, Daniel B. [University of Washington] abramson@u.washington.edu

Are We Same Or Different? The Evolving Perceptions Of Development Challenges [977]
SANYAL, Bish [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] sanyal@mit.edu

Down To Earth: Recognizing The Inevitably Situated Nature Of Planning Practice [991]
WATSON, Vanessa J. [University of Cape Town] vanessa.watson@uct.ac.za
Lincoln Institute of Land Policy Sponsored Sessions

The Lincoln Institute of Land Policy is a leading resource for key issues concerning the use, regulation and taxation of land. Providing high-quality education and research, the Institute strives to improve public dialogue and decisions about land policy. Founded in 1974 and located in Cambridge, Mass., the Lincoln Institute organizes its work in planning and urban form; economic and community development; valuation and taxation; and international land policy, with a special emphasis on Latin America and China. Publications, online information, and a range of interactive resources and tools are available at the website, www.lincolninst.edu.

Thursday, July 10, 9:45am – 11:15am
Urbanization in China
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana Room
Discussant: ZHANG, Yang
[Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University]
Discussant: DING, Chengri Di
[University of Maryland] cding@umd.edu
Organizer: YANYUN MAN, Joyce
[China Program, Lincoln Institute of Land Policy] yman@lincolninst.edu
Moderator: ZHANG, Ming
[University of Texas, Austin] zhangm@mail.utexas.edu
China’s Urbanization: Impacts on Land Use and Urban Development
ZHANG, Tingwei
[University of Illinois at Chicago] tzhang@uic.edu
Agglomerates of Industries and Urban Expansion in China
HE, Canfei [Peking University/Lincoln Institute Center for Urban Development and Land Policy] hecanfei@urban.pku.edu.cn
Capitalization of Bus vs. Rail Transit Access: Evidence from Beijing, China?
ZHANG, Ming [University of Texas at Austin] zhangm@mail.utexas.edu
Urban Expansion in China?
HAN, Sun Sheng, [University of Melbourne, Australia] sschan@unimelb.edu.au

Thursday, July 10, 1:15pm – 2:45pm
Roundtable: People, places, or ...? Debating the Ways and Means of Community Economic Development
Moderator: GREENSTEIN, Roz
[Lincoln Institute of Land Policy] roz@lincolninst.org
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana
CRANE, Randall
[University of California, Los Angeles] rdcrace@gmail.com
FAINSTEIN, Susan
[Harvard University] sfainstein@aol.com
FESER, Edward [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] feser@uiuc.edu
ISSERMAN, Andrew M. [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] isserman@uiuc.edu

What is the purpose of local development planning and how is it best carried out? Should strategies aimed at low-wage labor markets, or low-income residential neighborhoods, or fiscally strained service districts focus their efforts on place-conditioned assistance and incentives, targeting those areas? Or should they instead respond to the loud criticisms of many economists that place-based aid is distortionary and badly targeted by promoting pure-people assistance, regardless of their location?

Put another way, is the debate between place-based and people-based strategies at all, or do other questions of means or goals better describe the important tradeoffs for practice?

Roundtable participants will react to a Lincoln research project on this issue and then offer their perspectives on the larger debate and its usefulness for current community development research and action.
Since the 1970’s, inclusionary zoning, through which provision of social housing has been linked to the marketplace and developers provided incentives to produce social housing, has been part of the housing policy framework in the United States. Similar transformations of economic and social policy, and a breakdown of the traditional barriers between the social housing sector and the market have been a more recent phenomenon in Europe. As that transformation has taken place, largely during the past decade, inclusionary housing has emerged as a major, continuing part of the housing policy framework in the United States. Since the 1970's, inclusionary zoning, through which provision of social housing has been linked to the marketplace and developers provided incentives to produce social housing, has been part of the housing policy framework in the United States. Similar transformations of economic and social policy, and a breakdown of the traditional barriers between the social housing sector and the market have been a more recent phenomenon in Europe. As that transformation has taken place, largely during the past decade, inclusionary housing has emerged as a major, continuing part of the policy landscape in a number of different European countries, including France, Ireland, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom. The form it has taken in each country reflects the distinctive features of that country's land use regime and social policy framework, including sharply different approaches to critical questions such as land value recapture, social inclusion and the continued role of public financing and subsidies in the provision of social housing.

The three presentations will explore these issues in the European countries listed above as well as in the United States, focusing on a number of common themes and the manner in which each country has arrived at different ways of both framing and resolving these issues. Key themes will include the relationship between inclusionary requirements and land value, and the use of inclusionary housing as a land value recapture mechanism; the relationship between developers, social housing entities and the public sector, and the changing role of social housing entities (both public and private) as methods of social housing production change; the role of inclusionary housing as a vehicle for social inclusion at both the micro-scale (the individual building) and the larger community scale; and the ways in which inclusionary development strategies are (or are not) integrated into the larger community and regional planning frameworks. These presentations will not only illuminate the issues surrounding inclusionary housing in these countries, but provide a perspective on the future of social housing generally in Western Europe and the United States.
Wednesday Mobile Tours

Please meet in the hotel lobby and gather near your tour sign. Tickets are required.

1 – Bus Tour
Public Housing: Transforming What Into What?
Tour Leader: Janet Smith
Schedule: 12:30pm-4:00pm

The City of Chicago is implementing a multi-billion dollar effort to demolish and rebuild 25,000 units of public housing for the poor. The end result is to be a collection of mixed-income communities with both owner and renter occupied housing. This plan is not without controversy or concern. Chicago is short on affordable rental housing for low-income families and is now experiencing a serious crisis with mortgage foreclosures and a stalled for-sale market. Many planners and elected officials from Europe and the U.S. have come to see the new development. Few, however, have had the opportunity to talk to residents and activists about what is being experienced on the ground. This tour will take people to see redeveloped sites, speak with planners and others involved in the redevelopment, and to meet with residents from Cabrini Green - one of the last standing developments.

2 – Bus Tour
Green Chicago
Tour Leaders: Marty Jaffe and Moira Zellner
Schedule: 12:30pm-4:00pm

Discover why Chicago is becoming known worldwide as a leader in environmental innovation. Begin with a brief discussion on greening issues with representatives of Chicago's city government while touring City Hall's green roof, observing the greening of the city's streets and infrastructure, ending up at the Center for Green Technology, to visit a showcase of green strategies and technologies. Green Chicago

3 – Bus Tour
Urban Agriculture in Chicago
Tour Leader: Lynn Peemoeller
Schedule: 12:30pm-4:00pm

Visit three of Chicago's most interesting urban agriculture projects and see different working models. Learn how urban agriculture effects economic and community development throughout the city and how city policy can support these projects.

4 – Bus Tour
Cultural Heritage Tourism
Tour Leader: Doug Gills
Schedule: 12:30pm-4:00pm

Visit several Chicago neighborhoods and the potential for the use of cultural heritage tourism to work as a source of community building and intergovernmental linkage around community heritage sites and histories. We will visit neighborhoods such as Bronzeville, North Lawndale, Pilsen, and Chinatown to understand how neighborhood cultural histories can be used as tools for both economic and community development.

5 – Bike Tour
of Chicago’s Lakefront
Tour Leader: Curt Winkle
Schedule: 12:00pm-4:00pm

Come explore part of the city's 18 mile long lakefront bike path and the communities that surround it. Points of interest may include the McDonalds Cycle Center at Millennium Park, rolling past Navy Pier and Oak Street Beach, touring through Lincoln Park, and a visit to a local bike shop. The tour fee includes bike and helmet rental.

6 – Bike Tour
of Industrial Chicago
Tour Leader: Rachel Weber
Schedule: 12:00pm-4:00pm

We will explore several of Chicago's inner-city manufacturing districts by bike to experience up-close the dramatic changes in the architecture, urban design, and planning for industrial production that have occurred within the last century. Along the way, we will speak with city planners about Chicago's Planned Manufacturing District and environmental remediation programs, local industrial councils about the threat of residential encroachment, and business owners and labor representatives about the challenges of operating in high-cost urban locations in an increasingly globalized economy. The tour fee includes bike and helmet rental.

7 – Walking Tour
Millennium Park: A Cultural Venue with an Economic Impact
Tour Leader: Ed Uhlir
Schedule: 12:30pm-4:00pm

Preliminary Presentation: Illinois Room

The creation of Chicago's 25 acre Millennium Park was a complex and unusual undertaking. Through an unprecedented public/private partnership an extraordinary outdoor cultural experience was designed by some of the best architects, landscape designers and artists in the world including Frank Gehry, Anish Kapoor, Jaume Plensa and Kathryn Gustafson. The tour will provide a behind the scenes look at its award winning designs and commentary on the complexities and difficulties of managing a large scale project by Millennium Park’s Design Director, Ed Uhlir. The discussion will also explain that major economic benefits can result from the creation of a signature park. The park was designed to be universally accessible.

8 – Train Tour
CTA History by Train
Tour Leader: Mike Shiffer
Schedule: 11:30pm-4:00pm

Join us for an unusual opportunity to tour Chicago via its elevated transit system (known locally as the “L”) aboard our own chartered train! Since 1892, Chicago’s “L” has been a cornerstone of the region’s transportation system. Its development (and the subsequent reconstruction and extension of several lines) closely matches Chicago’s urban dynamic. The narrated tour will cover several lines throughout the city (traveling above, below and at street level). It will include commentary by noted historians on nearby land uses, the history and technology of the “L” itself, and plans for the future of Chicago’s mass transit system. Don’t miss this unusual event!
Friday
Mobile Tours

9 – Bus Tour
Legacy of the Plan of Chicago
Tour Leader: Dennis McClendon
Schedule: 12:30pm-4:00pm

Daniel Burnham and Edward Bennett’s 1909 vision for the city is still revered but the plan’s actual results are often misunderstood or forgotten. This bus tour of the central city will look at the Plan’s physical legacies: Navy Pier, North Michigan Avenue, Northerly Island, a straightened river, Ogden Avenue, Congress Parkway, Union Station, Wacker Drive. We’ll look at projects that greatly benefitted the city, at proposals that later generations reconsidered, and at heroic accomplishments that in the end meant little.

10 – Walking Tour
Chicago Neighborhoods through Food
Tour Leader: Piyushimita (Vonu) Thakuriah
Schedule: 11:45am-2:15pm

Chicago is known as the “City of Big Shoulders” but is also unofficially known as the “City of Big Eaters.” Come explore several of the city’s unique ethnic neighborhoods the way many Chicagoans do - through traditions of food. We will have the opportunity to visit several ethnic communities throughout the city, and will taste our way across them. Tour cost includes tasting portions at several locations. Participants are welcome to purchase additional items on their own.

11 – Walking Tour
Chicago’s Moveable Bridges
Tour Leader: Thomas Powers
Schedule: 12:30pm-2:15pm

This walking tour, led by Thomas Powers, Deputy Commissioner for the city of Chicago Department of Transportation will provide an overview of the history and operations of one of Chicago’s most recognizable pieces of infrastructure - the moveable bridges that span the Chicago River. In addition to describing the history, operations and staffing requirements for the bridge system, tour participants will have the opportunity to observe a bridge in lift as part of the tour.

12 – Public Transit Tour
Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP) and the Sears Tower Skydeck
Tour Organizer: Jieun Kim
Schedule: 12:00pm-4:30pm

Guests attending this tour will travel together via public transit to the Sears Tower. What roles can a regional planning agency, as an advisory body, play when most planning decisions are independently made by each municipality? The essential role of CMAP is to coordinate and integrate land-use and transportation planning in northeastern Illinois. To this end, CMAP is in the process of creating its first comprehensive plan for the seven county regions. This long-term visionary plan calls for participatory planning to facilitate regional decision making and consensus building on regional priorities. This tour will be a great opportunity to hear from CMAP staff about the ongoing regional planning process as well as to tour their offices at the Sears Tower. The tour includes an admission ticket to the Skydeck which offers the best views of the city of Chicago. Please bring your photo id (driver's license, state id, or passport) for Sears Tower security.

Tours Led by the International Planning History Society

Tours organized and led by the IPHS are open to ACSP-AESoP Joint Congress participants. If you have an extended stay in Chicago, more information and tickets for these tours can be obtained at the ACSP-AESoP Joint Congress Registration Desk anytime during the Congress. Fees for these tours range from $15 - $30.

Friday Morning, July 11
The timing of these tours conflicts with ACSP-AESoP sessions. Please check your schedule.

- Tour A - Hull House Walking Tour
- Tour B - Millennium Park Walking Tour
- Tour D - Public Housing Museum Walking Tour
- Tour F - Chicago Old and New Walking Tour
- Tour P - Legacy of the Chicago Plan

Friday Afternoon, July 11
These do not conflict with ACSP-AESoP sessions.

- Tour H - Chicago Old and New (Repeating) Walking Tour

Sunday Afternoon, July 13

- Tour K - Hyde Park Urban Renewal Bus Tour
- Tour L - Legacy of the Chicago Plan (Repeating) Bus Tour
- Tour N - Transformation in Public Housing Bus Tour
- Tour O - Riverside and the West Suburbs Bus Tour
**HIGHLIGHTS – BOOK FAIR AND JOB BANK**

**Book Fair and Book Fair Café**

The ACSP-AESOP Joint Congress has attracted 1000 scholars representing roughly half the planning faculty in the U.S. and Canada including sizeable clusters of faculty from the AESOP planning programs across the globe not to mention a substantial group of doctoral students.

The Book Fair represents an excellent opportunity for individual authors and publishers to display their wares and to speak with potential authors, readers and adopters.

Daily continental breakfast and continuous coffee and refreshments are served in the Book Fair Café area. The Job Posting Boards, Job Bank, Conference Message Center and a Research Poster Display will also be housed in the center of the Fair. Café tables draw attendees to rest, meet friends, and work on laptops during the long days of sessions (sorry internet access is not provided). Please visit the Fair, relax, peruse and finally share your appreciation of the exhibitors this year:

---

**Exhibitors**

- Job Bank
- Student Journal Table
- American Planning Association
- Ashgate Publishing Company
- Brookings Institution Press
- Center for American Places
- Center for Urban Policy Research/CUPR Press
- Critical Planning, UCLA Urban Planning Journal
- Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy
- Elsevier
- Guilford Publications
- Island Press
- Lincoln Institute of Land Policy
- Liverpool University Press
- MIT Press
- Routlege
- SAGE Publications
- University of Pennsylvania Press
- What if?, Inc.
- Self-Published Authors Co-op Table
  - Joaquin Casariego
  - Richard Rubino and Earl Starnes

**Job Bank**

The Job Bank is an opportunity for schools/programs to advertise (at no cost) job openings as well as an opportunity for students and faculty in planning who are in the market to include their resumes (at no cost). The Job Bank is located in the Book Fair. Announcement Postings and Message Center boards are available to aid in communications with prospective employers and employees.

**Interview Suite Reservations**

Universities may conduct interviews for new faculty in private suites at the hotel during Congress hours. To make reservations for an interview suite come to the Congress Registration Desk to check for availability. Two hour time slots can be reserved for suites 8:00am through 5pm on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of the Congress.

---

**Housing Policy Debate**

**CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS**

*Housing Policy Debate* provides a venue for original housing and urban affairs research on a broad range of domestic and international topics. Subjects include the analysis of real estate market trends, land use regulations, and metropolitan development patterns as they impact directly or indirectly on housing.

We invite you to submit manuscripts for publication consideration. Currently, *Housing Policy Debate* is especially interested in papers on international metropolitan issues, market-rate housing, the role of changing demographics on housing preferences and choice, and the influence of planning policy on housing dynamics. Manuscripts must be original, unpublished works not under consideration for publication elsewhere.

To submit manuscripts, please contact:

**Housing Policy Debate**

Metropolitan Institute at Virginia Tech
1021 Prince Street, Suite 100
Alexandria, VA 22314
Phone: 703-838-8320
Email: HousingPolicyDebate@vt.edu

For more information about Housing Policy Debate, visit www.mi.vt.edu
At a Glance
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## MONDAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00am-5:00pm</td>
<td>Registration Open</td>
<td>7th Floor Registration Desk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am – 5:00pm</td>
<td>Speaker Ready Room</td>
<td>Congress Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am-5:00pm</td>
<td>Book Fair Set Up</td>
<td>7th Floor, Salon III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am – 3:00pm</td>
<td>Business Meetings</td>
<td>See pages 30-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00pm – 5:00pm</td>
<td>Joint Congress Plenary</td>
<td>7th Floor, Salon II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00pm-10:00pm</td>
<td>Opening Reception Cruise aboard the Odyssey Motor coach transportation provided at 5:30pm</td>
<td>Navy Pier, Chicago</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TUESDAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 5:30pm</td>
<td>Registration Open</td>
<td>7th Floor Registration Desk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 5:30pm</td>
<td>Book Fair Café Open</td>
<td>7th Floor, Salon III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 8:00am</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast</td>
<td>Book Fair Café</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 5:30pm</td>
<td>Speaker Ready Room</td>
<td>Congress Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am – 9:30am</td>
<td>Session 1 – Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 41-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30am – 9:45am</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td>Book Fair Café &amp; Foyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45am – 11:15am</td>
<td>Session 2 - Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 46-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15am – 12:00pm</td>
<td>Lunch on your own</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm – 1:00pm</td>
<td>Session A - Parallel Roundtables or Meetings</td>
<td>See pages 51-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15pm – 2:45pm</td>
<td>Session 3 - Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 53-57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00pm – 4:30pm</td>
<td>Session 4 - Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 58-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30pm – 4:45pm</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td>Book Fair Café &amp; Foyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45pm – 6:15pm</td>
<td>AESOP General Assembly</td>
<td>7th Floor, Salon II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45pm – 6:15pm</td>
<td>ACSP General Assembly &amp; Awards Ceremony</td>
<td>7th Floor, Salon I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00pm-8:00pm</td>
<td>Intercontinental Student Reception</td>
<td>Fado Irish Pub</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## WEDNESDAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 5:30pm</td>
<td>Registration Open</td>
<td>7th Floor Registration Desk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 8:00am</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast</td>
<td>Book Fair Café</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 5:30pm</td>
<td>Book Fair Open</td>
<td>Book Fair Café &amp; Foyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 5:30pm</td>
<td>Speaker Ready Room</td>
<td>Congress Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am – 9:30am</td>
<td>Session 5 - Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 65-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30am – 9:45am</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td>Book Fair Café &amp; Foyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45am – 11:15am</td>
<td>Session 6 - Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 69-74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Event/Activity</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15am – 12:00pm</td>
<td>Lunch on your own</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15am – 1:00pm</td>
<td>Faculty Women’s Interest Group Luncheon</td>
<td>7th Floor, Salon 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See page 18</td>
<td>Mobile Workshops</td>
<td>Staging in Hotel Main Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00pm – 9:00pm</td>
<td>Alumni and Publisher Receptions</td>
<td>See page 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THURSDAY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event/Activity</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 5:30pm</td>
<td>Registration Open</td>
<td>7th Floor Registration Desk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 8:00am</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast</td>
<td>Book Fair Café</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 5:30pm</td>
<td>Speaker Ready Room</td>
<td>Congress Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am – 9:30am</td>
<td>Session 7 - Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 77-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30am – 9:45am</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td>Book Fair Café &amp; Foyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45am – 11:15am</td>
<td>Session 8 - Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 82-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15am – 12:00pm</td>
<td>Lunch on your own</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00pm – 1:00pm</td>
<td>Session B - Parallel Roundtables or Meetings</td>
<td>See pages 87-88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15pm – 2:45pm</td>
<td>Session 9 - Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 89-93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00pm – 4:30pm</td>
<td>Session 10 - Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 94-97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30pm – 4:45pm</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td>Book Fair Café &amp; Foyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45pm – 6:15pm</td>
<td>Session 11 - Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 98-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30pm – 6:00pm</td>
<td>IPHS Plenary – Open to Congress Attendees</td>
<td>7th Floor, Salon II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FRIDAY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event/Activity</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 11:30pm</td>
<td>Registration Open</td>
<td>7th Floor Registration Desk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 8:00am</td>
<td>Continental Breakfast</td>
<td>Book Fair Café</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 11:00am</td>
<td>Book Fair Open</td>
<td>Book Fair Café &amp; Foyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00am – 11:00am</td>
<td>Speaker Ready Room</td>
<td>Congress Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am – 9:00am</td>
<td>Session C – Parallel Roundtables/Meetings</td>
<td>See pages 105-107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am – 12:00pm</td>
<td>IPHS Mobile Tours Open to Congress Attendees</td>
<td>Staging in Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00am – 9:15am</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td>Book Fair Café &amp; Foyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15am – 10:45am</td>
<td>Session 12 - Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 108-111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45am – 11:00am</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td>Book Fair Café &amp; Foyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am – 12:30pm</td>
<td>Session 13 - Parallel Sessions</td>
<td>See pages 112-116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjourn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30pm</td>
<td>Lunch on your own</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See page 19</td>
<td>Joint Congress Mobile Tours</td>
<td>Staging in Hotel Main Lobby</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# AT A GLANCE – TABLE OF SESSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Indiana</th>
<th>Iowa</th>
<th>Michigan</th>
<th>Michigan State</th>
<th>North-western</th>
<th>Ohio State</th>
<th>Purdue</th>
<th>Wisconsin</th>
<th>O'Hare</th>
<th>Illinois</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00-9:30</td>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45-11:15</td>
<td>Highlight</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00-1:00</td>
<td>16.12</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>FVIG</td>
<td>AESOP</td>
<td>AESOP Group</td>
<td>POCIG Group</td>
<td>AESOP Group</td>
<td>AESOP</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15-2:45</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00-4:30</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WEDNESDAY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Indiana</th>
<th>Iowa</th>
<th>Michigan</th>
<th>Michigan State</th>
<th>North-western</th>
<th>Ohio State</th>
<th>Purdue</th>
<th>Wisconsin</th>
<th>O'Hare</th>
<th>Illinois</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00-9:30</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45-11:15</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>YA</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THURSDAY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Indiana</th>
<th>Iowa</th>
<th>Michigan</th>
<th>Michigan State</th>
<th>North-western</th>
<th>Ohio State</th>
<th>Purdue</th>
<th>Wisconsin</th>
<th>O'Hare</th>
<th>Illinois</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00-9:30</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45-11:15</td>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00-1:00</td>
<td>AESOP</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>AESOP</td>
<td>AESOP</td>
<td>AESOP Group</td>
<td>POCIG MTG</td>
<td>AESOP Group</td>
<td>GPEIG</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15-2:45</td>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00-4:30</td>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45-6:15</td>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>7.12</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FRIDAY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Indiana</th>
<th>Iowa</th>
<th>Michigan</th>
<th>Michigan State</th>
<th>North-western</th>
<th>Ohio State</th>
<th>Purdue</th>
<th>Wisconsin</th>
<th>O'Hare</th>
<th>Illinois</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00-9:00</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>MTG</td>
<td>16.11</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>15.12</td>
<td>8.11</td>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>14.17</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00-12:30</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>13.13</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>15.15</td>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Lincolnshire I</td>
<td>Lincolnshire II</td>
<td>Great America I</td>
<td>Great America II</td>
<td>Navy Pier</td>
<td>Huron</td>
<td>Water Tower</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tuesday</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00-9:30</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>14.14</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45-11:15</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>14.15</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00-1:00</td>
<td>JAPA MTG</td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>AESOP Roundtable</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>PT&amp;P MTG</td>
<td></td>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15-2:45</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00-4:30</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wednesday</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00-9:30</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>Local Host</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>MTG</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45-11:15</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>Local Host</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>Highlight</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thursday</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00-9:30</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>14.20</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45-11:15</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>14.21</td>
<td>Highlight</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00-1:00</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>MTG</td>
<td>GPEAN MTG</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>MTG</td>
<td>SFIG MTG</td>
<td>13.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15-2:45</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>14.18</td>
<td>12.12</td>
<td>14.22</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00-4:30</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>14.23</td>
<td>MTG</td>
<td>13.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45-6:15</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>12.14</td>
<td>14.12</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>13.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Friday</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00-9:00</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>MTG</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>12.16</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>GPEAN MTG</td>
<td>PT MTG</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15-10:45</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>13.14</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>5.17</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>GPEAN MTG</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00-12:30</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>13.15</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>14.13</td>
<td>GPEAN MTG</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Business Meetings

#### ACSP Meetings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting Name</th>
<th>Day/Date/Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009 (Virginia) ACSP 50th Conference Committee Meeting</td>
<td>Wednesday, July 9, 8:00am-9:30am</td>
<td>Huron Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 ACSP-AESOP Joint Congress Committee</td>
<td>Thursday, July 10, 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Lincolnshire II Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008 Track Chair Meeting</td>
<td>Thursday, July 10, 3:00pm-4:30pm</td>
<td>Huron Room</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### AESOP Meetings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting Name</th>
<th>Day/Date/Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executive Committee Meeting</td>
<td>Sunday, July 6, 1:00pm-6:00pm</td>
<td>River North Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoRep Meeting</td>
<td>Monday, July 7, 8:00am-12:00pm</td>
<td>Michigan/Michigan State Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French and British Planning Studies Group</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8: 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Purdue Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and Complexity Thematic Group</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8: 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Wisconsin Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Technologies in Planning Thematic Group</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8: 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>O’Hare Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning Law and Property Rights Thematic Group</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8: 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Michigan State Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience &amp; Risk Mitigation Strategies Thematic Group</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8: 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Great America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Design in Planning Thematic Group</td>
<td>Thursday, July 10: 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Michigan State Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transnational and Cross-border Planning Thematic Group</td>
<td>Thursday, July 10: 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Michigan Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Planning and Policy: European Experiences Thematic Group</td>
<td>Thursday, July 10: 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Northwestern Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Ethics and Planning Thematic Group</td>
<td>Thursday, July 10: 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Indiana Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience &amp; Risk Mitigation Strategies Thematic Group - Vulnerability vs. Resilience. Visions for Cities Future Roundtable</td>
<td>Thursday, July 10: 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Iowa Room</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Journal Editorial Board Meetings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting Name</th>
<th>Day/Date/Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Planning Education and Research Editorial Board (JPER)</td>
<td>Monday, July 7, 1:00pm-2:30pm</td>
<td>Michigan Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPD Editorial Advisory Board</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8, 7:00am-8:00am</td>
<td>Great America I Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal Progress in Planning</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8, 9:45am-11:15am</td>
<td>Huron Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of the American Planning Association (JAPA)</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8, 11:30am-1:00pm</td>
<td>Minnesota Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning Theory &amp; Practice Editorial Board</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8, 11:30am-1:00pm</td>
<td>Navy Pier Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Planning Theory</td>
<td>Friday, July 11, 8:00am-9:00am</td>
<td>Huron Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Planning History</td>
<td>Friday, July 11, 7:30am-8:30am</td>
<td>Lincolnshire I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GPEAN Meetings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting Name</th>
<th>Day/Date/Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPEAN World Planning Schools Congress Steering Committee, Part One</td>
<td>Sunday, July 6, 9:00am - 12:00pm</td>
<td>APA Headquarters, Catherine Bauer Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPEAN Coordinating Committee, Part One</td>
<td>Sunday, July 6, 1:00pm - 4:00pm</td>
<td>APA Headquarters, Catherine Bauer Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPEAN Presidents Gathering</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8, 11:30am-1:30pm</td>
<td>Presidential Suite 4524 Marriott Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPEAN Journal Editors Interest Group</td>
<td>Thursday, July 10, 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Great America I Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPEAN Steering Committee, Part Two</td>
<td>Friday, July 11, 8:00am-10am</td>
<td>Navy Pier Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPEAN Coordinating Committee, Part Two</td>
<td>Friday, July 11, 10:30am-12:30pm</td>
<td>Navy Pier Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPEAN Steering &amp; Coordinating Committee Combined Meeting</td>
<td>Friday, July 11, 2:30pm-4:30pm</td>
<td>Please see IPHS Program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
***ATTENTION PLANNING STUDENTS ACROSS THE TRANS-ATLANTIC DIVIDE***

UIC CUPPA INVITES YOU TO JOIN US IN

BRIDGING THE PLANNING DIVIDE WITH A “PINT”

INTERCONTINENTAL PLANNING STUDENTS RECEPTION 2008

CONVERSATION, FOOD, NETWORKING, MUSIC, ‘HIGH’ SPIRITS AND RAFFLE PRIZES

TUESDAY, JULY 8TH 2008, 6.00 PM TO 8.00 PM

SPONSORED BY:

UIC GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

TAYLOR AND FRANCIS

ELSEVIER PUBLICATION, UK

WHERE:

FA DO IRISH PUB

100 W GRAND AVE

(ON THE CORNER OF CLARK AND GRAND)

CHICAGO, IL 60610

(312) 836-0066

WHO:

PLANNING STUDENTS, SIGNIFICANT OTHERS, INTERESTED FACULTY MEMBERS

HOW MUCH: FREE FINGER FOOD AND ONE DRINK TICKET PER PERSON, THE REST IS A CASH BAR!

WALKING DIRECTIONS:

1. FROM THE DRIVeway ENTRANCE OF MARRIOTT ON 541 NORTH RUSH STREET TURN SOUTH

2. WALK A COUPLE OF PACES TO GRAND AVENUE

3. TURN WEST ON GRAND AVENUE

4. WALK FOUR BLOCKS WEST ON GRAND AVENUE

5. CROSS THE INTERSECTION OF GRAND AVENUE AND CLARK STREET

6. THE FA DO IRISH PUB IS ON THE RIGHT UPON GRAND AVENUE

MAP DIRECTIONS:
### Special Interest Group Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting Name</th>
<th>Day, Date, Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACSP Global Planning Educators Interest Group (GPEIG) - Business Meeting</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8, 6:30pm - 7:15pm</td>
<td>Great America I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACSP Global Planning Educators Interest Group (GPEIG) - Meeting with HUD’s Director of International Research</td>
<td>Thursday, July 10, 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Purdue Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACSP Senior Faculty Interest Group (SFIG) - Business Meeting and Roundtable</td>
<td>Thursday, July 10, 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Huron Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACSP Planners of Color Interest Group (POCIG) - Business Meeting</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8, 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Ohio State Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACSP Planners of Color Interest Group (POCIG) - Roundtable</td>
<td>Thursday, July 10, 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Ohio State Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACSP Faculty Women’s Interest Group (FWIG) - Business Meeting</td>
<td>Tuesday, July 8, 12:00pm-1:00pm</td>
<td>Michigan Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACSP Faculty Women’s Interest Group (FWIG) – Luncheon</td>
<td>Wednesday, July 9, 11:15am-1:00pm</td>
<td>7th Floor, Salon I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AESOP Young Academics (YA) - Special Session</td>
<td>Wednesday, July 9, 9:45am-11:15am</td>
<td>Michigan Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrinking Cities International Research Network (SCiRN)</td>
<td>Monday, July 7, 8:00am-3:00pm</td>
<td>Minnesota Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Meeting for a Food and Agriculture Planning Interest Group</td>
<td>Friday, July 11, 8:00am-9:00am</td>
<td>Iowa Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Association of China Planners (IACP)</td>
<td>Wednesday, July 9, 11:30am-1:00pm</td>
<td>Michigan Room</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Please come visit with us at the Local Host Session organized by the IRRPP**

On Wednesday, July 9, 8:00 am in Great America I

---

The Institute for Research on Race and Public Policy is structured as a campus-wide interdisciplinary research, policy and practice unit governed by an Executive Board and an Administrative Council and located in the Department of Urban Planning and Public Affairs. Chaired by the Provost, the Administrative Council includes the deans of Education, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Public Health, Social Work and Urban Planning and Policy and the Vice Chancellor for External Affairs. The Executive Board consists of faculty partners of IRRPP from a variety of disciplines throughout UIC’s campus. Under the supervision of the Executive Board, the Director is responsible for ensuring that the Institute meets its overall mission and vision and works closely with its governors and partners to improve continuously its core programs and to develop new ones. The Department of Urban Planning and Public Affairs provides administrative support for the Institute.
Poster Display in the Book Fair Café

7th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Grand Salon III

Geographic Determinants Of Truck Accidents In California, 1998-2004 [831]
MCFERRIN, Peter [University of Southern California] pmcferri@usc.edu

Urban Sprawl In Estonia (EU) [448]
HI08, Mart [Tallinn Technical University] mart@artes.ee

Sustainability, Cities And Gender: Comparative Studies Of Gender And Urban Regeneration In The European Union [413]
SHIBATA, Kuniko [London School of Economics and Political Science] k.shibata@lse.ac.uk

Contemporary Urban Design In Brazil: Beyond Brasilia [942]
SIEMBIEUDA, William J. [California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo] e.viento2@charter.net

Walkability: An Evaluation Of Existing Pedestrian Indices [589]
MAGHELAL, Praveen K. [Florida Atlantic University] pmagheena@fau.edu

Valuation Of Governmental Guarantee In BOT Infrastructure Project With Real Option Analysis [807]
JUN, Jaebum [Texas A&M University] rclab1234@tamu.edu
SHAKAWY, M. Atef [Texas A&M University] shakawy@tamu.edu

Privacy Issues In Household Travel Surveys [784]
COTTRILL, Caitlin D. [University of Illinois at Chicago] cctotr2@uic.edu
THAKURIAH, Piyushimita [University of Illinois at Chicago] vonu-pt@uic.edu

Research On Town Planning In Three Gorges Reservoir Area- A Case Study Of The Shizhu Tujiazu Autonomous County In Chongqing, China [993]
YAQL, Zhou [Institute of Digital City and Urban Planning] zhouchaqi_hust@yahoo.com.cn
ZHOU, Junqing [Institute of Digital City and Urban Planning] zhjique@mail.hust.edu.cn

Learning To Talk “Shop” With Other Professionals [814]
KIRCHLER, Leslie B. [Independent Scholar] kirchler@comcast.net

Culture, Creativity And Innovation As Drivers Of Development And Urban Regeneration [998]
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**Urban Design And Physical Planning**

Taner Oc, United Kingdom, taner.oc@nottingham.ac.uk  
Steve Tiesdell, United Kingdom, s.tiesdell@socsci.gla.ac.uk
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<tr>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>Streets Are For Walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>Cities And Places That Refuse To Die</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.12</td>
<td>Reassessing International Experience, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.13</td>
<td>What Makes Public Space Public?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.14</td>
<td>Tools For Urban Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.15</td>
<td>Placemaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>Managing Recovery And Change In Historic Cities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Track 16

**Planning Ideas And Planning Practices: A Critical Look At International Exchange In The Planning Field**

Sponsored by the journal, Planning Theory and Practice/Routledge Publishers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>Practices Of Diffusion 1, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>Practices Of Diffusion 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>Practices Of Diffusion 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>Recognising Cultural And Institutional Diversity 1, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>Recognising Cultural And Institutional Diversity 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>Planning Histories And Global-Local Dynamics 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>Planning Histories And Global-Local Dynamics 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>Divided Cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.12</td>
<td>Roundtable – The Ethics Of Standardising The Criteria To Accredit International Planning Programmes: A View From The Americas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TUESDAY

CHRONOLOGICAL SESSIONS, ROUNDTABLES AND MEETINGS
Tuesday Sessions
8:00 – 9:30 am

1.1 Including Religion and Women in Planning
Moderator/Discussant: MILES, Rebecca [Florida State University] rebecca.miles@fsu.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I
New Ethnic Places Of Worship And Planning Challenges [1]
AGRAWAL, Sandeep K. [Ryerson University] sagrawal@ryerson.ca
Muslims On The Fringe: Planning For An Islamic School On The Outskirts Of Sydney, Australia [6]
BUGG, Laura Beth [University of Sydney] lbugg@post.harvard.edu
Urbanisation And The Un-Gendering Of Inheritance Rights: The Case Of Tlokweng Village, Botswana [17]
KALABAMU, Faustin T. [University of Botswana] kalabamu@mopipi.ub.bw

2.1 Economic Policy
Moderator: LEVELT, Melika [University of Amsterdam] m.levelt@uva.nl
Discussant: RENSKI, Henry [University of Massachusetts] hrenski@larp.umass.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State
Land Value Taxation Revisited [52]
BOURASSA, Steven [University of Louisville] steven.bourassa@louisville.edu
Supply Side And Distributional Equity Issues In Economic Impacts Of Transportation Investments [56]
CHATMAN, Daniel G. [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] chatman@rci.rutgers.edu
New Economic Policies, The Local Level And The State: The Case Of France [60]
DEMAZIÈRE, Christophe [Universite de Tours] christophe.demaziere@univ-tours.fr
Territorialization Within The Global Economic Flux: Possibilities For Spatial Economic Planning Based On Commodity Chain Analysis [83]
LEVELT, Melika [University of Amsterdam] m.levelt@uva.nl

3.2 Planning and Climate Change I - Measuring and Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Moderator/Discussant: WHEELER, Stephen M. [University of California, Davis] smwheeler@ucdavis.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan
Reducing Greenhouse Gases Along The Transect [114]
ANDREWS, Clinton J. [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] cja1@rci.rutgers.edu
Planning For Climate Change: emissions Inventories And Government Jurisdictions [136]
DRUMMOND, William J. [Georgia Institute of Technology] bill.drummond@arch.gatech.edu
YOUTIE, Jan [Georgia Institute of Technology] jan.youtie@edi.gatech.edu
Public Attitudes Toward Integrated Strategies To Reduce Carbon Emissions [194]
WERNSTEDT, Kris [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] krisw@vt.edu

7:00 – 8:00 am
HPD Editorial Advisory Board
Room: 3rd Floor, Cook
3.6 Planning Perspectives on Flooding and Floodplains

**Moderator/Discussant:**
ROTH, Michael [Dortmund University of Technology] michael.roth@udo.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

**Mitigating Flood Impacts At The Local Level In Texas And Florida** [122]
BROY, Samuel D. [Texas A&M University] sbrody@archmail.tamu.edu
BERNHARDT, Sarah P. [Texas A&M University] sarahpbernhardt@neo.tamu.edu
ZAHRAN, Sammy [Colorado State University] szahr@colostate.edu
HIGHFIELD, Wesley E. [Texas A&M University] highfield@tamu.edu

**Analyzing The Impacts Of Typhoons And Floods To Residential Stability In Korea** [153]
IM, Jung-Soon [Kyonggi University] jsim@kyonggi.ac.kr
KIM, Gounyoung [Kangnam University] gkykim@kangnam.ac.kr
KIM, Jinwook [Seoul National University of Technology] jinwook@snu.ac.kr
KIM, Sangwon [Kangnam University] sangwonk@kangnam.ac.kr
JUNG, Tae-Hwa [Kangnam University] thjung@kangnam.ac.kr

**Planning Policy And Flood Risk: The Implementation Of National Guidance Within Local Planning** [197]
WHITE, Iain [University of Manchester] iain.white@manchester.ac.uk

**Building Community Capacity And Social Cohesion Through Resident-Led Evaluation:**
**The Example Of Stockwell Urban II Project In London, UK** [206]
BAILEY, Nicholas J. [University of Westminster] baileyn@wmin.ac.uk

**A Collaborative-Project Memory Tool For Participatory Planning** [221]
DE LIDDO, Anna [Politecnico di Bari] a.deliddo@gmail.com

**Bypassed By Broadband: Community Participation In Infrastructure Planning** [236]
KAYLOR, Charles H. [University of Michigan] ckaylor@umich.edu

**A Multi-Level Approach To Area Based Policy, Changing Attitudes And Behaviour In Urban Deprived Areas** [250]
NIENHUIS, Ivo [University of Groningen] i.m.nienhuis@rug.nl
DE ROO, Gert [University of Groningen] g.de.roo@rug.nl

**5.1 CDCs and Public-Private Partnerships**

**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.

**Discussant:** None

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

**A Tale Of Two Foundations: Family Foundations And Community Development In San Diego, California** [350]
RABINOWITZ BUSSELL, Mirle [University of California, San Diego] mbussell@ucsd.edu
MARTINEZ-COSIO, Maria L. [University of Texas, Arlington] mcosio@uta.edu

**Demand-Oriented Development Of Affordable Housing – The Example Of Housing Co-Operatives In The Cities Of Berlin And Erfurt, Germany** [354]
SINNING, Heidi [University of Applied Sciences Erfurt] sinning@fh-erfurt.de

**5.20 Inclusionary Programs And Dealing With NIMBY Forces**

**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.

**Discussant:** None

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin

**Inclusionary Zoning And Neighborhood Racial And Economic Transition** [329]
KONTOKOSTA, Constantine E. [Columbia University] cek2103@columbia.edu

**The Political Economy Of Manufactured Home Parks: A Case Study Of Policy Development In Oregon** [359]
TREMOLLETT, Andree [Portland State University] atrem@pdx.edu
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6.3 Urban Development in China
Moderator: ZHANG, Tingwei [University of Illinois at Chicago] dt.twzhang@gmail.com
Discussant: FRIEDMANN, John [University of British Columbia] jrpf@interchange.ubc.ca
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron
Decoding China’s High-Tech Triangle: Beijing, Shanghai, And Shenzhen [383]
FAN, Peilei [Michigan State University] fanpeile@msu.edu
Building Globalization: Transnational Architectural Production In Urban China [410]
REN, Xuefei [Michigan State University] renxuefe@msu.edu
Local State Entrepreneurialism In China: Its Urban Representations, Institutional Foundations And Policy Implications [421]
WANG, Lei [Columbia University] lw2121@columbia.edu
Urban Infrastructure Financing And Regional Economic Performance: The Case Of China [425]
WU, Weiping [Virginia Commonwealth University] www@vcu.edu

7.1 The Land and its Laws and Institutions: Global Perspectives
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: JOURDAN, Dawn E. [University of Florida] dawnjouordan@ufl.edu
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O’Hare
Compensation Rights For Decline In Land Values [429]
ALTERMAN, Rachelle [Technion- Israel Institute of Technology] alterman@technion.ac.il
An Alternative Perspective On U.S. – European Property Rights And Land Use Planning: Differences Without Any Substance [452]
JACOBS, Harvey M. [University of Wisconsin-Madison] hmjacobs@wisc.edu
Spatial Interaction model With Land use [487]
DENTINHO, Tomaz P. [Universidade dos Açores] tomaz.dentinho@mail.angra.uac.pt
SILVEIRA, Paulo [University of the Azores] paulosilveira@mail.angra.uac.pt
Land use Patterns And Access In Mexico City [514]
ORTIZ-CHAO, Claudia G. [University College London] c.chao@ucl.ac.uk, synefoula@gmail.com

8.1 Land Use Modeling
Moderator/Discussant: FERREIRA, Joseph [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jf@mit.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue

A New Approach To Model Real Estate Development: Application Of Urbansim To The Puget Sound Region [527]
WANG, Liming [University of Washington] lmwang@u.washington.edu
WADDELL, Paul [University of Washington] pwadell@u.washington.edu
To Couple Or Not To Couple: Integrating Land-Use And Hydrologic Modeling To Assess The Impacts Of Urbanization On Ground-Water Sustainability [532]
ZELLNER, Moira [University of Illinois at Chicago] mzellner@uic.edu
REEVES, Howard W. [US Geological Survey] hwreeves@usgs.gov

9.1 Teaching New Planning Skills and Roles
Moderator: FISCHLER, Raphael [McGill University] raphael.fischler@mcgill.ca
Discussant: BAUM, Howell S. [University of Maryland College Park] hbaum@umd.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire I
The Planning Expert As Stranger: Implications For Pedagogy [534]
APOSTOL, Ileana [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] iapostol@csupomona.edu
Education For Reflective Practice: Theory And Application [539]
FISCHLER, Raphael [McGill University] raphael.fischler@mcgill.ca
Internationalisation And Cooperation In Delivering Planning Education Programmes [540]
FRANK, Andrea I. [Cardiff University] franka@cardiff.ac.uk
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10.1 Food and Supportive Environments for Health

Moderator: MCLEAN, Beverly M. [University at Buffalo] bmclean@buffalo.edu

Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota

Personal And Environmental Correlates Of Perceived Health Status And Health Disparity [584]
LEE, Chanam [Texas A&M University] clee@archone.tamu.edu
KIM, Eun Jung [Texas A&M University] ejesther@gmail.com

Urban Public Markets: A Sustainable Food Venue For Healthy Food Shopping [591]
MCLEAN, Beverly M. [University at Buffalo] bmclean@buffalo.edu

Does Change In The Built Environment Influence Obesity? Results From A Longitudinal Study [601]
RAJA, Samina [University at Buffalo] sraja@ap.buffalo.edu
MILLEN, Amy E. [University at Buffalo] amymillen@uwalumni.com

12.5 Difference, Complexity and Social Learning

Moderator/Discussant: HARPER, Tom [University of Calgary] harper@ucalgary.ca

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

Cities Of Becoming: City-Making As Contested Trajectories Of Difference [663]
GUNDER, Michael [University of Auckland] m.gunder@auckland.ac.nz
HILLIER, Jean S. [University of Newcastle upon Tyne] j.s.hillier@ncl.ac.nz

13.1 Conference Theme Session: Bridging Regional Divides

Moderator/Discussant: WU, Chung-Tong [University of Western Sydney] tong.wu@uws.edu.au

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower

14.1 Planning Major Infrastructure Projects

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern

Waves Of Complexity. Theory, Models, And Practice [680]
SILVA, Elisabete A. [University of Cambridge] es424@cam.ac.uk

Spatial Justice: Towards Critical Spatial Possibilities [682]
SOURELI, Konstantina [University of California, Los Angeles] ksourel@ucla.edu

Planning, A Genre Approach [653]
DE HAAS, Wim [Ministry of Agriculture, Netherlands] w.dehaas@planet.nl

LORD, Alexander D. [University of Liverpool] a.d.lord@liverpool.ac.uk

Testing Transaction Cost Theory On Public Goods [878]
WHITTINGTON, Jan [University of Washington] janwhit@u.washington.edu

14.1 Planning Major Infrastructure Projects

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern

Placing The Megaregion In A Global Context [786]
DOYLE, Jessica L. [Georgia Institute of Technology] jessica.doyle@gatech.edu
ROSS, Catherine L. [Georgia Institute of Technology] catherine.ross@coa.gatech.edu
BARRINGER, Jason [Georgia Institute of Technology] jason.barringer@coa.gatech.edu
LEONE DE NIE, Karen [Georgia Institute of Technology] k.leonedenie@gatech.edu
WOO, Myungje [Georgia Institute of Technology] myungje.woo@coa.gatech.edu

Costs Of Suburbanization: Effects Of Residential Relocation On Household Welfare Measures In Shanghai [710]
DAY, Jennifer E. [University of California, Berkeley] jenniedy@berkeley.edu
CERVERO, Robert [University of California, Berkeley] robertc@berkeley.edu

LORD, Alexander D. [University of Liverpool] a.d.lord@liverpool.ac.uk

Testing Transaction Cost Theory On Public Goods [878]
WHITTINGTON, Jan [University of Washington] janwhit@u.washington.edu

Attemping To Bridge The Urban Divide In Cities Of The Developing World. The Case Of Lima, Peru [793]
FERNANDEZ-MALDONADO, Ana Maria [Delft University of Technology] fernande@bk.tudelft.nl
14.14 Planning for the Diverse Environmental Impacts of Transport Project

Moderator/Discussant: STEINER, Ruth L. [University of Florida] rsteiner@dcp.ufl.edu

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Navy Pier

Unpacking Preference: A Bayesian/Social Learning Approach To Auto Ownership Decisions [875]
WEINBERGER, Rachel [University of Pennsylvania] rw@design.upenn.edu
GOETZKE, Frank [University of Louisville] f0goet01@louisville.edu

Promoting Sustainability Through Transportation Infrastructure: Is There A Disconnect Between Policy And Design? [877]
WHITE, Stacey S. [University of Kansas] sawhite@ku.edu
JOHNSON, Bonnie J. [University of Kansas] bojojohn@ku.edu

Transportation Impacts On Childhood Asthma Disparities [819]
LI, Jianling [The University of Texas at Arlington] jili@uta.edu

Evaluating The Cumulative Effects Of Transport Projects [801]
HULL, Angela [Heriot-Watt University] a.d.hull@hw.ac.uk

15.1 Design Content and Quality

Moderator/Discussant: SIEMBIEDA, William J. [California Polytechnic State University] elviento2@charter.net

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State

Assessment Of The Design Content In Urban Design Plans In Us Cities [886]
AL-DOURI, Firas A. [University of Nevada, Las Vegas] firas.al-douri@unlv.edu

Defining And Delivering Quality In Urban Environments [897]
CARMONA, Matthew [University College London] m.carmona@ucl.ac.uk
DE MAGALHAES, Claudio S. [University College London] c.magalhaes@ucl.ac.uk

Design Quality, Property Values And The Urban Environment [899]
DE MAGALHAES, Claudio S. [University College London] c.magalhaes@ucl.ac.uk
CARMONA, Matthew [University College London] m.carmona@ucl.ac.uk
EDWARDS, Michael [University College London] m.edwards@ucl.ac.uk

From Modernism To Modernism: A Post-Modernist Critique Of Fifty Years In Urban Design Education And Practice [916]
MINETT, John [Independent Researcher] johnminett@cox.net
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1.2 Gender Inclusion and Planning Processes

**Moderator/Discussant:** SWEET, Elizabeth L. [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] esweet1@uiuc.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

Respecting Gender And Culture: Dilemmas Of Representation In Community Planning [3]
BEEBEEJAUN, Yasminah [University of Manchester] yasminah.beebeejaun@manchester.ac.uk
GRIMSHAW, Lucy [University of the West of England] lucy.grimshaw@uwe.ac.uk

Diversity Management In Spatial Development: A "New" Approach Or Just Changing The Perspective In Austria’s Planning Practice [13]
HIRSCHLER, Petra [Vienna University of Technology] hirschler@email.archlab.tuwien.ac.at
NEFF, Sabine [Vienna University of Technology] sabine.neff@tuwien.ac.at

How Can Equality Impact Assessments Promote Equality? [37]
REEVES, Dory E. [University of Auckland] d.reeves@auckland.ac.nz
KILOH, Bruce [Strathclyde Partnership for Transport] bruce.kiloh@spt.co.uk
HOWATT, Hilary [Howatt Associates] info@hilaryhowatt.com

2.2 Workforce and Social Issues

**Moderator:** ISKANDER, Natasha [New York University] ni6@nyu.edu

**Discussant:** MULLIN, John R. [University of Massachusetts Amherst] jmullin@provost.umass.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

Informal Work And Protest: The Interactive Effects Of Space, Production Practices, And Immigration Law On Immigrant Employment [75]
ISKANDER, Natasha [New York University] ni6@nyu.edu

Employer Sponsored Public Transit Incentives In Atlanta, Ga: Winners, Losers, Users, And Latent Demand [82]
LACHAPELLE, Ugo [University of British Columbia] ugo@interchange.ubc.ca
FRANK, Lawrence D. [University of British Columbia] ldfrank@interchange.ubc.ca

Hidden Talent: Skill Formation And Labor Market Incorporation Of Latino Immigrants In The United States [85]
LOWE, Nichola [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] nlowe@email.unc.edu
HAGAN, Jacqueline [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] jhagan@unc.edu
ISKANDER, Natasha N. [New York University] natasha.iskander@nyu.edu

Journal Progress in Planning Editorial Board Meeting

**Room:** 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron Room

ACSP Special Tribute Session – Martin Meyerson: Practitioner, Educator, Researcher

**Moderator:** BIRCH, Eugenie L. [University of Pennsylvania] elbirch@design.upenn.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

Grassroots Women’s Participation In Local Governance: A Gender Budget Initiative In Istanbul, Turkey [45]
YONDER, Ayse [Pratt Institute] ayonder@pratt.edu

(Re)Imagining The Collective Action: Women, Inclusion And Urban Experience [29]
MONNO, Valeria [Politecnico di Bari] valeria.monno@libero.it
3.1 Pre-organized Session Planning for Reuse of Contaminated Properties

Moderator: WERNSTEDT, Kris [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] krisw@vt.edu

Discussant: MEYER, Peter B. [University of Louisville] pbmeyer@louisville.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

Brownfield Redevelopment As Economic Development: Re-Examining Goals, Objectives And Outcomes [130]

COFFIN, Sarah L. [Saint Louis University] coffinsl@slu.edu

GREEN LEIGH, Nancey [Georgia Institute of Technology] ngleigh@coa.gatech.edu

The Role Of Collaborative Planning In The Redevelopment Of Contaminated Sites [172]

MARSH, Eric L. [University of Texas at Austin] elmarsh@mail.utexas.edu

Small Planning Disaster: An Environmental Planning Case Study [181]

PAGE, G. W. [University at Buffalo] gpage@buffalo.edu

3.3 Planning and Climate Change II - Community Level Considerations

Moderator/Discussant: BOSWELL, Mike [California Polytechnic State University] mboswell@calpoly.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan

Effect Of Planning On Climate Change Management [142]

GROVER, Himanshu [Texas A&M University] himanshu@tamu.edu

BRODY, Samuel D. [Texas A&M University] sbrody@archone.tamu.edu

ZAHRAH, Sammy [Colorado State University] szahran@colorado.edu

Identifying The Obstacles To Community-Level Climate Protection Planning [187]

RANDOLPH, John [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] energy@vt.edu

PITT, Damian [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] dpitt@vt.edu

4.2 Neighborhood Governance and Planning - Part 2

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois

Who Is Governing Neighbourhoods? [254]

PILL, Madeleine [Cardiff University] pillmc@cardiff.ac.uk

Governance And Participation-Empowerment And Institutional Legitimization In A Critical Neighbourhood [274]

VASCONCELOS, Lia T. [New University of Lisbon] ltv@fct.unl.pt

The Battle For Park East: Negotiating Social And Economic Inclusiveness In Downtown Milwaukee [284]

ZUPAN, Sandra [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee] szupan@uwm.edu

5.2 Community Development Techniques

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

An Affordable Housing Program In Texas: Learning From The Developing World [308]

GIUSTI, Cecilia H. [Texas A&M University] cgiiusti@archmail.tamu.edu

Rural Land Banking: The Possible Extension Of A Urban Redevelopment Strategy To A New Market For The Construction Of Affordable Housing [323]

JOURDAN, Dawn E. [University of Florida] dawnjordan@ufl.edu

DIY Activity In A Post-Soviet Housing Market: A Socio-Spatial Analysis Of Vilnius, Lithuania [339]

MILSTEAD, Terence M. [Florida State University] tmm03f@fsu.edu

MILES, Rebecca [Florida State University] rebecca.miles@fsu.edu

The Unrealized Potential Of Heritage Tourism As A Community Development Tool For Our Urban Neighborhoods [356]

SMITH, Sheri L. [Kansas State University] kcsher@ksu.edu

BRADFORD, Berkita [North Carolina Central University] bbradford@ncsu.edu
6.1 Session - Globalization Processes and Cities: Going Beyond North/South Dialogue

**Moderator/Discussant:** WU, Weiiping [Virginia Commonwealth University] wwu@vcu.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin

**Place Production In Globalizing Middle Eastern Cities** [412]

SALAMA, Hussam H. [University of Southern California] hhsalama@hotmail.com

**Leading Localities As If Communities Matter** [391]

HAMBLETON, Robin [University of the West of England] robin.hambleton@uwe.ac.uk

**The Globalization Of Planning Models – A Critique** [419]

VAINER, Carlos B. [Federal University of Rio de Janeiro] cvainer@uol.com.br

8.2 Advancing Planning Methods

**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.

**Discussant:** None

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue

**Bridging The Gap Between Vision And Reality: A Methodological Assessment Tool For Long-Term Normative Planning Implementation** [493]

FRENKEL, SR., Amnon [Technion- Israel Institute of Technology] amnonf@tx.technion.ac.il

YECHIELY, JR., Ofra [Technion- Israel Institute of Technology] ofray@013.net

**Methods Of Chronographic Analysis: A Case Study** [523]

STABILINI, Stefano P. [Politecnico di Milano] stefano.stabilini@polimi.it

CALZA, Giampiero [Politecnico di Milano] peo.calza@polimi.it

**Measuring Spatial Planning Outcomes: Conceptual And Methodological Challenges** [528]

WONG, Cecilia [University of Manchester] cecilia.wong@manchester.ac.uk

WATKINS, Craig [University of Sheffield] c.a.watkins@shef.ac.uk

7.3 Metropolitan Development: Perspectives from Asia, Europe, and North America

**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.

**Discussant:** HAGUE, Cliff [UK ESPON Contact Point] c.b.hague@sbe.hw.ac.uk

**Room:** 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O’Hare

**Urban Planning At The Stages Of The Metropolitanization: Issues, Actors And Strategies In Marseilles And Montreal** [440]

DOUAY, Nicolas [Université de Paris-Diderot] nicolas.douay@gmail.com

**Cooperation Government And Governance In The Dutch Randstad: New Perspectives And Lessons From Abroad** [443]

EVERS, David [Netherlands Institute for Spatial Research] evers@pb.nl

DE VRIES, Jochem [University of Amsterdam] j.devries1@uva.nl

**Planning And Density Patterns In The Four Largest Canadian Metropolitan Regions: Continental Trends And Regional Specificity** [444]

FILION, Pierre [University of Waterloo] pfillon@fes.uwaterloo.ca

BUNTING, Trudi [University of Waterloo] tbtuning@fes.uwaterloo.ca

**Strategic Spatial Planning And Polycentric Development: A View On Beijing** [477]

TANG, Yan [Tsinghua University, China; Technical University of Dortmund, Germany] swallow999@163.com

KUNZMANN, Klaus R. [Technical University of Dortmund, Germany] klaus.kunzmann@udo.edu

9.4 Educational Innovations

**Moderator:** SCHOENWANDT, Walter [University of Stuttgart] igo@igo.uni-stuttgart.de

**Discussant:** PEEL, Deborah [University of Liverpool] d.m.peel@liverpool.ac.uk

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire

**Planning Education Put To The Test: Measurably Better Results In Solving Complex Problems** [541]

HEMBERGER, Christoph [University of Stuttgart] hemberger@igo.uni-stuttgart.de

GRUNAU, Jens-Peter [University of Stuttgart] grunau@igo.uni-stuttgart.de

SCHOENWANDT, Walter [University of Stuttgart] igo@igo.uni-stuttgart.de

VOERMANEK, Katrin [University of Stuttgart] voermanek@igo.uni-stuttgart.de

SAIFOULLINE, Rinat [HTW Dresden University of Applied Sciences] saifoulline@wiwi.htw-dresden.de

VON DER WETH, Ruediger [HTW Dresden University of Applied Sciences] weth@wiwi.htw-dresden.de

**Teaching Planning Practice: Assessing The Mexico City Metrobus** [556]

SANDS, Gary [Wayne State University] gary.sands@wayne.edu

REESE, Laura A. [Wayne State University] reeesla@msu.edu

**Curriculum On Urban Planning And Management In A Geo-information Science Context: A Balancing Act** [537]

DOPHEIDE, Emile [International Institute for Geo-information Science and Earth Observation, ITC] dophside@itc.nl

BRUSSEL, Mark [International Institute for Geo-information Science and Earth Observation, ITC] brussel@itc.nl

SLIUZAS, Richard [International Institute for Geo-information Science and Earth Observation, ITC] sliuza@itc.nl

AMER, Sherif [International Institute for Geo-information Science and Earth Observation, ITC] amers@itc.nl

TEN DAM, Ineke [International Institute for Geo-information Science and Earth Observation, ITC] tendam@itc.nl

BLOK, Connie [International Institute for Geo-information Science and Earth Observation, ITC] blok@itc.nl

**Technology Of Chronographic Analysis: A Case Study** [523]

SCHOENWANDT, Walter [University of Stuttgart] igo@igo.uni-stuttgart.de

**Discussant:** WU, Weiping [Virginia Commonwealth University] wwu@vcu.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire I

**Methods Of Chronographic Analysis: A Case Study** [523]

STABILINI, Stefano P. [Politecnico di Milano] stefano.stabilini@polimi.it

CALZA, Giampiero [Politecnico di Milano] peo.calza@polimi.it

**Measuring Spatial Planning Outcomes: Conceptual And Methodological Challenges** [528]

WONG, Cecilia [University of Manchester] cecilia.wong@manchester.ac.uk

WATKINS, Craig [University of Sheffield] c.a.watkins@shef.ac.uk

9:45–11:30 am
10.2 School Siting and Children’s Physical Activity

**Moderator/Discussant:** CHATMAN, Daniel G. [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] chatman@rci.rutgers.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota

**Childhood Mobility And The Journey To School In “Urban” And “Suburban” Spaces [595]**
MITRA, Raktim [University of Toronto] raktim.mitra@utoronto.ca
BULUING, Ron [University of Toronto] ron.buliung@utoronto.ca
FAULKNER, Guy [University of Toronto] guy.faulkner@utoronto.ca
HESS, Paul M. [University of Toronto] hess@geo.utoronto.ca

**The Association Between School Siting And Adolescent Active Travel And Physical Activity [603]**
SLATER, Sandy [University of Illinois at Chicago] sslater@uic.edu
EWING, Reid [University of Maryland College Park] rewing1@umd.edu
CHALOUPKA, Frank J. [University of Illinois at Chicago] FJC@uic.edu

**A Qualitative GIS Approach To Mapping Urban Neighborhoods With Children To Promote Physical Activity And Child-Friendly Community Planning [607]**
WRIDT, Pamela [University of Colorado at Denver] pamela.wridt@cudenver.edu

**Environmental Safety, Active Commuting To School, And Children’s Health: How Are They Related? [608]**
ZHUI, Xuemei [Texas A&M University] xuemeizhu@tamu.edu

12.1 Session - Martin Meyerson: Practitioner, Educator, Researcher

**Moderator/Discussant:** BIRCH, Eugenie L. [University of Pennsylvania] elibirch@design.upenn.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

**Martin Meyerson: Building The Middle Range Bridge To Educate Professional Planners [656]**
FELD, Marcia M. [University of Rhode Island] mfeld@uri.edu

**How Well Does Politics, Planning And Public Interest Stand The Tests Of Time [668]**
LANDIS, John [University of California, Berkeley] jlan@design.upenn.edu

**Martin Meyerson: Biography Of A Planner [673]**
LIANG, Sisi [University of Pennsylvania] liangsi@design.upenn.edu
BIRCH, Eugenie L. [University of Pennsylvania] elibirch@design.upenn.edu

13.2 Pre-organized Session - Shrinking Centers: The Challenge of Declining Cities

**Moderator:** MARTINEZ-FERNANDEZ, Cristina [University of Western Sydney] c.martinez@uws.edu.au

**Discussant:** WIECHMANN, Thorsten [Brandenburg Technical University] t.wiechmann@ioer.de

**Room:** 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower

**Bridging The divide In Capitalist and Post-Socialist Shrinking Cities [733]**
MARTINEZ-FERNANDEZ, Cristina [Urban Research Centre, University of Western Sydney] c.martinez@uws.edu.au
RECKIEN, Diana [Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, Potsdam] reckien@pik-potsdam.de

**Is The Role Of The Planner Changing In Shrinking Cities? A Comparison Of Findings From Youngstown, Ohio And Sudbury, Ontario [758]**
SCHATZ, Laura K. [University of Waterloo] lkschatz@fes.uwaterloo.ca

**Reuse Of Urban Potential Sites With Services In The Context Of Shrinking Cities – The Example Berlin [759]**
SCHUELER, Daniela [Humboldt University, Berlin] daniela.schueler@geo.hu-berlin.de

**Shrinkage And Expansion In Peri-Urban China: Case Study From Jiangsu Province [767]**
WU, Chung-Tong [University of Western Sydney] tong.wu@uws.edu.au
ZHANG, Xiao-Lin [Nanjing Normal University] zhangxiaolin@njnu.edu.cn
CUI, Shu-Ping [Jiangsu Construction Commission] cuil1498@hotmail.com
14.2 Pre-organized Session: Urban Freight Policy and Planning: A Comparative Analysis

Moderator/Discussant: O’BRIEN, Thomas [California State University, Long Beach] tobrien@csulb.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern

Truck Driver Environmental And Energy Attitudes—An Exploratory Analysis [852]
SCHWEITZER, Lisa A. [University of Southern California] lschweit@usc.edu

The Elusive Quest: Urban Goods Movement Policy In Canada And The United States [797]
HALL, Peter V. [Simon Fraser University] phall@sfu.ca
O’BRIEN, Thomas [California State University, Long Beach] tobrien@csulb.edu

Toland Multimodal Freight Challenges In The Chicago And Upper Midwest Regions [771]
WAIDLEY, Greg [University of Wisconsin-Madison] gwaidley@engr.wisc.edu
BITTNER, Jason J. [University of Wisconsin-Madison] bittner@engr.wisc.edu
ADAMS, Teresa M. [University of Wisconsin-Madison] adams@engr.wisc.edu

14.15 Transport Infrastructure and Urban Design; Planning for Urban Centers and Urban Regions

Moderator/Discussant: RENNE, John L. [University of New Orleans] jrenne@uno.edu

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Navy Pier

Taking It To The Streets: Traffic Engineering Versus Urban Design In The Planning Of Urban Boulevards [855]
SERDA, Daniel [University of Kansas] dserda@ku.edu

Conceiving Infrastructure As A Mode Of Urban Design [873]
VAN ACKER, Maarten A. [Katholieke Universiteit Leuven] maarten.vanacker@asro.kuleuven.be

Rehabilitate The Road: How A Road Project Become The Heart Of an Urban Project? The Case Of marseille (France) [818]
LEHEIS, Stéphanie [Université Paris Est] stephanie.leheis@enpc.fr

Does Sprawl Affect Agglomeration Economies? [828]
MATSUO, Miwa [Harvard University] mmatsuo@g.harvard.edu

15.2 New Places in Changing Cities

Moderator/Discussant:
NEMETH, Jeremy [University of Colorado at Denver] jeremy.nemeth@colorado.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State

The Challenge Of an Aging Society: Using Planning, Zoning And Design To Assist The Elderly To Age In Place [894]
BOYLE, Robin M. [Wayne State University] r.boyle@wayne.edu
POWELL, Marlynne [Wayne State University] mwalkerpowell@wayne.edu

Planning And Design For Sports-Anchored Districts: The Boston Experience [912]
LONG, Judith G. [Harvard University] jglong@g.harvard.edu

Theoretical Debate On Gated Community (GC): Genesis, Controversies, And The Way Forward [953]
XU, Miao [Cardiff University] xum1@cardiff.ac.uk
YANG, Zhen [Cardiff University] yangz1@cardiff.ac.uk


Moderator/Discussant: UPTON, Robert [Royal Town Planning Institute] robert.upton@rtpi.org.uk

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana

Global Exchange And Local Specificities [966]
HEALEY, Patsy [Newcastle University] patsy.healey@btinternet.com

Poverty Truths: The Ethico-Politics Of Knowledge In The New Global Order Of Development [976]
ROY, Ananya [University of California, Berkeley] ananya@berkeley.edu

Diffusion, Transformation And Deployment Of Planning Concepts: The Progress Of Urban Sustainability And Compact Cities Ideas In Japan [979]
SORENSEN, Andre [University of Toronto] sorensen@utsc.utoronto.ca
Tuesday Sessions
12:00 – 1:00 pm

AESOP Thematic Group: French and British Planning Studies
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue

AESOP Thematic Group: Planning and Complexity
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin

AESOP Thematic Group: New Technologies in Planning
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O’Hare

AESOP Thematic Group: Planning Law and Property Rights
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

3.24 Roundtable - The Food-Energy-Climate Change Nexus [121]
Moderator: BORN, Branden M. [University of Washington] bborn@u.washington.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa
JUHASZ, Mark [University of Guelph] mjhuasz@uoguelph.ca
HUANG, Sonya [MIT] sonya@mit.edu

Moderator: RAMASUBRAMANIAN, Laxmi [Hunter College, The City University of New York] laxmi@hunter.cuny.edu
FERREIRA, Joseph [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jf@mit.edu
KLOSTERNAN, Richard [The University of Akron] klosterman@WHATIFINC.BIZ
SHIFFER, Michael [University of Illinois at Chicago] mshiffer@uic.edu
YEH, Anthony G. [Centre of Urban Planning and Environmental Management] hdxugcy@hkucc.hku.hk

11:30 am – 1:00 pm

Journal of the American Planning Association [JAPA] Editorial Board Meeting
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota

Planning Theory & Practice Editorial Board Meeting
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Navy Pier

GPEAN Presidents Gathering
Room: Marriott Hotel, Presidential Suite 4524

ACSP Planners of Color Interest Group [POCIG] Business Meeting
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State

ACSP Faculty Women’s Interest Group [FWIG] Business Meeting
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan
Moderator: IMMERGLUCK, Dan [Georgia Institute of Technology] dan.immergluck@coa.gatech.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II
ASHTON, Philip [University of Illinois at Chicago] pashton@uic.edu
SCHWARTZ, Alex F. [New School University] schwartz@newschool.edu
MANUEL, Aalbers [Columbia University] m.b.aalbers@gmail.com

9.11 Roundtable - What’s Food Got To Do With It? On Teaching Planners About Food Systems [547]
Moderator: NASR, Joseph L. [Ryerson University] joenasr@sympatico.ca
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire I
KAUFMAN, Jerome [University of Wisconsin-Madison] jkaufma@facstaff.wisc.edu
POTHUKUCHI, Kameshwari [Wayne State University] k.pothukuchi@wayne.edu
RAJA, Samina [University at Buffalo] sraja@ap.buffalo.edu

12.4 Roundtable - Beyond the Ladder: What Have We Learned About Community Roles in US Community Development Initiatives? [650]
Moderator: BRATT, Rachel G. [Tufts University] rachel.bratt@tufts.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II
REARDON, Kenneth M. [Cornell University] kmr22@cornell.edu
KRUMHOLZ, Norman [Cleveland State University] norm@urban.csuohio.edu
SMITH, Janet L. [University of Illinois at Chicago] JanetS@uic.edu
BATES, Lisa K. [University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign] kbates@uiuc.edu
LAI, Clement K. [Cornell University] cki28@cornell.edu

13.16 Roundtable - Resilience And Vulnerability As Conceptual Frameworks For The Study Of Urban Regions [744]
Moderator: MUELLER, Bernhard [Technical University at Dresden] b.mueller@ioer.de
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower
MORROW-JONES, Hazel A. [Ohio State University] morrow-jones.1@osu.edu
FOSTER, Kathryn A. [University at Buffalo] kafoster@buffalo.edu
SCHIAPPACASSE, Paulina [Technical University at Dresden] Paulina.Schiappacasse@mailbox.tu-dresden.de
PENDALL, Rolf [Cornell University] rjp17@cornell.edu

14.24 Roundtable - Designing New Planning Measures of Transportation System Performance [876]
Moderator: WELLAR, Barry [University of Ottawa] wellarb@uottawa.ca
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern
SEN, Lalita [Texas Southern University] sen_le@tsu.edu
PAN, Qisheng [Texas Southern University] pan_qs@tsu.edu
HULL, Angela [Heriot Watt University] a.d.hull@hw.ac.uk
WOUDSMA, Clarence [University of Waterloo] cwoudsma@fes.uwaterloo.ca
BARSOTTI, Ed [League of Illinois Bicyclists] ed@bikelib.org

16.12 Roundtable - The Ethics of Standardising the Criteria to Accredit International Planning Programmes: A View from the Americas [984]
Moderator: VÁZQUEZ-CASTILLO, M. Teresa [California State University, Northridge] tere@csun.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana
VAINER, Carlos B. [Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro - Instituto de Pesquisa e Planejamento] cvainer@uol.com.br
IRAZABAL, Clara E. [Columbia University] irazabal@csc.usc.edu
BETANCUR, John J. [University of Illinois at Chicago] betancur@uiuc.edu
ARCHER, Carol [University of Technology, Jamaica] carcher@utech.edu.jm
ZHANG, Tingwei [University of Illinois at Chicago] tzhang@uiuc.edu
UPTON, Robert [Royal Town Planning Institute] robert.upton@rtpi.org.uk
Tuesday Sessions
1:15 – 2:45 pm

1.3 Skills to Bridge Gendered, Racial, and Ethnic Divides
Moderator/Discussant: THOMAS, June M. [University of Michigan] thomasju@umich.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

The Skills Agenda and The Competencies For Managing Diversity And Space [11]
ELLIS, Geraint [Queen's University Belfast] g.ellis@qub.ac.uk
MURTAGH, Brendan J. [Queen's University Belfast] b.murtagh@qub.ac.uk

Bridging The Divide: Who Plans Affects What Is Planned [34]
PETRIE, Patti [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] pattsi@uiuc.edu
REEVES, Dory E. [University of Auckland] d.reeves@auckland.ac.nz

Higher Education, Diversity And The Effort To Increase Underrepresented Groups In Planning Schools [44]
WUBNEH, Mulatu [East Carolina University] wubnehm@ecu.edu

2.3 Workforce Development
Moderator: NELSON, Marla [University of New Orleans] mnelson@uno.edu
Discussant: WHITE, Sammis [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee] sbwhite@uwm.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

The Informality And Spatiality Of Skill Formation Of Digital Content Industry Workers [78]
JUNG, Namji [University of Sydney] namji@arch.usyd.edu.au

Taking The High Road Or Taking Care Of Business? Debating Employer Engagement In Workforce Development [99]
SCHROCK, Greg [University of Illinois at Chicago] gschro2@uic.edu

Job Chains And Career Ladders In The Health Care Sector [108]
WOLF-POWERS, Laura [University of Pennsylvania] lwpowers@design.upenn.edu
NELSON, Marla [University of New Orleans] mnelson@uno.edu
3.4 Planning and Climate Change III - Governance Considerations

**Moderator/Discussant:**
FRANK, Nancy [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee] frankn@uwm.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan

**Addressing Climate Change: Australian And U.S. Planning Responses [145]**
HAMIN, Elisabeth M. [University of Massachusetts Amherst] emhamin@larp.umass.edu
GURRAN, Nicole [University of Sydney] ngurran@mail.usyd.edu.au

**Climate Change Governance – Potentials And Restrictions Of Actor Cooperation In Metropolitan Areas [163]**
KNIELING, Joerg [HafenCity University Hamburg] joerg.knieling@hcu-hamburg.de

**Forecast New Jersey: The Local Land Use Climate For Change - Legal And Institutional Barriers To Implementing A Climate Change Agenda [189]**
SCHIECHTMAN, Judd [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] judd@rutgers.edu

**California’s Climate Change Planning: Policy Innovation And Structural Hurdles [196]**
WHEELER, Stephen M. [University of California, Davis] smwheeler@ucdavis.edu

---

3.8 Habitat and Biodiversity Planning

**Moderator/Discussant:** MARCUCCI, Daniel J. [East Carolina University] maruccid@ecu.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

**Modeling The Impacts Of Land Use Change On Wildlife Habitat Fragmentation And Genetic Diversity [120]**
BENDOR, Todd K. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] bendor@unc.edu
WESTERVELT, James [U.S. Army Corps of Engineers] james.d.westervelt@erdc.usace.army.mil
AURAMBOUT, Jean-Philippe [Australian Department of Primary Industries] Jeanphilippe.Aurambout@dpi.vic.gov.au

**The Discourse Of Implementing The Convention Of Biodiversity - Planning Implications From A Swedish Perspective [135]**
DOVLÉN, Sylvia [Royal Institute of Technology (KTH)] sylvia@infra.kth.se

**Urbanizing Habitat Conservation Using Urban Ecology Landscape Interventions [193]**
VASISHTH, Ashwani [California State University, Northridge] vasishth@csun.edu

4.3 Planning and Governance Reform in UK and New Zealand

**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.

**Discussant:** BAILEY, Nicholas J. [University of Westminster] bailey@wmin.ac.uk

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois

**Designing Institutional Arrangements For Community Governance: Antipodean Reflections On Experiences And Perceptions Of Participants In Community Engagement Processes [246]**
MEMON, Pyar Ali [Lincoln University] memona@lincoln.ac.nz

5.3 Hope VI & Public Housing

**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.

**Discussant:** None

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

**Public Housing Redux: Cleveland’s Mixed-Income Hope VI [322]**
JONES, Mittie D. [Cleveland State University] m.d.jones97@csuohio.edu

**The Behavioural Pattern Of Neighbour Relations In Singapore Public Housing [372]**
YUEN, Belinda [National University of Singapore] rstbyuen@nus.edu.sg

**From Federal Policy To Urban Strategy: Trajectories Of Public Housing In U.S. Cities [328]**
KLEIT, Rachel G. [University of Washington] kleit@u.washington.edu
PAGE, Stephen B. [University of Washington] sbp@u.washington.edu

6.2 Urban Governance in China

**Moderator:** WANG, Lei [Columbia University] lw2121@columbia.edu

**Discussant:** MAJOOR, Stan J. [The University of Hong Kong] smajo@hkucc.kl.hk

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin

**Community-Building, Governance, Place-Making? The Shequ Construction Program In China [384]**
FRIEDMANN, John [University of British Columbia] jrf@interchange.ubc.ca
SHIEH, Leslie [University of British Columbia] ltsieh@interchange.ubc.ca New Model Of Urban Governance And Rights-Based Community

**Conflicts: Recent Property Practices In City Redevelopment In Urban China [414]**
SHIH, Mi [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] swmbfy@eden.rutgers.edu

**Developing The Chinese Planning Theory-Planning Theory In The Age Of Diversity [426]**
ZHANG, Tingwei [University of Illinois at Chicago] dr.twzhang@gmail.com
7.2 Emerging Methods in Land Use Planning
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: SCHMIDT, Stephan [Cornell University] stephanj73@yahoo.com
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O’Hare

Imagining Community: Using SPI In Development Planning [446]
GROSSARDT, Ted [University of Kentucky] thgros00@uky.edu
BLANDFORD, Ben [University of Kentucky] benjamin.blandford@uky.edu
RIPY, John [University of Kentucky] jripy@uky.edu
BAILEY, Keiron [University of Arizona] kbailey@email.arizona.edu

Growth Management Evaluation Using DMSP-OLS Nighttime Lights [458]
LEWIS, Selma [University of Maryland College Park] selma@umd.edu
LEWIS, Rebecca [University System of Maryland] rclewis@umd.edu
KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland College Park] gknaap@umd.edu

The Plan-Process-Results (PPR) Methodology For Planning Evaluation [465]
OLIVEIRA, Vitor M. [University of Oporto] vitorm@fe.up.pt
FINHO, Paulo [University of Oporto] pcpinho@fe.up.pt

Using Deterministic Models For Long Range Future Growth In An Urban/Rural Watershed [474]
SPERRY, Stephen L. [Clemson University] sperrys@clemson.edu

8.3 GIS Applications
Moderator/Discussant:
YANG, Jiawen [Georgia Institute of Technology] jiawen.yang@coa.gatech.edu

Discovering Sustainable Urban Neighborhoods [483]
BOSSARD, Earl G. [San Jose State University] bossard3@pacbell.net

Optimizing Urban Greenways In Germany’s Ruhr Metropolis [492]
FINKE, Roland [Dortmund University of Technology] rolland.finke@udo.edu

Using GIS To Assess The Viability Of Agritourism: A Case Study Of Southeastern Michigan [524]
STOCKMANN, Deirdra [University of Michigan] deidras@gmail.com
VANKA, Salila [University of Michigan] salila@umich.edu

9.2 Teaching Interdisciplinarity in Planning
Moderator/Discussant:
HOCH, Charles [University of Illinois at Chicago] chashoch@uic.edu

Collaboration Between architects And Planners In An Urban Design Studio: Potential For Interdisciplinary Learning [542]
HIRT, Sonia A. [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] shirt@vt.edu
LUESCHER, Andreas [Bowing Green State University] aluesch@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Studio Teaching Across The Disciplines, From Art And Architecture To Urban Designers And Planners [566]
ZHENER, Robert [University of New South Wales] r.zhener@unsw.edu.au

10.3 Pre-organized Session - School Siting and Healthy Communities
Moderator: MILES, Rebecca [Florida State University] rmiles@fsu.edu
Discussant: None.
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire I

How Important Is Travel Mode To School In Parents’ Housing Decisions? Connecting School Siting, Residential Location Choice, And School Travel [578]
FUKAHORI, Sayaka [University of Oregon] sfukahor@uoregon.edu
YANG, Yizhan [University of Oregon] yizhan@uoregon.edu
SCHLOSSBERG, Marc A. [University of Oregon] schlessb@uoregon.edu
JOHNSON, Bethany [University of Oregon] bethany@uoregon.edu
PARKER, Robert G. [University of Oregon] rgp@darkwing.uoregon.edu

Perceived School Quality And Its Influence On Monetary Housing Value: Urban Inequalities And The Health Of Communities [580]
GIBSON, Huston J. [Florida State University] hjiang04c@fsu.edu

Making The Case For School Concurrency [590]
MARIAN, Cahill [University of Florida] mcahill@ufl.edu
STEINER, Ruth L. [University of Florida] rstener@dcf.ufl.edu

School Siting And Healthy Communities: A Conceptual Framework [594]
MILES, Rebecca [Florida State University] rmiles@fsu.edu

Understanding Institutional Impediments To Walking And Bicycling To School [604]
STEINER, Ruth L. [University of Florida] rstener@dcf.ufl.edu
BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu
WHEELOCK, Jennifer [University of Florida] jennyw84@ufl.edu
BENITO, Perez [University of Florida] boperez@ufl.edu
FISCHMAN, Allison [University of Florida] fischman@dcf.ufl.edu
11.1 Compensation and Value Capture
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron

Property And Compensation: Control Of Land Use And The ‘Bundle Of Rights’ [622]
BOOTH, Philip [University of Sheffield] P.Booth@sheffield.ac.uk

The Defeat Of Land Exactions In Polish Land Use Law [641]
GDESZ, Mirosław [The Regional Administrative Court in Warsaw] Miroslaw.Gdiesz@warszawa.wsa.gov.pl

Contracting And Urban Regeneration [641]
VAN DER KRABBEN, Erwin [Radboud University Nijmegen] e.vanderkrabben@fm.ru.nl
BUITELAAR, Edwin [Radboud University Nijmegen] buitelaar@rpb.nl
LLOYD, Greg [University of Liverpool] m.g.lloyd@liverpool.ac.uk
PEEL, Deborah [University of Liverpool] d.m.peel@liverpool.ac.uk

12.6 Spatial Doctrine and Vision
Moderator/Discussant: CRANE, Randall [University of California, Los Angeles] crane@ucla.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

Space And Place In Spatial Planning: Juxtaposition Of Positivist Contents And Poststructuralist Processes [652]
DAVOUDI, Simin [Newcastle University] simin.davoudi@ncl.ac.uk

Urban Complexity And Its Design Approaches: A Historical And Theoretical Overview – And Expectations [658]
FLEURKE, Nikky [Technical University of Delft] nfleurke@gmail.com

Disorder In The House: Dutch Planning Doctrine Revisited [692]
VAN DER VALK, Arnold [Wageningen Agricultural University] a.vdvalk@chello.nl
MEKKES, Petra [Wageningen Agricultural University] petra.mekkes@planet.nl

13.3 Pre-organized Session - Shrinking Edges: The Challenge of Declining Suburbs
Moderator: FOL, Sylvie [Université Paris 1 Panthéon - Sorbonne] sfol@univ-paris1.fr
Discussant: MABIN, Alan [University of Witwatersrand, South Africa] alan.mabin@wits.ac.za
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower

Guadalajara’s Shrinking Silicon Valley: Latin American Deindustrialization In The Latest Global Shift [699]
AUDIRAC, Ivonne [Florida State University] iaudirac@fsu.edu

Declining Suburbs In The Paris Region : A Fragmented Transformation Process [718]
FOL, Sylvie [Université Paris 1 Panthéon - Sorbonne] sfol@univ-paris1.fr

Inequality, Urban Shrinkage And Urban Policies In Brazil [739]
MORAES, Sergio T. [Universidade do Vale do Itajai - Univali] smoraes@yahoo.com

Processes Of Urban Growth And Shrinkage – The Example Of The San Francisco Bay Area [750]
PALLAGAST, Karina M. [University of California, Berkeley] pallagast@berkeley.edu

Decline In The Berlin’s Suburbs [768]
ZAKIROVA, Betka [Free University of Berlin] beti_zakirova@yahoo.co.uk

14.3 Cycle and Pedestrian Travel: The Role of Network Connectivity (Session 1 of 2)
Moderator/Discussant: CLIFTON, Kelly [University of Maryland] kclifton@umd.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern

Resolving The Links Between Actual Pedestrian Movement And Street Connectivity [779]
CARPENTER, Ann M. [Georgia Institute of Technology] ann.carpenter@gti.gatech.edu

Measuring Non-Motorized Accessibility And Connectivity: The Case Of A Rich Pedestrian And Bicycling Network [865]
TAL, Gil [University of California, Davis] gtal@ucdavis.edu
HANDY, Susan [University of California, Davis] slhandy@ucdavis.edu

Modeling Street Connectivity, Pedestrian Movement And Land Use According To Standard GIS Street Network Representations: A Comparative Study [841]
OZBIL, Ayse N. [Georgia Institute of Technology] ayseozbil@yahoo.com
PEPONIS, John [Georgia Institute of Technology] John.Peponis@coa.gatech.edu
STONE, JR., Brian [Georgia Institute of Technology] Brian.Stone@coa.gatech.edu

Recreational Connectivity In A Contested Area: Soft Mobility And Infrastructure Planning In The Urban-Rural Fringe [803]
JAARSMA, Catharinus F. [Wageningen Agricultural University] rinus.jaarsma@wur.nl
VAN DIJK, Terry [Wageningen Agricultural University] terry.vandijk@wur.nl
14.16 Influences on the Transit System Use: Reliability, System Integration and Technology

Moderator/Discussant: NEWMARK, Gregory L. [University of California at Berkeley] gnewmark@berkeley.edu

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Navy Pier

Understanding Transit Service Reliability And Service Restoration Strategies [842]
PENG, Zhong-Ren [University of Florida] zpeng@dcp.ufl.edu
LYNDE, Eric [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee] edlynde@uwm.edu
CHEN, Wei-Ya [University of Florida] weiya.chen@ufl.edu

Motorization And Sustainable Transport Planning: An Asian Model [798]
HAN, Sun Sheng [The University of Melbourne] sshan@unimelb.edu.au

Clean Development Mechanism As A New Source Of Financing Urban Transport Projects In China: Potentials And Challenges [781]
CHEN, Yang [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] yangchen@mit.edu
ZEGRAS, Chris [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] czegras@mit.edu

15.3 New Urbanism - Is It Maturing?

Moderator/Discussant: BOYLE, Robin M. [Wayne State University] r.boyle@wayne.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State

The Urban Design Problematique [907]
KAMEL, Nabil [Arizona State University] nkamel@asu.edu

Making Nice: Combining New Urbanism And Low Impact Development At Seattle's High Point Redevelopment [908]
KARVONEN, Andrew P. [University of Texas at Austin] karvonen@mail.utexas.edu

Maturation Of New Urbanism In Atlanta: Comparative Case Study Of The Post Riverside And The Glenwood Park, Georgia [909]
KIM, Jaechool [Georgia Institute of Technology] gtg831yy@mail.gatech.edu

New Urbanism And Travel Patterns: Travel Pattern Difference In The New Urbanist Community And The Conventional Community [911]
LEE, Jaechoon [Ohio State University] lee.2826@osu.edu
KIM, Suk-Kyung [Michigan State University] kimsk@msu.edu

Does Walkability Matter? Testing The Effect Of Path Walkability On Transit Users’ Mode Choice And Acceptable Walking Distance To The Station [923]
PARK, Sungjin [University of California, Berkeley] crux221@berkeley.edu

16.2 Practices of Diffusion 2

Moderator/Discussant: ZHANG, Bing [China Academy of Urban Planning and Design, China] drbingzhang@tom.com; or drb.zhang@hotmail.com

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana

U-City For Urban Utopia? [959]
CHOI, Hyunsun [University of North Florida] hchoi@unf.edu

The Power Of The Model: Rotterdam’s Struggle Against The Waterfront Rationale [961]
DAAMEN, Tom [Delft University of Technology] t.a.daamen@tudelft.nl

International Participation In Planning And Urban Design In Provincial China [982]
TRIANTAFILLOU, Menelaos [University of Cincinnati] menelaos.triantafillou@uc.edu
EDELMAN, David [University of Cincinnati] david.edelman@uc.edu

Women’s Safety Audits And Walking School Buses: The Diffusion/ De-Fusion Of Two Radical Planning Tools [992]
WHITZMAN, Carolyn [University of Melbourne] whitzman@unimelb.edu.au
Tuesday Sessions
3:00 – 4:30 pm

1.4 Ethnicity and Neighborhood Planning Processes
Moderator/Discussant: BEEBEEJAUN, Yasminah [University of Manchester]
yasminah.beebeejaun@manchester.ac.uk
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

4:45 – 6:15 pm

ACSP General Assembly and Awards Ceremony
Room: 7th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Grand Ballroom Salon I

AESOP General Assembly
Room: 7th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Grand Ballroom Salon II

6:30 – 7:30 pm

ACSP Global Planning Educators Interest Group Business Meeting
Room: 7th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

Meeting: The Social Message of Urban Planning International Workshop 2009
Room: 7th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

2.4 Urban Decline & Revitalization
Moderator/Discussant: REESE, Laura [Michigan State University] reesela@msu.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

Requests For Proposals For Public Property Development [70]
GORDON, David L. [Queen’s University at Kingston] david.gordon@queensu.ca

Urban Decline, Legacy Capital And Agglomeration Economies [89]
PARK, In Kwon [Ohio State University] park.793@osu.edu
VON RABENAU, Burkhard [Ohio State University] vonrabenau.1@osu.edu

Multiculturalism And The Revanchist City: Chungking Mansions, Hong Kong [8]
CHAKRAVARTY, Surajit [University of Southern California] surajitc@usc.edu

Documenting Changes Of Immigrant Communities In Paris (1997-2006) In The Use And Cultural Appropriation Of Public Spaces [19]
LAVOIE, Caroline [Utah State University] clavoie@hass.usu.edu

Night In The City: A Different Look In Town Planning [30]
MOREIRA, Graça, A. [Technical University Lisbon] gracamoreira@netcabo.pt

Immigration As A Planning Issue: Towards A Comparative Framework For Community Development [41]
VITIELLO, Domenic [University of Pennsylvania] vitiello@design.upenn.edu
3.5 Planning and Climate Change IV - Adaptation Considerations

Moderator/Discussant: GOLDSTEIN, Bruce, [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] brugo@vt.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan

Urban Heat Islands: A Climate Change Adaptation Strategy For Montreal [124]
CHAN, Chee F. [McGill University] cheefster@gmail.com
LEBEDEVA, Julia [McGill University] julia.lebedeva@gmail.com
OTERO, Jose [McGill University] jose.otero@mail.mcgill.ca
RICHARDSON, Gregory [McGill University] gregory.richardson@mail.mcgill.ca

Climate Change Adaptation In The Context Of Spatial Planning – Institutional Means Of Reducing Local Vulnerability In The Baltic Sea Region [144]
HAANPÄÄ, Simo [Helsinki University of Technology] simo.haanpaa@tkk.fi

Mitigation And Adaptation Strategies To Address Climate Change [169]
LONDON, James B. [Clemson University] london1@clemson.edu

3.7 Disasters and Hazards Planning

Moderator/Discussant: WERNSTEDT, Kris [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] krisw@vt.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

Polyrational Land Policy For Extreme Floods - Large Areas For Temporary Emergency Retention [146]
HARTMANN, Thomas [Dortmund University of Technology] thomas.hartmann@udo.edu

Floods, Fire And The Future: Planning And Natural Hazard Management On The Gold Coast, Australia [175]
MINNERY, John R. [University of Queensland] j.minnery@uq.edu.au
GILLEN, Michael J. [University of Queensland] m.gillen@uq.edu.au
SMITH, Geoffrey [Latrobe University] s4013734@hotmail.com

Community Economic Adjustment After Major Disasters: Framework And Analysis [199]
XIAO, Yu [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] yuxiao@uiuc.edu

4.4 Dilemmas of Citizen Participation

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: VASCONCELOS, Lia [New University of Lisbon] ltv@fct.unl.pt

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois

The Dynamics Of Participation: Modes Of Governance And Increasing Participation In Planning [213]
BROWNILL, Sue [Oxford Brookes University] sbrownill@brookes.ac.uk

Is Mafia A Planning Issue? [260]
SALIA, Laura [University of Catania] laura_saija@yahoo.it
GRAVAGNO, Filippo [University of Catania] filippogravagno@virgilio.it

Privately Governed Neighbourhoods: The Two Faces Of The Same Coin [262]
SANTOS CRUZ, Sara [University of Oporto] scruz@fe.up.pt
PINHO, Paulo [University of Oporto] pcpinho@fe.up.pt
### CHRONOLOGICAL PAPER SESSIONS & ROUNDTABLES 3:00–4:30 PM

#### 5.4 Housing and Smart Growth
**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.
**Discussant:** None

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

**Is Smart Growth Smart For Low-Income Households: A Study Of The Impact Of Four Smart Growth Principles On The Supply Of Affordable Housing** [289]
AURAND, Andrew [University of Pittsburgh]
agast8@pitt.edu

**Housing Preferences Of Key Groups In The Helsinki Metropolitan Area** [317]
ILMONEN, Mervi [Helsinki University of Technology] mervi.imonen@hut.fi

**Integration Through Inclusionary Zoning: The Experience Of Montgomery County Maryland** [342]
MUELLER, Elizabeth [University of Pennsylvania] ejmueller@mail.utexas.edu

**Problems Related With The Development Of The New Residential Zones In The Czech Republic** [389]
WITTMANN, Maximilian [Brno University of Technology] wittmann@fa.vutbr.cz

#### 6.4 Progress in European Spatial Planning
**Moderator/Discussant:** ZONNEVELD, Wil [Delft University of Technology] w.a.m.zonneveld@tudelft.nl

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin

**Borderless Planning: Dream Or Reality?** [380]
DOUCET, Philippe [Gephyres] gephyres@nerim.net

**How Maps Matter: On The Role Of Spatial Information In European Spatial Policy Processes** [381]
DUEHR, Stefanie [TU Dortmund and Radboud University Nijmegen] s.duhr@fm.ru.nl

**EU Territorial Governance And The Innovation Cycle Of Planning: Time For Sharing Benefits?** [397]
JANIN RIVOLIN, Umberto [Politecnico di Torino] umberto.janin@polito.it

**European Spatial Planning Turning Twenty** [422]
WATERHOUT, Bas [Delft University of Technology] b.waterhout@tudelft.nl

**Plan Implementation: The Reality Of Land Use Planning In Auckland, New Zealand** [431]
BEATTIE, Lee [University of Auckland] l.beattie@auckland.ac.nz

**Preparing Persuasive Plans That Engage The Future-- Does Mandating Plans Help?** [435]
BUNSELL, Gene A. [University at Albany, SUNY] gbunsell@albany.edu

**Planners Can Matter! Revisiting Doubts About Land Use Planners’ Influence On Land Use Planning** [476]
STEVENS, Mark R. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mrsstevens@email.unc.edu
BERKE, Philip R. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] pberke@email.unc.edu
SONG, Yan [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] ys@email.unc.edu

### 7.4 Do Planners Matter And Can Planning Make A Difference?
**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.
**Discussant:** PAULSEN, Kurt [University of Wisconsin-Madison] kpausen@wisc.edu

**Room:** 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O’Hare

**Plan Implementation: The Reality Of Land Use Planning In Auckland, New Zealand** [431]
BEATTIE, Lee [University of Auckland] l.beattie@auckland.ac.nz

**Preparing Persuasive Plans That Engage The Future-- Does Mandating Plans Help?** [435]
BUNSELL, Gene A. [University at Albany, SUNY] gbunsell@albany.edu

**Planners Can Matter! Revisiting Doubts About Land Use Planners’ Influence On Land Use Planning** [476]
STEVENS, Mark R. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mrsstevens@email.unc.edu
BERKE, Philip R. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] pberke@email.unc.edu
SONG, Yan [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] ys@email.unc.edu

### 8.4 Spatial Analysis
**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.
**Discussant:** None

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue

**Thresholds Of Privacy In Urban Process Modeling** [490]
FAISSER, Christian [University of Technology Vienna] faisser@iemar.tuwien.ac.at

### 9.6 New Technology for Planning Education
**Moderator/Discussant:** KLOSTERMAN, Richard [What if?, Inc.] klosterman@whatifinc.biz

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire I

**Mace – Metadata For Architectural Contents In Europe** [535]
CAMMARATA, Andrea [Politecnico di Milano] andrea.cammara@polimi.it
BOGANI, Elena [Politecnico di Milano] elena.bogani@polimi.it
ARLATI, Ezio [Politecnico di Milano] ezio.arlati@polimi.it

**Land Use Mapping And Suitability Analysis Using GIS For Visual Communications: An Educational Practice In A Computer Graphic Studio** [550]
PARK, Joungim [Texas A&M University] cyberorchid@geo.tamu.edu

**Is Teaching With Itunes U Hip Or Hype? A Pre/Post Evaluation Of Teaching Planning Classes With Itunes U** [554]
RETSLOFF, Rebecca C. [Auburn University] rrc0011@auburn.edu
GABER, John [Auburn University] gaberja@mail.auburn.edu
10.4 Measures and Techniques

Moderator/Discussant: Schweitzer, Lisa [University of Southern California] lschweit@usc.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota

Targeted Planning For Health: Comparison Of Parcel Vs. Zip-Code Level Targeted Screening For Childhood Lead Exposure [583]

KIM, Dohyeong [Duke University]  
dohyeong@duke.edu

OVERSTREET, Alicia [Duke University]  
ma1@duke.edu

MIRANDA, Marie Lynn [Duke University]  
mmiranda@duke.edu

Localizing Experiential Knowledge With SoftGIS method – mapping Perceived Safety and The Qualities Of Childfriendly Environments [586]

Kytta, Marketa [Helsinki University of Technology] marketa.kytta@tkk.fi

Assessment Of Available Research Instruments For Measuring Physical Activity [606]

Welters, Kathleen M. [Texas A&M University]  
kmwelters@tamu.edu

Kim, Jun-Hyun [Texas A&M University]  
jhkim0202@neo.tamu.edu

Lee, Chanam [Texas A&M University]  
clee@archone.tamu.edu

Is The Relationship Between Built Environment And Obesity Scale Invariant? An Empirical Investigation [592]

Metaxatos, Paul [University of Illinois at Chicago] pavlos@uic.edu

11.2 Theoretically Speaking

Moderator: The last presentation in this session.

Discussant: None

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron

How A Combination Of Two Theoretical Perspectives Can Lead To More Effective Management Of Decision-Making Processes [624]

Gils, Marcel V. [Erasmus University/Strategy Academy] m.vangils@strategy-academy.org

12.7 Epistemological Challenges and Diversions

Moderator/Discussant: Sager, Tore  
[Norwegian University of Science and Technology] tore.sager@ntnu.no

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

Has The Idea Of Planning Theory Come To A Dead End? [645]

Asmervik, Sigmund [The Norwegian University of Life Sciences] sigmund.asmervik@umb.no

Hagen, Aksel [The Lillehammer University College] aksel.hagen@oppland.org

Olsen, Kjell [University of Stavanger] kjell.olsen@tn.his.no

Evidence-Based Practice: Epistemological Challenges [659]

Krizek, Kevin [University of Colorado] Kevin.Krizek@Colorado.EDU

Forsyth, Ann [Cornell University] forsyth@cornell.edu

Schively Sлотterback, Carissa [University of Minnesota] schiv005@umn.edu

The Urban Project: Iterative And Negotiated Process [632]

Seigneuret, Natacha Seigneuret  
[Université Pierre Mendès France Grenoble] natacha.seigneuret@upmf-grenoble.fr

Duarte, Paulette [Université Pierre Mendès France] paulette.duarte@upmf-grenoble.fr

Urbanization From Scratch, Comparing Intentionality And Civic Engagement In The New Developments Of Damascus And Leidsche Rijn [642]

Wiggins, Charles B. [University of San Diego] cwiggin@san-diego.edu

Janssen-Jansen, Leonie B. [University of Amsterdam] l.b.janssen-jansen@uva.nl

13.4 Regional Analysis Reconsidered

Moderator/Discussant: Deas, Iain [University of Manchester] iain.deas@manchester.ac.uk

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower

Towards A Relational Planning Approach: Reconfiguring Planning In The Airport Regions Of Amsterdam, Barcelona And Munich [712]

De Jong, Bart [Utrecht University] b.dejong@geo.uu.nl

Dross, Michael [Technical University München] dross@tum.de

Sauer, Pere [Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona] pere.sauer.sanchez@uab.cat

The “Symbolic Function” Of Metropolitan Areas - A Set Of Indicators For Planners To Manage The Decision Making Process For Metropolitan Areas [721]

Hammer, Patricia M. [Dortmund University of Technology] patricia.hammer@udo.edu

The Experts Set Out To Know The City: Essential And Pertinent Facts For Regional Planning And Their Use, 1907-2007 [726]

Isserman, Andrew M. [University of Illinois] isserman@uiuc.edu


Shuler, John A. [University of Illinois at Chicago] alfred@uic.edu


Hoch, Charles [University of Illinois at Chicago] chashoch@uic.edu

The experts set out to know the city: Essential and pertinent facts for regional planning and their use, 1907-2007 [726]

Isserman, Andrew M. [University of Illinois] isserman@uiuc.edu
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4:45 – 6:15 pm
6:30 – 7:15 pm

See page 58
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Politics On Parade: A Historical Study Of South Boston’s St. Patrick’s Day Parade
[42] WHITLOW, Annis [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] awhitlow@mit.edu

2.5 Urban Regeneration
Moderator: VERHAGE, Roelof [Université Lyon 2] roelof.verhage@univ-lyon2.fr
Discussant: MULLIN, John [University of Massachusetts] jmullin@provost.umass.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

Urban Dynamism By Renewing The Former Industrial Sites – Case Of Hungary
[81] KUKELY, György [Centre for Regional Studies, Hungarian Academy of Sciences] kukely@rkkmta.hu

Creative Destruction, Entrepreneurialism And Rent-Gap Exploitation: Causes And Implications Of The Urban Renewal Strategy In The Peri-Central Space Of Santiago de Chile (1990-2005)
[84] LOPEZ, Ernesto [University College London] e.morales@ucl.ac.uk

Urban Brownfield Regeneration In Turkey: An Analysis Of A Case Study In Istanbul
[96] SAHIN, Ozlem [Istanbul Technical University] ozlem.sahin@gmail.com GEZICI, Ferhan [Istanbul Technical University] gezici@itu.edu.tr

Realising Social And Physical Objectives In Property-Led Urban Regeneration: Experiences In Lyon (France)
[104] VERHAGE, Roelof [Université Lyon 2] roelof.verhage@univ-lyon2.fr

White, Wanda [Former Deputy Commissioner, City of Chicago Department of Economic Development, Community Workshop on Economic Development] wgills@aol.com

GARCIA, Jesus [former Alderman and State Senator and Director, Pilsen/Little Village Economic Development Corporation] jgarcia@littlevillageccdc.org

LOPEZ, Jose [Director, Puerto Rican Cultural Center of Chicago, Adjunct Instructor, Department of Latin American Studies, University of Illinois at Chicago]

RIGANTI, Patrizia [University of Nottingham] patrizia.riganti@nottingham.ac.uk

1.5 Gender, Ethnicity, and Public Spaces
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Discussant: MONNO, Valeria [Politecnico di Bari] valeria.monno@libero.it

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Navy Pier

Veiling The Public Space: A Spatial Analysis From Early Republican Period In Turkey To This Day
[7] ÇAVDAR, Selin [Middle Eastern Technical University] selin.cavdar@gmail.com

Re-Examining Women’s Agency In Space: Using A Gender Spatial Analysis To Understand Women’s Autonomous Position In Public And Private Space
[25] MAROMÉ, Wijitbusaba [University College London] ucfuwma@ucl.ac.uk

Plural Paths For Interweaving Diversity In Palermo
[35] PICONE, Marco [University of Palermo] marcopico@unipa.it

BONAFEDE, Giulia [University of Palermo] bonafedeo@architetture.unipa.it

2009 (Virginia) ACSP 50th Conference Committee Meeting
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron

Panel Discussion: What Does Diversity Amount to in Chicago?

Moderator: BETANCUR, John J. [University of Illinois at Chicago] betancur@uic.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

ERRING, Cedric [University of Illinois at Chicago] herring@uic.edu

BETANCUR, John J. [University of Illinois at Chicago] betancur@uic.edu
3.9 Institutions, Collaboration and Policy Communities

**Moderator/Discussant:** CONROY, Maria M. [Ohio State University] conroy.36@osu.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

**Scaling Up Collaborative Environmental Planning: An Examination Of The US Fire Learning Network** [123]
GOLDSTEIN, Bruce E. [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] brucegold@vt.edu
BUTLER, William H. [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] ibutler2@vt.edu

**Who’s Making Decisions In Markets For Ecosystem Services? Exploring Collaboration In Water Quality Trading** [129]
COCHRAN, Bobby [Portland State University] cochranb@cleanwaterservices.org

**The Disruption Of Policy Communities. Transitions In Dam Politics In The Netherlands And The United States** [140]
GOVERDE, Henri J. [Radboud University Nijmegen] h.goverde@fm.ru.nl
MEIJERINK, Sander [Radboud University Nijmegen] s.meijerink@fm.ru.nl

**Institutional And Policy Implications Of The Provision Of International Public Goods: The Case Of Global Environmental Commons In Brazil** [186]
PUPPIM DE OLIVEIRA, Jose Antonio [University of Santiago de Compostela] puppim@alum.mit.edu
PINTO, Rogério R. [Getulio Vargas Foundation] rrpinto@yahoo.com

4.14 Governance in the Informal Sector

**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.

**Discussant:** GUALINI, Enrico [Berlin University of Technology] e.gualini@isr-berlin.de

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois

**Reinventing The Wheel Or New Politics Emerging From Conventional Tools?** [218]
COSTA, Heloisa S. [Federal University of Minas Gerais] hsmcosta@terra.com.br

**Towards A New Urban Governance. Of Garbage: The Contested Domain** [237]
Khanolkar, Prasad S. [Cornell University] p.khanolkar@gmail.com

**Citizen Involvement In Decision-Making In Developing Countries— The Case Of Iran** [247]
Mohammadi, Hamid [University of Kassel-University of Yazd] hamidmohamad@gmail.com
Ahmadian, Reza [Zanjan Azad University] rahmadian2001@yahoo.com
Nosrati, Sepideh [Sari Payame Nour University] sepidehnosrati@yahoo.com

5.5 Housing Market Behavior and Demographic Challenges

**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

**The Geodemographic Analysis Of Residential Turnover And Neighbourhood Change: The Case Of North West England** [293]
Brown, Peter J. [University of Liverpool] pjbrown@liv.ac.uk
Batey, Peter W. [University of Liverpool] pwjbatey@liv.ac.uk
Whalley, Simon [Beacon Dodsworth Limited] simonw@beacon-dodsworth.co.uk

**Regional Housing Needs Allocation: The Southern California Approach** [296]
Choi, Simon [SCAG] choi@scag.ca.gov
Wen, Frank [Southern California Association of Governments] wen@scag.ca.gov
Carreras, Joe [Southern California Association of Governments] carreras@scag.ca.gov

**U.S. Housing Affordability And Crowding Trends, 1985-2005** [297]
Crane, Randall [University of California, Los Angeles] crane@ucla.edu

**Developments Of Farmland Reverse Mortgage System And Its Actuarial Model** [299]
Cho, Deokho [Daegu University] chodh@daegu.ac.kr
Ma, Seungryul [Government Employee Pension Service] srma2000@daegu.ac.kr
Kim, Gabtae [Korea Housing Finance Corporation] kktae5225@hanmail.net

**Comparative Analysis Between Two Minority Groups Contract For Deed: A Unique Form Of Subprime Lending** [337]
McBride, Vickie L. [Texas Southern University] vickie_mcbdr@yahoo.com

**The Challenge Of Foreclosure Prevention: Lessons From New York City** [352]
Schwartz, Alex F. [The New School] schwartz@newschool.edu
6.5 Cross-border Planning
Moderator/Discussant: DE VRIES, Jochem [University of Amsterdam] j.devries1@uva.nl
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin
The Clash Of Territorialisations? Spatial Planning Co-Operation Between The EU And Russia [385]
FRITSCH, Matti [University of Jyväskylä] mattifritsch@hotmail.com
Improving Trans-National Cooperation’s Through Planning Culture Interactions. “Raumplanung” And “Urbanistica” – A Austro-Italian Confrontation [395]
HASELSBERGER, Beatrix [Vienna University of Technology] heselsberger@email.archlab.tuwien.ac.at
FABBRO, Sandro [University of Udine] sandro.fabbro@uniud.it

6.13 Pre-organized Session - Dialogues: Examining Planning Ideas in Practice
Moderator/Discussant: HARPER, Tom [University of Calgary] harper@ucalgary.ca
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan
Performance-Based Planning: A Cross-National Comparison [374]
BAKER, Douglas C. [Queensland University of Technology] d2.baker@qut.edu.au
SIPE, Neil G. [Griffith University] n.sipe@griffith.edu.au
The New Landscapes Of The Post-Industrial City [388]
GOSPODINI, Aspa [University of Thessaly] gospod@uth.gr
Town Planning Versus Urbanismo [396]
HEBBERT, Michael [University of Manchester] michael.hebbert@manchester.ac.uk
New Urbanism And Sprawl: A Toronto Case Study [415]
SKABURSKIS, Andrejs [Queen’s University at Kingston] skabursk@post.queensu.ca

7.5 Urban Regeneration and Land Planning
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: DEWAR, Margaret E. [University of Michigan] medewar@umich.edu
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O’Hare
Managing Underused Land And Directing Redevelopment In Post-Katrina New Orleans [442]
EHRENFEUCHT, Renia [University of New Orleans] renia.ehrenfeucht@uno.edu
NELSON, Marla [University of New Orleans] mnelson@uno.edu
Planning For Industry In The Post Industrial World [449]
DEMPWOLF, Scott [University of Maryland College Park] demp@umd.edu
HOWLAND, Marie [University of Maryland College Park] mhowland@umd.edu
COHEN, James R. [University of Maryland College Park] jmc喜好@umd.edu
Land Ownership And Governance In A Large Scale Urban Development Project In Helsinki [456]
KULONPALO, Jussi [University of Helsinki] jussi.kulonpalo@helsinki.fi

8.5 Visualization and Simulation
Moderator/Discussant: KAWAMURA, Kazuya [University of Illinois at Chicago] kawamur@uic.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue
Simulation And Investigation Of The Path Dependency Of Transportation Policy [510]
LU, Yanan [University of Illinois at Chicago] yllu@uic.edu
KAWAMURA, Kazuya [University of Illinois at Chicago] kawamur@uic.edu
Recreational Travel And Its Consequences - Applications Of An Agent-Based Simulation To Open Space Planning [513]
MULLER, Brian H. [University of Colorado Denver] brian.muller@colorado.edu

Geovisualisation And Spatial Structure: An Example From The 2001 Census In The United Kingdom [517]
RAE, Alasdair J. [University of Manchester] alasdair.rae@manchester.ac.uk

Illumination Of Urban Space Using Digital Simulation Methods, Exemplified On The Unesco World Heritage Site Of Bamberg [518]
REICHRAUS, Martin [Technical University of Kaiserslautern] martin.reichra@tum.de
ZEILE, Peter [Technical University of Kaiserslautern] zeile@rhrk.uni-kl.de

Spatial-Temporal Visualization OfUrban Environments For Supporting The Designing And Planning Process [531]
YIN, Li [University at Buffalo, SUNY] liyin@buffalo.edu
SHIODE, Narushige [University at Buffalo] nshiode@buffalo.edu

10.5 Urban Natural Environment and Health
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana
Green Infrastructure And Public Health: An Evaluation Of The Florida Communities Trust Open Space Acquisition Program [576]
COUTTS, Christopher J. [Florida State University] ccoutts@fsu.edu
Portland’s Urban Health Penalty Continues A Decade-Long Decline: Has Growth Management Played A Role? [577]
FAN, Yingling [University of Illinois at Chicago] yingling@um.edu
SONG, Yan [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] ye@email.unc.edu

Urban Natural Environments, Health, And Human Activities [582]
KIM, Jun-Hyun [Texas A&M University] jhkim@tamu.edu
LEE, Chunam [Texas A&M University] clee@archone.tamu.edu
12.9 Public Realm and Management
Moderator/Discussant: HOCH, Charles [University of Illinois at Chicago] chashoch@uic.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I
The Politics Of Adopting Oregon’s Statewide Planning Goals [644]
ADLER, Sy [Portland State University] adlers@pdx.edu
Planning Analysis And Political Steering With New Public Management [675]
SAGER, Tore [Norwegian University of Science and Technology] tore.sager@ntnu.no
The City’s Public Realm And New Forms Of Enclosed Living In The Netherlands [687]
TENNEKES, Jooost [Netherlands Institute for Spatial Research] jooost.tennekes@gmx.de

13.6 Tools of Territorial Governance
Moderator/Discussant: DA ROSA PIRES, Artur [University of Aveiro] arp@csjp.ua.pt
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower
Croatia’s New Regions – How Do Locals Cope With European Regional Policy Requirements? [714]
DOKIC, Irena [The Institute of Economics, Zagreb] idokic@yahoo.com
SUMPOR, Marijana [The Institute of Economics, Zagreb] marisumpor@yahoo.com
Reflexive Governance On The Boundaries Of Local Practices: The Case Of The Amsterdam Harbour [730]
LISSANDRELLO, Enza [University of Amsterdam] e.Lissandrello@uva.nl
Comparing Territorial Governance: The Cases Of EU-Funded Sub-Regional Programmes In Portugal And Italy [747]
OLIVEIRA, Carlos [University of Porto] carlosol@fe.up.pt
BREDA-VAZQUEZ, Isabel [University of Porto] ivazquez@fe.up.pt

14.5 Understanding Travel Behavior and Transit Use
Moderator/Discussant: ISEKI, Hiroyuki [University of Toledo] hiseki@utoledo.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern
Understanding The Travel Behavior Of Hispanics: A Pre-Requisite For Effective Planning [847]
ROSENBOOM, Sandra [University of Arizona] rosenblo@u.arizona.edu
Interactions Between Race/Ethnicity And Ethnic Change On Travel Behavior: South Bay Case Study [806]
JOH, Kenneth [University of California, Irvine] kjoh@uci.edu
BOARNET, Marlon G. [University of California, Irvine] ngboarne@translab.its.uci.edu
NGUYEN, Mai T. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mai@unc.edu
FULTON, William [Salmar Research Group] bfulton@solmar.org
Getting By With A Little Help From My Friends And Family: Immigrants And Carpooling [859]
SMART, Michael J. [University of California, Los Angeles] msmart@ucla.edu
BLUMENBERG, Evelyn [University of California, Los Angeles] eblumenb@ucla.edu

15.5 Reclaiming Public Spaces
Moderator/Discussant: CARMONA, Matthew [University College London] m.carmona@ucl.ac.uk
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State
Flânerie Between Net And Place: Possibilities For Participation In Planning [888]
BANERJEE, Tridib [University of Southern California] tbanerje@usc.edu
APOSTOL, Ileana [California State Polytechnic University] lapostol@csupomona.edu
ANTONIADIS, Panayotis [Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris 6] panayotis.antoniadis@lip6.fr
The Energy System As Part Of Public Space: Effects And Perception In Three Swedish Communities [902]
EKELUND, Björn [Architecture and infrastructure] bjorn.ekelund@ltu.se

MALLOY, Jennifer A. [University of Illinois at Chicago] jennifermalloy@mac.com
Pop Up City: Temporary Interventions For Urban Vacancy [937]
SCHWARZ, Terry [Kent State University] tschwarz@kent.edu
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Moderator/Discussant: CAMPBELL, Heather [University of Sheffield] h.j.campbell@sheffield.ac.uk
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota
A Trans-Pacifc Planning Education In Reverse: Reflections Of An American With A Chinese Doctorate In Urban Planning And Design [965]
ABRAMSON, Daniel B. [University of Washington] abramson@u.washington.edu
Are We Same Or Different? The Evolving Perceptions Of Development Challenges [977]
SANYAL, Bish [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] sanyal@mit.edu
Down To Earth: Recognizing The Inevitably Situated Nature Of Planning Practice [991]
WATSON, Vanessa J. [University of Cape Town] vanessa.watson@uct.ac.za
Wednesday Sessions
9:45 – 11:15 am

- AESOP [YA] Young Academics Roundtable: Getting The Most Out Of The “Paper Presenting Experience”
  **Moderator:** BENNEWORTH, Paul [University of Newcastle upon Tyne] paul.benneworth@ncl.ac.uk
  **Discussant:** HASELSBERGER, Beatrix [Vienna University of Technology] haselsberger@email.archlab.tuwien.ac.at
  **Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan DE VRIES, Jochem [University of Amsterdam] j.devries1@uva.nl
  HEEBERT, Michael [University of Manchester] m.hebbert@manchester.ac.uk
  HIRSCHLER, Petra [Vienna University of Technology] hirschler@email.archlab.tuwien.ac.at
  NADIN, Vincent [Delft University of Technology] v.nadin@tudelft.nl
  PROSPERI, David [Florida Atlantic University] prosperi@fau.edu
  SHAW, David [University of Liverpool] david.shaw@liverpool.ac.uk
  VERHAGE, Roelof [Institut d’Urbanisme de Lyon] roelof.verhage@univ-lyon2.fr

- ACSP-AESOP Joint Presidential Session: Planning, Imagination And Transnational Scholarship: A Tribute To Peter H. Marris
  **Moderator:** SANYAL, Bish [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] sanyal@mit.edu
  **Room:** 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron Room
  DANDEKAR, Hema [Arizona State University] hema@asu.edu
  FAINSTEIN, Susan S. [Harvard University] sfainstein@aol.com
  HAYDEN, Dolores [Yale University] Dolores.hayden@yale.edu
  HOCH, Charles [University of Illinois at Chicago] cashoch@uic.edu
  JACKSON, Maria-Rosario [Urban Institute] mjackson@ui.urban.org
  MILLER, S.M. “Mike” [Boston University (retired)] fivegood@aol.com
  THROGMORTON, James A. [The University of Iowa] james-throgmorton@uiowa.edu
  WACHS, Martin [RAND Transportation, Space and Technology Program] martin_wachs@rand.org

Panel Discussion: Chicago’s Plan for the 2016 Olympics
**Moderator:** WINKLE, Curt [University of Illinois at Chicago] cwinkle@uic.edu
**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

Closed to the press.

Tom Kerwin is a Managing Partner in the Chicago office of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP and oversees the firm’s involvement with Chicago 2016.

Phil Enquist is Partner in charge of planning and urban design in the Chicago office of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP.
1.6 Ethnicity and Formal and Informal Entrepreneurship

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Discussant: None

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Navy Pier

Diversity And Ethnic Entrepreneurship In The USA [4]
BETANCUR, John J. [University of Illinois at Chicago] betancur@uic.edu
BOWMAN, Philip J. [University of Michigan] pjbowman@umich.edu

Immigrant Communities, Informality And Planning In The United States [10]
DEVLIN, Ryan T. [University of California, Berkeley] rtdevlin@berkeley.edu

Spontaneity And Planned Intervention At An Immigrants’ Leisure Space – The São Cristóvão Market, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil [12]
GIACOMINI, Sonia M. [Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro] sgiacom@uol.com.br

Precarious Jobs, Vulnerable Workers, And Migrant Civil Society [26]
MARTIN, Nina [University of Illinois at Chicago] nmarti11@uic.edu

2.6 Knowledge and Technology Based Development

Moderator: WILSON, Mark I. [Michigan State University] wilsonmm@msu.edu

Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

Land Use Pressures And Sustainable Plans In Ohio Townships [133]
CONROY, Maria M. [Ohio State University] conroy.36@osu.edu
JUN, Hee-Jung [Ohio State University] jun.41@osu.edu

3.10 Sustainability at the Local Level

Moderator/Discussant:
HAMIN, Elisabeth [University of Massachusetts] emhamin@larp.umass.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

Physical Planning For Sustainable Community Development “The Sufficiency Economy Philosophy” Approach For Rural Communities In Northeastern, Thailand [183]
PECHPAKDEE, Pechladda [University College London] ppechladda@hotmail.co.uk
CABANNES, Yves [University College London] y.cabannes@ucl.ac.uk

4.6 Network Governance

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois

Urban Planning And Public-Private Partnerships [229]
GLASBERGEN, Pieter [Utrecht University] p.glasbergen@geo.uu.nl

Co-Management Of Indigenous Places: Sustained Governance In Context [255]
PINE, AICP, Sandra L. [University of Idaho] spinel@uidaho.edu
PECOS, Jacob [Pueblo de Cochiti] jacob_pecos@pueblodecochiti.org

From U-City To Intelligent Development Planning Practice [58]
COREY, Kenneth E. [Michigan State University] kenneth.corey@ssc.msu.edu
JUNG, H. M. [Busan Metropolitan Government] hjmjung.gi@gmail.com
WILSON, Mark I. [Michigan State University] wilsonmm@msu.edu

FESER, Edward [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] feser@uiuc.edu
RENSKI, Henry [University of Massachusetts at Amherst] hrenski@larp.umass.edu

3.10 Sustainability at the Local Level

Moderator/Discussant:
HAMIN, Elisabeth [University of Massachusetts] emhamin@larp.umass.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

Land Use Pressures And Sustainable Plans In Ohio Townships [133]
CONROY, Maria M. [Ohio State University] conroy.36@osu.edu
JUN, Hee-Jung [Ohio State University] jun.41@osu.edu

Fighting Unsustainability In Northeastern Portugal [134]
LOURENCO, Julia M. [University of Minho] jloure@civil.uminho.pt
DANKO, Cristina C. [University of Minho] ccdanko@civil.uminho.pt

Local Government Planning For Sustainable Development: An Evolution In California [155]
JACOBSON, Thomas [Sonoma State University] tom.jacobson@sonoma.edu
HINDS, Alex T. [County of Marin Community Development Agency] alexhinds@co.marin.ca.us

Political Cultural And Local Sustainability Effort In The US [182]
PATERSON, Robert [University of Texas at Austin] rgfp@mail.utexas.edu
SAHA, Devashree [University of Texas at Austin] saha@mail.utexas.edu
5.6 Housing Market Behavior and Price Models
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

Does Subsidized Housing Affect Local Schools? [300]
ELLEN, Ingrid G. [New York University]
ingrid.ellen@nyu.edu
SCHWARTZ, Amy [New York University]
amy.schwartz@nyu.edu
STIEFEL, Leanna [New York University]
leanna.stiefel@nyu.edu
CHELLMAN, Colin [New York University]
colin.chellman@nyu.edu

The Impact Of Supportive Housing On Surrounding Neighborhoods [306]
GEDAL, Michael [New York University]
michael.gedal@nyu.edu
BEEN, Vicki [New York University] BeenV@juris.
law.nyu.edu
ELLEN, Ingrid G. [New York University]
ingarlied@nyu.edu
VOICU, Ioan [New York University] voicui@juris.
law.nyu.edu

Evaluation Of The Impact Of Private Investment On Urban Neighborhood Development: A Case Study Of The Third Federal Savings And Loan Redevelopment In Cleveland, Ohio [316]
HONG, Chansun [Cleveland State University/American Planning Association] c.hong1@csuohio.edu

Impact Of Mixed Use On House Prices—Disentangling Accessibility, Density And Mixed Use [360]
TSAI, Yu-Hsin [University of Michigan]
yhhsin@umich.edu
LIU, Hsiao-Lan [National Chengchi University]
sliou@nccu.edu.tw
WANG, Dah-Lih [Feng Chia University]
diwang@fcu.edu.tw

5.16 Neighborhood Regeneration and Mixed Communities
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire I

Urban University Master Planning And Community Integration: [286]
AMBORSKI, David P. [Ryerson University]
amborski@ryerson.ca
JONES, Michael F. [University of Cambridge]
fmj22@cam.ac.uk

Promoting Mixed Communities Through Balanced Lettings And Asset Management: The English Experience [341]
MORRISON, Nicola C. [University of Cambridge]
nicolamorrison@hotmail.com
KINTREA, Keith J. [University of Glasgow]
K.Kintrea@socsci.gla.ac.uk

Re-Constituting The Social Through urban Renewal: Learning From The Experience Of Çin cin, Ankara [348]
ÖZDİL, Hulya [Middle East Technical University]
hulyaozdil@hotmail.com
ÖZDİL, Taner R. [The University of Texas at Arlington, & Dallas Urban Solutions Center, TAMUS] tozdil@uta.edu

6.7 Networking for University-based Research and Development
Moderator/Discussant: NADIN, Vincent [Delft University of Technology] v.nadin@tudelft.nl
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin

Transnational Territorial Research In Europe: A Review Of The European Spatial Planning Observation Network And The Opportunities It Offers To Researchers In Planning [389]
HAGUE, Cliff [UK ESPON Contact Point] C.B.Hague@sbe.hw.ac.uk

Global Cyberinfrastructure And Sustainability: An Emerging Research Agenda For Integrated City-Region Planning [409]
PEZZOLI, Keith [University of California, San Diego] kpezzoli@ucsd.edu
RAVETZ, Joe [University of Manchester] joe.ravetz@gmail.com
KINGSTON, Richard [University of Manchester]
richard.p.kingston@manchester.ac.uk
DEAS, Iain [University of Manchester]
deas@man.ac.uk
PELLOW, David N. [University of California, San Diego] dpellow@ucsd.edu
MOORE, Reagan [University of California, San Diego] moore@sdsc.edu
FAERMAN, Marcio [Rede Nacional de Ensino e Pesquisa] marcio@rpm.br
PILSBURY, David [Worldwide Universities Network] d.pilsbury@wun.ac.uk

The University, The City, And The State: International University Real Estate Development [423]
WIEWEL, Wim [University of Baltimore] wiewel@ubalt.edu
7.6 Transportation and Land Use: Making the Connection or Losing the Plot?

**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.

**Discussant:** THAKURIAH, Piyushimita [University of Illinois at Chicago] vonu-pt@uic.edu

**Room:** 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O’Hare

**Transit’s Role In The Metro Density/Housing Affordability Relation: A National Appraisal And Lessons Learned** [437]

CLARK, Thomas A. [University of Colorado Denver] tom.clark@cudenver.edu

GAHAGAN, Shanmugapriya [University of Colorado Denver] shanmugapriyag@yahoo.com

**Density And Traffic: Connecting The Dots** [445]

FRENCH, Steven P. [Georgia Institute of Technology] steve.french@arch.gatech.edu

PEPONIS, John [Georgia Institute of Technology] john.peponis@arch.gatech.edu

SCOPPA, Martin [Georgia Institute of Technology] mscoppa3@mail.gatech.edu

**The Paradox Of Highway-Building In A “Sustainable Region”: Analysis Of Politics And Planning In Metropolitan Vancouver** [478]

TOWNSEND, Craig [Concordia University] townsend@alcor.concordia.ca

SIEMIATYCKI, Matti [University of Glasgow] m.siemiatycki@btss.gla.ac.uk

BARRIEAU, Pierre [Concordia University] pierre.barrieau@gmail.com

8.6 Analyzing the Built Environment

**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.

**Discussant:** None

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue

**A Study On The Spatial Relationship Between Mixed Land Use And Urban Disaster—A Case Study Of Tainan City** [485]

CHANG, Hsiuch-Sheng [Leader University] chs@email.leader.edu.tw

CHAO, Tzu-Yuan [Leader University] stessa36@hotmail.com

**The Grandfather Clause Effect** [491]

FERGUSON, Erik [American University of Sharjah] yoplanz@yahoo.com

**The Quadrilogue Concept For Strategic Projects Assessment** [509]

LOURENCO, Julia M. [University of Minho] jljoure@civil.uminho.pt

PROSPERI, David C. [Florida Atlantic University] prosperi@fau.edu

**A Methodological Framework For a Political Approach Of Mixed Land Use, Tested In The Urbanised Region Of Flanders, Belgium** [516]

PISMAN, Ann [Hogeschool Antwerpen] a.pisman@ha.be

LEINFELDER, Hans [Ghent University] hans.leinfelder@ugent.be

10.6 The Spatial Dimension of Crime

**Moderator/Discussant:** UMEMOTO, Karen [University of Hawaii at Manoa] kememoto@hawaii.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana

**Cities Under Observation. Social And Civil Insecurities In Urban Italy: Policy Orientations And Practices** [572]

BRICOCOLI, Massimo [Politecnico di Milano] massimo.bricocoli@polimi.it

SAVOLDI, Paola [Politecnico di Milano] paola.savoldi@polimi.it

**Planning In The Face Of Terrorism: Implications For Planning In The Post-9/11 City** [573]

BURKE, Jason R. [University of Toronto] burkej@geog.utoronto.ca

**Planning In The Face Of Urban Violence: A Critical Appraisal From Rio De Janeiro Conflict Zones** [575]

COUTINHO MARQUES DA SILVA, Rachel [Federal U. of Rio de Janeiro -Prourb] r.coutinho-silva@lse.ac.uk

**Exploring Spatial Dynamics Of Social Inequality: Social Capital, Political Participation And Neighborhood Safety** [598]

NAM, Yunwoo [University of Nebraska - Lincoln] ynam2@unl.edu

ELDER, Kurt [University of Nebraska - Lincoln] kelder@chase3000.com
12.8 Justice, Morality and Trust

Moderator/Discussant: GUNDER, Michael [University of Auckland] m.gunder@auckland.ac.nz

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

Relativism And Planning: The Good, The Bad, And The Ugly [883]
STEIN, Stanley M. [University of Calgary] stein@ucalgary.ca
HARPER, Thomas L. [University of Calgary] harper@ucalgary.ca

Trust And The Public Interest In The Micro-Politics Of Planning Practice [686]
TAIT, Malcolm [University of Sheffield] m.tait@sheffield.ac.uk

Transforming “Rubbertown”: The Rhetorical Construction Of Sustainability And Environmental Justice In Louisville, Kentucky [690]
THROGMORTON, James A. [University of Iowa] james-throgmorton@uiowa.edu

Assessment of Equity in Middle Eastern Water Allocation: The Case of the Israeli-Jordanian Peace Treaty
ABUKAHTER, Ahmed [University of Texas at Austin] abukhater@mail.utexas.edu

13.8 Planning the Sustainable Metropolis

Moderator/Discussant: SCHOENWANDT, Walter [University of Stuttgart] schoenwandt@igp.uni-stuttgart.de

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower

State-Level Versus Metropolitan Land Use Planning: Seeking The Right Scale For Regional Decision-Making [704]
CHAKRABORTY, Arnab [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] achakraborty@gmail.com
KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland College Park] gknaap@ursp.umd.edu

Thinking Metropolitan: Planning For Sustainable Development In The Amsterdam And Vancouver Metropolitan Regions [727]
JANSSEN-JANSEN, Leonie B. [University of Amsterdam] l.b.janssen-jansen@uva.nl
HUTTON, Thomas A. [University of British Columbia] thutton@interchange.ubc.ca

14.6 Understanding Travel Behavior: Considering Children’s Travel and Neighborhood Characteristics

Moderator/Discussant: ROSENBLOOM, Sandra [University of Arizona] rosenblo@u.arizona.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern

Who’s Taking The Kids To School? An Examination Of Chauffeuring And Mode Choice In The United States, 1977-2001 [830]
MCDONALD, Noreen [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] noore@unc.edu

ZUNIGA, Kelly D. [University of Colorado] inventorsden@yahoo.com

Parking And Walking Mode Choice [820]
LIU, Chao [University of Maryland College Park] cliu8@umd.edu
CLIFTON, Kelly J. [University of Maryland College Park] kclifton@umd.edu
BURNIER, Carolina [University of Maryland College Park] cburnier@umd.edu

Is Alternative Development Undersupplied? An Examination Of Residential Preferences And Choices Of Northern California Movers [778]
CAO, Xinyu (Jason) [University of Minnesota] cao@umn.edu
15.6 Designs for Challenging Places
Moderator/Discussant:
STEVENS, Quentin [University College of London]
qu.stevens@ucl.ac.uk
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State
Greenways In Mexican Cities: Is It Possible In Non Planned Areas “Colonias Irregulares”? [900]
DEMERUTIS, Juan [Universidad de Guadalajara]
juan.demerutis@cuaad.udg.mx
Building The Image Of A New Suburban Life: The Case Of Bahcesehir In Istanbul [903]
ERKUL, Fusun [University of Michigan]
kerkul@umich.edu
Seeking A Sustainable Design For Flood Area Occupation: The Sao Paulo, Brazil Case [925]
PESSOA, Denise F. [Centro Universitario Nove de Julho- UNINOVE]
denisefpessoa@hotmail.com
Compare Planning Methods For Neighborhoods: Case Study Of Stormwater In The Woodlands, Texas [954]
YANG, Bo [Texas A&M University]
boyang@tamu.edu
LI, Ming-Han [Texas A&M University]
mighthan@tamu.edu
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Moderator/Discussant:
HEALEY, Patsy [Newcastle University]
patsyhealey@btinternet.com
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota
Town Planners Still In Search Of A Role? Initial Findings From An Ethnography Of Planners In Australia [957]
BURTON, Paul A. [Griffith University]
p.burton@griffith.edu.au
Planning Spaces With Commons [962]
DAVY, Benjamin [TU Dortmund]
benjamin.davy@udo.edu
Understanding The Idea(l)s Of Indian Identity Through Urban Planning In Delhi [968]
MORENAS, Leon A. [Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute] morenl@rpi.edu
Knowledge Propagation – The Possible Contribution Of Open Source To Developing And Sharing Planning Methodologies And Practices In Different Contexts [981]
TIPPETT, Joanne [University of Manchester]
joanne.tippett@manchester.ac.uk

11:15 am – 1:00 pm
International Association of China Planners (IACP) Business Meeting
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan
Faculty Women’s Interest Group Luncheon
Room: 7th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Salon I
THURSDAY

CHRONOLOGICAL SESSIONS, ROUNDTABLES AND MEETINGS
Thursday Sessions
8:00 – 9:30 am

2.7 Design Issues
Moderator: DAMMERS, Ed [Netherlands Institute for Spatial Research] dammers@rpb.nl
Discussant: KOTVAL, Zenia [Michigan State University] kotval@msu.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

Does It Pay To Invest In Amenities Around Offices? [59]
DAMMERS, Ed [Netherlands Institute for Spatial Research] dammers@rpb.nl
WETERINGS, Anet [Netherlands Institute for Spatial Research] weterings@rpb.nl

Creativity & Competitiveness Through Design Policy [88]
MULLER, Larissa [University of Calgary] lmuller@ucalgary.ca
MACLEOD, Douglas [Canadian Design Research Network] douglasmacleod@shaw.ca
COVO, David [McGill University] david.covo@mcgill.ca

3.11 Waste Management - Issues and Analysis
Moderator/Discussant:
CARP, Jana [Appalachian State University] carpje@appstate.edu

In My Backyard! An Alternate Model For Solid Waste Management [126]
CHETTIPARAMB, Angelique [Cardiff University] angeliquerajan@hotmail.com
CHAKKALAKKAL, Mary [Jan Shikshan Sansthan] chakkalakkkalmary@gmail.com
CHEDAMBATH, Rajan [Centre for Heritage, Environment and Development] chedambath@rediffmail.com

Post-Nimbyism: Learning To Live With A Landfill [170]
MACLAREN, Virginia W. [University of Toronto] maclaren@geog.utoronto.ca
ATKINSON, Tanya [University of Toronto] tanya_atkinson@sympatico.ca
KRISHNAMURTHY, Vig [University of Toronto] vig.krishnamurthy@utoronto.ca

How Much E-Waste In your Basement And Attic? Results From A National Survey [180]
NIXON, Hilary [San Jose State University] hilary.nixon@sjsu.edu
SAPHORES, Jean-Daniel [University of California, Irvine] saphores@uci.edu
OGUNSEITAN, Oladele A. [University of California, Irvine] oogunse@uci.edu
SHAPIRO, Andrew [University of California, Irvine] andrew.a.shapiro@jpl.nasa.gov
3.12 Energy Analysis and Planning
Moderator/Discussant: DE ROO, Gert [University of Groningen] g.de.roo@rug.nl
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan

A Study On Policy Simulation Of Local Renewable Energy Demand And Supply System In Taijian Area, Taiwan [125]
CHAO, Tzu-Yuan S. [Leader University, Tainan] tychoao@mail.leader.edu.tw
YUE, Cheng-Dar [Leader University, Tainan] cdyue@mail.leader.edu.tw

A Model For Estimating Food Distribution Requirements In The U.S. And Implications On Food Security [151]
HUANG, Sonya Y. [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] sonya@mit.edu
POLENSKE, Karen R. [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] krp@MIT.EDU
CANNING, Pat [U.S. Department of Agriculture] pcanning@ers.usda.gov
ISMAIL, Ayman [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ayman01@aymanism.net
WATERS, Arnold [U.S. Department of Agriculture] awaters@ers.usda.gov

Biomass Production For Energy: assessing The Compatibility With Scenic and Cultural Values Of Rural Landscapes On a Regional Scale - A German Case Study [188]
ROTH, Michael [Dortmund University of Technology] michael.roth@udo.edu
GRUEHN, Dietwald [Dortmund University of Technology] dietwald.gruehn@udo.edu
KOLBE, Margret [Berlin University of Technology] kolret@web.de
HENNEMANN, Bernhard [Berlin University of Technology] b.hennemann@web.de

Production Of Innovative Energies And Conservation Of The Territorial Values: A Possible Synergy? [190]
SCHILLECI, Filippo [Università degli Studi di Palermo] f.schilleci@unipa.it
MAROTTA, Paola [Università degli Studi di Palermo] paolamarotta@architettura.unipa.it

4.7 Intergovernmental Collaboration
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Bridging Institutional Analysis And Collaborative Natural Resource Management Theory: Lessons From The Kawartha Highlands Local Stakeholders Committee [209]
BARRY, Janice M. [University of British Columbia] jmbarry@interchange.ubc.ca

Participative Governance: Capacity Building Through Pluralistic Policy Making Processes [259]
ROSA PIRES, Artur [University of Aveiro] arpis@ua.pt
SANTINHA, Gonçalo [University of Aveiro] g.santinha@ua.pt
MOTA, Jose C. [University of Aveiro] jcmota@ua.pt

Blending Many Knowledges For Robust Planning [234]
INNES, Judith [University of California, Berkeley] jinnes@berkeley.edu
BOOHER, David E. [California State University, Sacramento] dbooher@berkeley.edu

4.18 Governance, Culture and Theory
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

CONCILIO, Grazia [Politecnico di Bari] g.concilio@poliba.it
CELINO, Adele [Politecnico di Bari] a.celino@poliba.it

Culture, Episodes, Horizon, Project, Innovation, Agenda: Institutions As “Stopped Arrows”? [226]
FEDELI, Valeria [Politecnico di Milano] valeria.feđeli@polimi.it

Building Sustainability Through Collaborative Planning [228]
GHOMASHCHI, Vahid [Town of Stratford] ghomashchi@yahoo.com
7.7 Urban Sprawl: Trends and Issues in Europe and North America

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Discussant: O’CONNELL, Derry [University College Dublin] derry.oconnell@ucd.ie

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O’Hare

The Politics Of Sprawl: Density, Zoning And The 2006 Virginia Election [450]
HOWLETT, Marc A. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mhowlett@email.unc.edu

Post- Socialistic Sprawl: Explaining Land Consumption Patterns In East Germany [469]
SCHMIDT, Stephan [Cornell University] stephanj73@yahoo.com

Containing Urban Sprawl? Comparing Brownfield Reuse Policies In England And Germany [470]
SCHULZE BAING, Andreas [University of Manchester] Andreas.schulzeBaing@manchester.ac.uk

5.7 Housing Market Behavior and the Environment

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

Does Wetlands Proximity Matter? Evidence From Chatham County In Georgia [305]
GAO, Shan [Texas A&M University] gaoshan@tamu.edu

urban renewal For an Energy Efficient City [330]
KURTH, Detlef [University of Applied Sciences Stuttgart] detlef.kurth@hft-stuttgart.de

Urban Green Spaces: A Place For Community Integration? The Case Of Greater Manchester, UK [325]
KAZMIERCZAK, Aleksandra [University of Salford] a.e.kazmierczak@pgs.salford.ac.uk

6.6 Planning Culture

Moderator/Discussant: DÜHR, Stefanie [Radboud University Nijmegen and TU Dortmund] s.duhr@fm.ru.nl

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin

Planning Culture: The Missing Link In International Planning Studies [379]
DE VRIES, Jochem [University of Amsterdam] jochemdevries@uva.nl

Characterising European Spatial Planning Systems [403]
NADIN, Vincent [Delft University of Technology] V.Nadin@tudelft.nl
STEAD, Dominic [Delft University of Technology] d.stead@tudelft.nl

Assessing The Convergence Of National Spatial Planning Systems In Europe [416]
STEAD, Dominic [Delft University of Technology] d.stead@tudelft.nl
NADIN, Vincent [Delft University of Technology] V.Nadin@tudelft.nl

The Impact Of EU Regulations On Local Planning Practice: The Case Of The Netherlands [418]
TRIP, Jan J. [Delft University of Technology] j.j.trip@tudelft.nl
WATERHOUT, Bas [Delft University of Technology] b.waterhout@tudelft.nl
ZONNEVELD, Wil [Delft University of Technology] w.a.m.zonneveld@tudelft.nl

5.19 Neighborhood Regeneration in the City Center

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

Declining Retail In Innercity Neighbourhoods In London. Business Improvement Districts Strategies In Urban Regeneration Processes [313]
GULLINO, Silvia [Kingston University London] s.gullino@kingston.ac.uk

City Centre Housing In The UK: Prospects And Policy Challenges In A Changing Housing Market [331]
LAMBERT, Christine [University of the West of England, Bristol] christine.lambert@uwe.ac.uk
BODDY, Martin [University of the West of England, Bristol] martin.boddy@uwe.ac.uk

Community Of Trust: New Interpretation And The Case Of Muslim Communities In Gaza [344]
NAOMI, Carmon [Technion- Israel Institute of Technology] carmon@technion.ac.il
JABAREEN, Yosef [Technion- Israel Institute of Technology] jabareen@mit.edu

2006 Virginia Election [450]
HOWLETT, Marc A. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mhowlett@email.unc.edu

Post- Socialistic Sprawl: Explaining Land Consumption Patterns In East Germany [469]
SCHMIDT, Stephan [Cornell University] stephanj73@yahoo.com

Containing Urban Sprawl? Comparing Brownfield Reuse Policies In England And Germany [470]
SCHULZE BAING, Andreas [University of Manchester] Andreas.schulzeBaing@manchester.ac.uk
7.10 Planning Capacity and Participation: Forging the Links

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: BALDUCCI, Alessandro [Polytechnic University] sandro.balducci@polimit.it
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron
Deconstructing The Cooperation Conundrum: An Analysis Of Cooperation Around Land Use Issues In Michigan [438]
DAVID, Nina P. [University of Michigan] npdavid@umich.edu
Planning Capacity: Measures And Implications [460]
LOH, Carolyn G. [University of Michigan] cgloh@umich.edu

In Atempt To Facilitate The Urban Knowledge Arena [479]
TROEVA, Vesselina R. [University of Architecture Civil Engineering and Geodesy] vtroeva_far@uacg.bg

8.7 Modeling Land Use/Land Cover Change

Moderator: HERBERT, Berneece S. [Alabama A&M University] herbertberneece@yahoo.com
Discussant: PAN, Qisheng [Texas Southern University] pan_qe@tsu.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue
Multi-Temporal And Spatial Analysis Of Land Use And Land Cover Change In Madison County Alabama [498]
HERBERT, Berneece S. [Alabama A&M University] herbertberneece@yahoo.com
Future Strategies For The Application Of Remote Sensing Data In Urban Planning - The German Case [533]
ZIMMERMANN, Gabi [Dortmund University of Technology] gabi.zimmermann@udo.edu

11.3 Making Planning Decisions

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire I
The Legal Contradictions Manifest In The Planning Of A Limited Territory. (The Case Of The Canary Islands, Spain.) [533]
CACERES, SR., Eduardo [Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria] ecaceres@dact.ulpgc.es
Design Of A Strategic Process Approach For Complex Integrated Area Development Projects [618]
DE KORT, Inge A.T. [University of Twente] i.a.t.dekort@utwente.nl
DEWULF, Geert P.M.R. [University of Twente] g.p.m.r.dewulf@utwente.nl
BULT-SPIERING, Mirjam W.D. [University of Twente] w.d.bult-spiering@utwente.nl
Corruption In Planning And Land Development In Greece: Tales Of A Contemporary Lernaean Hydra [629]
LALENIS, Konstantinos [University of Thessaly] klalenis@prd.uth.gr
The Problem Of Institutional Design For Resolving Conflict Between Planning Policy And Local Democracy: Planning Oversight And Appeal Bodies In Comparative Perspective [640]
TAYLOR, Zack [University of Toronto] zack.taylor@utoronto.ca

12.10 Time and Space

Moderator/Discussant: DAVOUDI, Simin [Newcastle University] simin.davoudi@newcastle.ac.uk
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II
The Contemporary City As A Changing Architecture Of Time [649]
BONFIGLIOLI, Sandra R. [Politecnico di Milano] s.bonfiglioli@polimi.it
MARCO, Albini [Politecnico di Milano] studioalbini@studioalbini.191.it

The Production Of Castlefield Manchester: Lefebvrian Insights [670]
LEARY, Michael E. [London South Bank University] learym@lsbu.ac.uk
Chronotope And Rhythmanalysis [676]
SANDRA, Mallet [Institut d’Urbanisme de Paris] mallet.sandra@yahoo.fr

13.7 Pre-organized Session - Regional Resilience and Dealing with the Unforseen

Moderator: MORROW-JONES, Hazel A. [Ohio State University] Morrow-Jones.1@osu.edu
Discussant: CHAPPLE, Karen [University of California at Berkeley] chapple@berkeley.edu
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower
Linking Resilience And Sustainability In Ohio Township Planning [729]
JUN, Hee-Jung [Ohio State University] jun.41@osu.edu
CONROY, Maria M. [Ohio State University] Conroy.36@osu.edu
Demographic Change – A Challenge To Urban-Regional Resilience In Europe [743]
MUELLER, Bernhard [Technical University at Dresden] bmueller@rcs.urz.tu-dresden.de
Stability Through Specialization And Diversification – What Contributes To Resilient And Viable Small Town Centers In The U.S.? [749]
OTTO, Andreas [Technical University at Dresden] Andreas.Otto@mailbox.tu-dresden.de
Dealing With Large Urban Distressed Areas As A Means To Enhance Urban Resilience -The Example Of Europe [751]
SCHIAPPACASSE, Paulina [Technical University at Dresden] Paulina.Schiappacasse@mailbox.tu-dresden.de
14.7 Understanding Travel Behavior: The role of Sustainable Transportation and Smart Growth

Moderator/Discussant: HULL, Angela [Heriot-Watt University] a.d.hull@hw.ac.uk

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern

Towards More Sustainable Transportation: Do Policies Matter? [777]
BUEHLER, Ralph [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] ralphbu@eden.rutgers.edu

What Next For the Land Use - Travel Behavior Link? Recentering the Suburbs [772]
BOARNET, Marlon G. [University of California, Irvine] mboarne@translab.its.uci.edu
JOH, Kenneth [University of California, Irvine] kjoh@uci.edu
NGUYEN, Mai T. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] mai@unc.edu

Overcoming Automobile Captivity: Can Land Use Policy Affect Captive Automobile Travel Behavior? [817]
LEE, Jae Su [Texas A&M University] jaesulee@tamu.edu

15.7 Historic Cities Competing Through Design

Moderator/Discussant:
PENDLEBURY, John [Newcastle University] j.r.pendlebury@newcastle.ac.uk

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State

The Processes Work To Enhance The Tourism Attractiveness Of Places Mixing Of Cultural Difference And Consumption Opportunities. The Case Of Paris New Experiences For Distinctive Groups Of City Users
[906]
INGALLINA, Patrizia G. [Université des Sciences et Technologies de Lille] ingallina@univ-paris12.fr

Exacerbating The Divide: Dubai’s Waterfront Developments [918]
MOUSTAFA, Amer [American University of Sharjah] moustafa@alum.mit.edu

Istanbul: A City In The Process Improvement And Regeneration Within The Context Of International And National Development [920]
OZTURK, Zeynep K. [Kadir Has University] zeynep_ozturk@yahoo.com
CENGIZ, Huseyin [Yildiz Technical University] mcengiz1@ttnet.net.tr
ATABAY, Semra H. [Yildiz Technical University] shaceratabay@yahoo.com.tr

16.7 Planning Histories and Global-local Dynamics 2

Moderator/Discussant:
WARD, Stephen V. [Oxford Brookes University] svward@brookes.ac.uk

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota

Lisbon’s Urbanism: Elements Of Applied Urban Theory [958]
CAMARINHAS, Catarina T. [Université Paris IV, Institut d’urbanisme et d’aménagement de la Sorbonne] camarinhas@fa.utl.pt

New Tools To Build A Democratic City: An Experience Of Strategic Planning In Low Density Territories And Cities [974]
PLAISANT, Alessandro [LAMP - Università di Sassari] plaisant@uniss.it
CECCHINI, Arnaldo [LAMP - Università di Sassari] cecchini@uniss.it

Towards Garden City Wonderlands: New Town Planning In 1950s Taiwan [989]
WANG, Yi-Wen [University of Nottingham] laxyww@nottingham.ac.uk
HEATH, Tim [University of Nottingham] tim.heath@nottingham.ac.uk
Thursday Sessions
9:45 – 11:15 am

**Session Sponsored by the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy: Urbanization in China**
Organizer: YANYUN MAN, Joyce [China Program, Lincoln Institute of Land Policy] yman@lincolninst.edu
Moderator: ZHANG, Ming [University of Texas, Austin] zhangm@mail.utexas.edu
Discussant: ZHANG, Yang [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University]
Discussant: DING, Chengri Di [University of Maryland] cding@umd.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana
China’s Urbanization: Impacts On Land Use And Urban Development
ZHANG, Tingwei, [University of Illinois at Chicago] tzhang@uic.edu
Agglomeration Of Industries And Urban Expansion In China
HE, Canfei [Peking University/Lincoln Institute Center for Urban Development and Land Policy] hecanfei@urban.pku.edu.cn
Capitalization Of Bus Vs. Rail Transit Access: Evidence From Beijing, China?
ZHANG, Ming [University of Texas at Austin] zhangm@mail.utexas.edu
Urban Expansion In China?
HAN, Sun Sheng, [University of Melbourne, Australia] sshan@unimelb.edu.au

**ACSP-AESOP Student Award Paper Session**
Moderator: HASELSBERGER, Beatrix [Vienna University of Technology] haselsberger@email.archlab.tuwien.ac.at
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron
Assessment of Equity in Middle Eastern Water Allocation: The Case of the Israeli-Jordanian Peace Treaty
ABUKAHTER, Ahmed [University of Texas at Austin] abukhater@mail.utexas.edu
Urban Festivities, Cultural Events and Sustainable Urban Development [54]
CERMAKOVA, Eva [Brno University of Technology] evacermakova@seznam.cz
Who is Governing Neighborhoods? [254]
PILL, Madeleine [Cardiff University] pillmc@cardiff.ac.uk
The Articulation and Co-ordination of National-level Planning Policy in Western Europe: Lessons for Canada [763]
WEBB, Brian [Manchester University] brian.webb@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk
Theoretical Debate on Gated Communities (GCs): Genesis, Controversies, and the Way Forward [953]
XU, Miao [Cardiff University] xum1@cardiff.ac.uk
2.8 Industrial Concentration and Clusters
Moderator: DRUCKER, Joshua [University of Illinois at Chicago] jdruck@uic.edu
Discussant: DEMAZIÈRE, Christophe [Université de Tours] christophe.demaziere@univ-tours.fr
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

How Do Music Industries Grow? Concentration, Innovation And Expectations [57]
CHU-SHORE, Jesse C. [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] jccs@mit.edu

An Analysis Of Trends In Regional Industrial Concentration In The U.S. and Implications For Regional Economic Development [62]
DRUCKER, Joshua [University of Illinois at Chicago] jdruck@uic.edu

3.13 Land Protection and Open Space Conservation
Moderator/Discussant: OLSHANSKY, Robert B. [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] robo@uiuc.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

Conservation Easements’ Effects On Urban Growth [166]
LAURIA, Mickey [Clemson University] mlauria@clemson.edu
DYCKMAN, Caitlin S. [Clemson University] cdyckma@clemson.edu

Planning And Land Preservation In The Northern Forest Region Of Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, And New York [179]
MOSCOVICI, Dan [University of Pennsylvania] dmoscov3@design.upenn.edu

3.14 Environmentally-oriented Development Approaches
Moderator/Discussant: SHANDAS, Vivek [Portland State University] vshandas@pdx.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan

Civic Agriculture In The Farming Subdivision [132]
COHEN, Nevin [The New School] cohen@newschool.edu

Conservation Subdivision Design: A Magical Bullet To Environmentally Sensitive Development? [139]
GOCMEN, Asli [University of Wisconsin-Madison] gocmen@wisc.edu

Conservation-Based Development And Watershed Stewardship Institutions: [147]
HIBBARD, Michael [University of Oregon] mhibbard@uoregon.edu
LURIE, Susan [University of Oregon] sue.lurie@comcast.net

4.8 Post-Disaster Planning and Governance
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: FEDELI, Valeria [Politecnico di Milano] valeria.fedeli@polimi.it
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois

A Proposal For Integrated Governance Between Synergetic Dynamics Of Complex Society: Synergic Administration [224]
DIKER, Nazire [Yildiz Technical University] ndiker@msn.com

Governance Structures And Capacity Building In The Post-Katrina Gulf Coast Region [242]
LOWE, Jeffrey S. [Florida State University] jslowe@fsu.edu
SHAW, Todd C. [University of South Carolina] Shawtc@gwm.sc.edu
WOODS, Clyde A. [University of California, Santa Barbara] cwoods@blackstudies.ucsb.edu

From Emergency Recovery To Community Driven Development: Urban Development Suhareka/Kosova [266]
SVANDA, Nina [Vienna University of Technology] svanda@email.archlab.tuwien.ac.at

Deliberative Planning In Disaster Recovery: Re-Membering New Orleans [280]
WILSON, Patricia A. [University of Texas at Austin] pwilson@mail.utexas.edu

5.9 Housing Policy at the National Level
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

Urban Policy In The 21st Century [309]
GLICKMAN, Norman J. [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] glrickman@rci.rutgers.edu
WILSON, Robert H. [University of Texas at Austin] rwilson@mail.utexas.edu

Subsidized Housing Policy In The United States [326]
KEATING, Dennis W. [Cleveland State University] w.keating@csuohio.edu
KRUMHOLZ, Norman [Cleveland State University] n.krumholz@csuohio.edu

Housing Finance Reform In Europe [349]
PRIEMUS, Hugo [Delft University of Technology] h.priemus@tudelft.nl
ELSINGA, Marja G. [Delft University of Technology] m.g.elsinga@tudelft.nl
5.21 Tax Credits and Preservation
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I
Assessing The Neighborhood Impacts Of Low Income Housing Tax Credit Development [298]
DENG, Lan [University of Michigan] landeng@umich.edu
The Chicago Low-Income Housing Trust Fund: Evolution, Performance And Prospects [312]
GREENLEE, Andrew [University of Illinois at Chicago] agreen4@uic.edu
ANTHONY, Jerry [University of Iowa] jerry-anthony@uiowa.edu
As Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Developments Age, Can Homeownership Be An Exit Strategy? [338]
MCCLURE, Kirk [University of Kansas] mcclure@KU.edu
GRUBE, Michael T. [McCormack Baron Asset Management] Michael. Grube@mccormackbaron.com

6.8 Informal Urban Development: Policy and Planning in Critical Perspective
Moderator/Discussant: DOAN, Petra [Florida State University] pdoan@fsu.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin
Planning For Poverty Alleviation In Rapidly Growing African Cities: Preliminary Findings From Field Research In Lagos And Benin City, Nigeria [373]
ACEY, Charisma [University of California, Los Angeles] charisma@ucla.edu
S.O.S. - The Sabotaging Of Slum Upgrading In Sao Paulo [377]
CAROLINI, Gabriella Y. [Columbia University] gyc4@columbia.edu
Informalization And The Changing Landscape Of Cities In Bolivia [400]
KIRSHNER, Joshua D. [Cornell University] jdk52@cornell.edu
BENERIA, Lourdes [Cornell University] lb21@cornell.edu
Urban Development And Housing In China And Brazil [402]
LOOYE, Johanna W. [University of Cincinnati] johanna.looye@Uc.edu
7.8 Housing: Bridging the Divide Between Land Use Planning and Affordability
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Co-Discussant: KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland College Park] gknaap@umd.edu
Co-Discussant: HACCOU, Huibert A. [The Saxion Universities of Professional Education, The Netherlands] t.haccou@tip.nl
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O’Hare
Estimating The Effects Of Land Cover On Housing Prices With Bayesian Model Averaging [432]
BJORN, Andrew M. [University of Washington] abjorn@u.washington.edu
Housing Associations And Land Use Development In The Netherlands [434]
BUITELAAR, Edwin [Netherlands Institute for Spatial Research] buitelaar@rpbo.nl
Are Local Authorities Planning For Housing Sustainability And Affordability? A Survey Of Land Use Regulations Across 100 Australian Cities And Towns [447]
GURRAN, Nicole [University of Sydney] ngurrana@arch.usyd.edu.au
PHIBBS, Peter J. [University of Western Sydney] p.phibbs@uws.edu.au
8.8 Spatial Planning/Support Systems
Moderator/Discussant: CLAY, Michael [Auburn University] claymic@auburn.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue
Spatial Planning For Sustainable City-Regions [507]
LEGATES, Richard T. [San Francisco State University] diegates@sfu.edu
Assessing Public Facility Networks Efficiency Levels Through Synthetic Accessibility Measures [515]
PHOTIS, Yorgos N. [University of Thessaly] yphotis@uth.gr
ATHANASSIOU, Fotini [University of Thessaly]
A Spatial Decision Support System For Transportation Planning Using Urban Indicators For The Chicago Area [522]
SRIRAJ, P. S. [University of Illinois at Chicago] sriraj@uic.edu
METAXATOS, Paul [University of Illinois at Chicago] pavlos@uic.edu
SWARUP, Tanushri [University of Illinois at Chicago] tswaru2@uic.edu
DIRKS, Lise [University of Illinois at Chicago] ldirks1@uic.edu
THAKURIAH, Piyushimita [University of Illinois at Chicago] vonu-pt@uic.edu
MINOCHA, Inshu [Wilbur Smith Associates] inshu.minocha@gmail.com
11.4 Planning in Transition Times
Moderator: The last presentator in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire I
The Instituting Of New Meanings To The Urban Landscape [619]
DEMBSKI, Sebastian [University of Amsterdam]
s.dembski@uva.nl
SALET, Willem [University of Amsterdam]
w.g.m.salet@uva.nl

Regeneration In A New Context: A New Act On Renewal And Its Implications On The Planning Processes In Istanbul [620]
ENUL, Zeynep [Yildiz Technical University]
zeypmenz@gmail.com
DINCER, Iclal [Yildiz Technical University]
icalinc@gmail.com
ISLAM, Tolga [Yildiz Technical University]
tolgaislam@hotmail.com

Cost Recovery And Game Theory: A Case Of Land Development Process In The Netherlands [637]
SAMSURA, Datuk Ary A. [Radboud University Nijmegen]
d.samsura@fm.ru.nl
VAN DER KRABBEN, Ervin [Radboud University Nijmegen]
e.vanderkrabben@fm.ru.nl
VAN DEEMEN, A.M.A. [Radboud University Nijmegen]
a.vandeemen@fm.ru.nl

The Evolution Of The Planning Process In Bulgaria – ‘From Plan To Market’ To Something In Between – The Case Of The Tourism Sector [639]
SLAEV, Alexander D. [Varna Free University]
a.slaev@evrocom.net
ANDERSON, R. J. [Newcastle University]
anderson_apl@yahoo.com

12.11 Theories of Transformation
Moderator/Discussant:
HEBBERT, Michael [Manchester University]
m.hebbert@manchester.ac.uk

Myth And Rationalization In Planning History/Theory: The Case Of The Naive Modernist Planner [651]
CAMPBELL, Scott D. [University of Michigan]
scdcamp@umich.edu

“Historia Magistra” Of Planning...Or Not? [660]
GIGLI, Federico R. [University of Rome “La Sapienza”]
giglift@tin.it

Planning History As Argumentation: Examining The Epistemological Frameworks Of Historical Inquiry [662]
GREENSTEIN, Ghana [University of Michigan]
shagreen@umich.edu

Cities, Planning And The Evolutionary Paradigm [674]
MARSHALL, Stephen [University College London]
s.marshall@ucl.ac.uk

13.5 Reconsidering (Mega)-Regional Infrastructure
Moderator/Discussant:
NEUMAN, Michael [Texas A&M University]
mneuman@archmail.tamu.edu

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower
Regional Distribution Pattern Of Privatized And Foreign Investment Infrastructure Projects In India [745]
MUKHOPADHYAY, Chandrima [Florida State University]
mukhopadhyay@fsu.edu

Mega-Regional Impacts Of Port Competition [754]
POTTER, Cuz [Columbia University]
jwp70@columbia.edu

Federal Transportation Earmarking And Metropolitan Planning In The U.S.: Coercion, Cooptation, Or Collaboration [760]
SCIARA, Gian-Claudia [University of California, Berkeley]
sciara@berkeley.edu

Identifying Megaregions In The US: Implications For Infrastructure Investment [766]
WOO, Myungjie [Georgia Institute of Technology]
myungjie.woo@coa.gatech.edu
ROSS, Catherine, L. [Georgia Institute of Technology] catherine.ross@coa.gatech.edu
BARRINGER, Jason [Georgia Institute of Technology] jason.barringer@coa.gatech.edu
LEONE DE NIE, Karen [Georgia Institute of Technology]
k.leonedenie@gatech.edu
WEST, Harry [Georgia Institute of Technology]
Harry.west@coa.gatech.edu
DOYLE, Jessica L. [Georgia Institute of Technology]
jessica.doyle@gatech.edu

Perceptions Of Congestion Pricing In The Metropolitan Atlanta Region [770]
BARRINGER, Jason [Georgia Institute of Technology] jason.barringer@coa.gatech.edu
ROSS, Catherine L. [Georgia Institute of Technology] catherine.ross@coa.gatech.edu
GUENSLER, Randall, L. [Georgia Institute of Technology] randall.guensler@ece.gatech.edu
DOYLE, Jessica L. [Georgia Institute of Technology] jessica.doyle@gatech.edu
ZUYEVA, Lyubov [Georgia Institute of Technology]
lzuyeva3@mail.gatech.edu
BARRINGER, Jason [Georgia Institute of Technology] jason.barringer@coa.gatech.edu

Congestion And Accessibility: What’s The Relationship? [832]
MONDSCHEN, Andrew [University of California, Los Angeles] mond@ucla.edu
BRUMBAUGH, Stephen [University of California, Los Angeles] stephen.brumbaugh@gmail.com
TAYLOR, Brian [University of California, Los Angeles] btaylor@ucla.edu
14.21 Tools for Assessing Land Use and Transportation Interactions

Moderator/Discussant: PENG, Zhong-Ren [University of Florida] zpeng@dcp.ufl.edu

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Navy Pier

The Structural Accessibility Layer (Sal) – A Design Support Tool For Urban Mobility Management [857]
SILVA, Cecília [University of Oporto] ccsilva@fe.up.pt
PINHO, Paulo [University of Oporto] pcpinho@fe.up.pt

Support The Warrior Instead Of Manning Equipment: Three Cases Of Developing Planning Support Systems For Land Use And Transport Planning [773]
BRÖMMELSTROET, Marco T. [University of Amsterdam] m.c.g.tebrommelstroet@uva.nl

Food For Thought And Thought For Food: An Experiential Approach Towards Research In Planning [862]
STRAATEMEIER, Thomas [University of Amsterdam] t.straatemeier@uva.nl
HOETJES, Perry [University of Amsterdam] p.j.hoetjes@uva.nl
BRÖMMELSTROET, Marco T. [University of Amsterdam] m.c.g.tebrommelstroet@uva.nl
BERTOLINI, Luca [University of Amsterdam] l.bertolini@uva.nl

The Politics Of Urban Transport In New Zealand [835]
MUHAMMAD, Imran [Massey University] m.imran@massey.ac.nz
ROSIER, Johanna [University of the Sunshine Coast] Jrosier@usc.edu.au

15.8 Historic Cities - Good Places?

Moderator/Discussant: MINETT, John [Independent Researcher] johnminett@cox.net

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State

Politics Of Historic Preservation: Problems And Prospects In A Progressive Midwestern Town [887]
ANTHONY, Jerry [University of Iowa] jerry-anthony@uiowa.edu

Identity By Design [895]
BUTINA-WATSON, Georgia [Oxford Brookes University] gbutilna@brookes.ac.uk

Good Living And Historic Cities: Some Favourable Development [926]
PICCINATO, Giorgio [Roma Tre University] piccinat@uniroma3.it

Planning For Yesterday: Memorial Masterplans In Five Cities [944]
STEVENS, Quentin [University College London] quentin_stevens@yahoo.com.au

16.6 Planning Histories and Global-local Dynamics 1

Moderator/Discussant: FRIEDMANN, John [University of British Columbia] jrpf@interchange.ubc.ca

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota

ECities In Transition: Spatial Planning In Modern China [988]
WANG, Bing [Harvard University] bwang@gsd.harvard.edu

Transnational Planners In A Post-Colonial World [990]
WARD, Stephen V. [Oxford Brookes University] svward@brookes.ac.uk
Thursday Sessions
12:00 – 1:00 pm

• ACSP Senior Faculty Interest Group [FIG] Business Meeting and Roundtable
  Moderator: FELD, Marcia M. [University of Rhode Island] mfeld@uri.edu
  Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron
  MEYER, Peter B. [University of Louisville] pbmeyer@louisville.edu
  PETRIE, Pattsi [University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign] pattsi@uiuc.edu

• AESOP Thematic Group: Urban Design in Planning
  Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

• AESOP Thematic Group: Transnational and Cross-border Planning
  Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan

• AESOP Thematic Group: Transport Planning and Policy: European Experiences
  Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern

• ACSP Planners of Color Interest Group [POCIG] Roundtable: Do Race And Ethnicity Have A Role In Planning Scholarship?
  Moderator: HARPER-ANDERSON, Elsie [Chicago Urban League] eharpera@umich.edu
  Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State
  THOMAS, June M. [University of Michigan] thomasju@umich.edu
  VÁZQUEZ-CASTILLO, M. Teresa [California State University, Northridge] tere@csun.edu
  WUBNEH, Mulatu [East Carolina University] wubnehm@ecu.edu

  Moderator: HUTTER, Gérard [Leibniz-Institute of Ecological and Regional Development (IOER), Dresden] g.hutter@ioer.de
  Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa
  STEINER, Frederick [University of Texas at Austin] fsteiner@mail.utexas.edu
  OLSHANSKY, Robert B. [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] robo@uiuc.edu
  GREIVING, Stefan [Technische Universität Dortmund] stefan.greiving@uni-dortmund.de
  Co-organizer: COLUCI, Angela [Politecnico di Milano, Italy] angela.colucci@polimi.it
  Co-organizer: SAMAKOVIĆ, Marcella [Politecnico di Milano, Italy] samakov@polimi.it

GPEAN Journal Editors Interest Group Meeting
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

ACSP-AESOP 2008 Joint Congress Committee Meeting
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

ACSP Global Planning Educators Interest Group [GPEIG] Meeting With HUD’s Director of International Research
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue
4.20 Roundtable - The Limits to Nonprofit Radicalism and Advocacy Planning: A Cross National Perspective [263]
Moderator: SEN, Siddhartha [Morgan State University] ssen@jewel.morgan.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois
KEATING, Dennis W. [College of Urban Affairs, Cleveland State University] w.keating@csuohio.edu
ISAAC, Claudia B. [University of New Mexico] cisaac@unm.edu

6.14 Roundtable - Emergent Research Themes on European Territorial Governance [382]
Moderator: FALUDI, Andreas [Delft University of Technology] a.faludi@ipact.nl
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin
DAVOUDI, Simin [University of Newcastle] simin.davoudi@ncl.ac.uk
GUALINI, Enrico [Berlin Technical University] e.gualini@isr.tu-berlin.de
JANIN RIVOLIN, Umberto [Politecnico di Torino] umberto.janin@polito.it
NADIN, Vincent [Delft University of Technology] v.nadin@tudelft.nl
WATERHOUT, Bas [Delft University of Technology] b.waterhout@tudelft.nl
DUEHR, Stefanie [Radboud University Nijmegen] s.duhr@fm.ru.nl

9.9 Roundtable - Global Inventory of Planning Education [559]
Moderator: STIFTEL, Bruce [Florida State University] bruce.stiftel@fsu.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota
DEMERUTIS ARENAS, Juan A. [Universidad de Guadalajara] jdemerutis@cuaad.udg.mx
SOARES DE MOURA COSTA, Heloisa [Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais] hsmcosta@terra.com.br
FRANK, Andrea I. [Cardiff University] franka@cardiff.ac.uk
HARPER, Thomas L. [University of Calgary] harper@ucalgary.ca

12.3 Roundtable - Planning Theory: Text or Context? [691]
Moderator: UMEMOTO, Karen [University of Hawaii] kumemoto@hawaii.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II
ZAPATA, Marisa [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] zapata@uiuc.edu
THROGMORTON, James A. [University of Iowa] james-throgmorton@uiowa.edu
ROY, Ananya [University of California, Berkeley] ananya@berkeley.edu
ALEXANDER, Emest [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee] eralex@inter.net.il
NEUMAN, Michael C. [Texas A&M University] neuman@archone.tamu.edu

13.17 Roundtable - Shrinking Cities: New Label for an Old City Divide? [700]
Moderator: AUDIRAC, Ivonne [Florida State University] iaudirac@garnet.acns.fsu.edu
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower
MORAES, Sergio T. [Universidade do Vale do Itajaí] smoraes@yahoo.com
ROTH, Helene [University of Rennes 2] helene.roth@orange.fr
ABER, Jasmin [University of California, Berkeley] jasminab@berkeley.edu
Thursday Sessions
1:15 – 2:45 pm

Sponsored by the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy:
Roundtable - People, Places, or ...? Debating the Ways and Means of Community Economic Development

Moderator: GREENSTEIN, Roz [Lincoln Institute of Land Policy] roz@lincolninst.org

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana

CRANE, Randall [University of California, Los Angeles] rdcrane@gmail.com
FESER, Edward [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] feser@uiuc.edu
ISSERMAN, Andrew M., [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] isserman@uiuc.edu

3.9 Preservation and Renewal

Moderator: ABBOTT, Carl [Portland State University] AbbottC@pdx.edu

Discussant: VERHAGE, Roelof [Universite de Lyon] roelof.verhage@univ-lyon2.fr

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

Working Waterfronts In North America:
Planning For Stability Or Change [47]
ABBOTT, Carl [Portland State University] AbbottC@pdx.edu

CHANG, Hsiutzu (Betty) [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] hschang@eden.rutgers.edu

Environmental, Social And Economic Impacts Of Historic Preservation In Kentucky [69]
GILDERBLOOM, John I. [University of Louisville] jgilde02@sprynet.com
HANKA, Matthew [University of Louisville] mhanka@yahoo.com
HOUSE, Erin [University of Kentucky] erinhous@yahoo.com

3.15 Pursuing Sustainability in Large Cities

Moderator/Discussant: ANDREWS, Clinton J. [Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey] cja1@rci.rutgers.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

New York City's Long-Term Sustainability Plan: Is It Smart Growth, Sustainable And Just? [115]
ANGOTTI, Tom [Hunter College, The City University of New York] tangotti@hunter.cuny.edu

Sustainable Development In Portugal, An Analysis Of Lisbon And Porto [117]
BALSAS, Carlos J. [Arizona State University] carlos.balsas@asu.edu

Compaction And Dispersion: The Urban Sustainability Of Primate Cities In China [127]
CHIU, Rebecca L. [University of Hong Kong] rlhchiu@hkucc.hku.hk

New York City's Planyc Initiative: does Greener really mean Greater? [138]
FINN, Donovan P. [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] donovanfinn@yahoo.com
3.16 Urban/Rural Environmental and Spatial Perspectives

**Moderator/Discussant:** BENDOR, Todd K. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] bendor@email.unc.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan

The ‘Class’ Responses To Environmental Issues; Who Needs To Be ‘Eco-Ed’? [110]
ABDEL GALIL, Rania [University of Sheffield] r.galil@shef.ac.uk

HUDALAH, Delik [University of Groningen] d.hudalah@rug.nl
WOLTJER, Johan [University of Groningen] j.woltjer@rug.nl
DE ROO, Gert [University of Groningen] g.de.roo@rug.nl

Greening The Urban Region; Spatial Planning And The Econogical redefinition Of Space [158]
BARKER, Adam [University of Manchester] adam.barker@manchester.ac.uk
KAZMIERCZAK, Aleksandra [University of Salford] a.e.kazmierczak@pgr.salford.ac.uk

---

4.9 New Forms of Governance

**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.

**Discussant:** BALDUCCI, Alessandro [Polytechnic University] sandro.balducci@polimi.it

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois

---

5.8 Housing Markets and Planning for Them

**Moderator:** The last presenter in this session.

**Discussant:** None

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

---

6.9 Spatial Planning and Community Development in Indonesia, Thailand and South Korea

**Moderator/Discussant:** LOOYE, Johanna [University of Cincinnati] johanna.looye@uc.edu

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin

---

Cities And The Territories Towards Material Governance: Drawing Multilevel Governance Through Practice And Projects [276]
VELO, Francesco [University of Pavia] fvelo@eco.unipv.it

---

The Multifaceted Perspective Of Modern Housing [294]
CASARIEGO, Joaquin [University of Las Palmas] jcr@casariego-guerra.com
GUERRA, Elsa [Casariego/Guerra, Arquitectos] egj@casariego-guerra.com

Do Planners Need To Understand Housing Markets? [302]
FERRARI, Edward T. [University of Sheffield] e.t.ferrari@sheffield.ac.uk

---

The Trade-Off Between Location And Housing Quality In Residential Location Decisions [327]
KIM, Moon Jeong [Ohio State University] kim.1678@osu.edu
MORROW-JONES, Hazel A. [Ohio State University] Morrow-Jones.1@osu.edu

---

Spatial Planning In Indonesia: The Change and Transformation after The Fall Of The New Order Regime [411]
RUKMANA, Denden [Savannah State University] rukmanad@savstate.edu

Affordable Housing And Local Governance In South Korea: A Fair Share Approach [407]
PARK, Woo-Suh [Yonsei University] wspark@yonsei.ac.kr
CHOI, Hyunsun [University of North Florida] hchoi@unf.edu
CHOI, Simon [SCAG] choi@scag.ca.gov
7.9 Assessing the Progress and Failures of Growth Management and Smart Growth

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Co-Discussants: YANG, Yizhao [University of Oregon] yizhao@uoregon.edu

Co-Discussants: ANTHONY, Jerry [University of Iowa] jerry-anthony@uiowa.edu

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O'Hare

Framing The Oregon Land Use Planning Debate: An Examination Of Oregon Voters’ Pamphlets, 1972-2007 [430]

BASSETT, Ellen M. [Portland State University] bassette@pdx.edu

Toward Compact Development? The Limitations Of Contemporary State-Level Growth Management In The U.S. [453]

KIM, Jae Hong [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] kim68@uiuc.edu

DEAL, Brian [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] deal@uiuc.edu

Adding Spatial Dimension To Fiscal Impact Analysis: Assessing The Benefits And Costs Of ‘Smart Growth’ Development [472]

SHIN, Jung Ho [University of Maryland College Park] jhshin1@umd.edu

Urban Sprawl And Concurrency Planning: A Study Of Development Patterns In Miami-Dade County, 1992-2000 [480]

YANG, Yizhao [University of Oregon] yizhao@uoregon.edu

ZHANG, Yang [University of Illinois at Springfield] yzhan3@uis.edu

8.9 Measuring Urban Form

Moderator/Discussant:

CAO, Jason Xinyu [University of Minnesota] cao@umn.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue

A Method For Measuring Network Distance Using Network Shortest Distance And Spatial Interpolation [481]

ARAFAT, Abdulnaser [University of Florida] naserarafat@dcp.ufl.edu

STEINER, Ruth L. [University of Florida] rsttiner@dcp.ufl.edu

BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu

Assessing The Impact Of Urban Form On Property Values [488]

DIAO, Mi [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] diaomi@mit.edu

9.3 Planning Education Around the World

Moderator: NAVARRO-DIAZ, Criseida [University of Puerto Rico] criseida.navarro@gmail.com

Discussant: FRANK, Andrea I. [Cardiff University] franka@cardiff.ac.uk

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota

Sustaining a Market-Driven Curriculum For A Professional Degree: (re)Defining The Competencies, Ethos And Scope Planning Education In Puerto Rico [548]

NAVARRO-DIAZ, Criseida [University of Puerto Rico] criseida.navarro@gmail.com

Transportation-Planning Courses/Education In The U.S.: Literature, Nationwide Survey, And Findings [567]

ZHOU, Jiangping [University of Southern California] zhoupj@gmail.com

SCHWEITZER, Lisa A. [University of Southern California] lisa.schweitzer@usc.edu

Street Layout And Connectivity: The Evolutionary Consequences Of Normative Models [497]

HAYNIE, S. D. [Georgia Institute of Technology] dhaynie_ddesign@earthlink.net

BRAND, Julie [Georgia Institute of Technology] julie.brand@gatech.edu

MAMOLI, Myrsini [Georgia Institute of Technology] myrsini@gatech.edu

PEPONIS, John [Georgia Institute of Technology] john.peponis@arch.gatech.edu
11.6 Participatory Planning Decisions
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire I

Community Protest: Moving Beyond The Nimby Framework [616]
COPPENS, Tom [Catholic University Leuven] tom.coppens@asro.kuleuven.be

Anticipation In Planning And Public Decisions [627]
KAUFMAN, Sanda [Cleveland State University] s.kaufman@csuohio.edu
SHMUELI, Deborah [University of Haifa] deborah@geo.haifa.ac.il

Citizen Planning As Citizen Participation In Local Representative Self Government [633]
NORTON, Richard K. [University of Michigan] rknorton@umich.edu

Anticipating Opposition To New Technologies [635]
OZAWA, Connie P. [Portland State University] ozawac@pdx.edu

Patras - European Cultural Capital Of 2006. A Lost Chance In Urban Development And Planning Context For The Trid Largest Greek City [638]
SAPOUNAKIS, Aisteidis [University of Thessaly] sapounakis@gmail.com
ATHANASOPOULOU, Evanthia [University of Patras] piteval@otenet.gr

12.12 Discursive Framings
Moderator: VERMA, Niraj [University at Buffalo] nverma3@buffalo.edu
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

What Drives Cultural Festivals? – The Colonization Of The Lifeworld By The System Within Cultural Festivals [677]
SHIN, Haeran [University College London] h.shin@uc1.ac.uk
STEVENS, Quentin [University College London] quentin_stevens@yahoo.com.au

Participation As Illusory Democracy: What Role For Planning? [684]
STERNBERG, Ernest [University at Buffalo] ezt@buffalo.edu
VERMA, Niraj [University at Buffalo] nverma3@buffalo.edu

Pink Crosses In Ciudad Juárez: Spaces Of Memory In The City Of Feminicide [693]
VAZQUEZ-CASTILLO, M. Teresa [California State University, Northridge] tere@csun.edu

Space And Social Justice [655]
FAINSTEIN, Susan S. [Harvard University] sfainstein@aol.com

13.9 Pre-organized Session - Polycentric Governance and the Regional City
Moderator: PENDALL, Rolf [Cornell University] rjp17@cornell.edu
Discussant: DAVOUDI, Simin [Newcastle University] simin.davoudi@ncl.ac.uk
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower

Polycentric Regions: Comparing Complementarity And Institutional Governance In The San Francisco Bay Area, The Randstad, And Emilia-Romagna [709]
COWELL, Margaret M. [Cornell University] mmmc75@cornell.edu

Immigrant Housing Patterns In Polycentric Regions [724]
HOYEM, Rosanne M. [Cornell University] rnh47@cornell.edu
PENDALL, Rolf [Cornell University] rjp17@cornell.edu

Transit Planning In Polycentric Regions: The Challenge Of Scale [731]
LOWE, Catherine [Cornell University] cril64@cornell.edu

Economics, Government Policies And Civil Society Movements Encourage The Conservation Of Agricultural Lands In Three Polycentric Regions: San Francisco Bay Area, California, United States; Emilia-Romagna, Italy; And Randstad, Netherlands [737]
MENDIZABAL, Anisa D. [Cornell University] adm85@cornell.edu
DALEY, Julia M. [Cornell University] jmd349@cornell.edu
PITTS, Jessica [Cornell University] jsp28@cornell.edu

The Regional City: Howard, Stein, Calthorpe, ESOP [753]
PENDALL, Rolf [Cornell University] rjp17@cornell.edu

14.9 Private Public Partnerships: The Public and Private Roles in Financing Infrastructure
Moderator/Discussant: WHITTINGTON, Jan [University of Washington] janwhit@u.washington.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern

Delivering Transportation Infrastructure Through Private-Public Partnerships: Are Expectations Being Met? [856]
SIEMIATYCKI, Matti [University of Glasgow] m.siemiatycki@lbss.gla.ac.uk

Protecting The Public Interest In Public Private Partnerships For The Delivery Of Mega Transport Projects: The Case Of Athens Ring Road [808]
KAPAROS, George [University of Thessaly] george.kaparos@gmail.com

The Creation And Evolution Of Agreements For Negotiating The Public Use Of Private Assets In A Half Century Of Commuter Rail Policy [783]
CORNILLIE, Thomas C. [The Ann Arbor Transportation Authority] tcornill@umich.edu

The New Transport Networks In Greece And In The Region Of Thessaly: Is A New Spatial Pattern Emerging? [858]
SKAYANNIS, P. D. [University of Thessaly] leonska@prd.uth.gr
14.18 Social, Economic, and Environmental Costs and Benefits of the Transport System

Moderator/Discussant: WEINBERGER, Rachel [University of Pennsylvania] rrw@design.upenn.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

Outcome-Based Evaluation Of Employment Transportation Programs: Assessment Of Net User, Non-User And Societal Benefits [888]
THAKURIAH, Piyushimita [University of Illinois at Chicago] vonu-pt@uic.edu
SRIRAJ, P. S. [University of Illinois at Chicago] persky@uic.edu
PERSKY, Joseph J. [University of Illinois at Chicago] jpersky@uic.edu
TANG, Lei [University of Illinois at Chicago] ltang4@uic.edu

Geographic Equity In Public Transit Finance—Costs And Benefits In The Provision Of Regional Transit Service: A Case Study Of Toledo Area Regional Transit Authority [881]
STOLL, Micheal [University of Toledo] michael.stoll@utoledo.edu
ISEKI, Hiroyuki [University of Toledo] hiseki@utnet.utoledo.edu

Shocking Suburbia: Oil Vulnerability, Housing Debt And The Urban Geography Of Six U.S. Cities [785]
DODSON, Jago [Griffith University] j.dodson@griffith.edu.au
SIPE, Neil G. [Griffith University] n.sipe@griffith.edu.au

Coping With Peak Oil And Global Warming In Australian Cities [796]
GLAZEBROOK, Garry J. [University of Technology, Sydney] garry.glazebrook@uts.edu.au
NEWMAN, Peter [Curtin University of Technology] P.Newman@curtin.edu.au

14.22 Assessment and Participation in the Transportation Planning Process

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Discussant: BRÖMMELSTROET, Marco T. [University of Amsterdam] m.c.g.tebrommelstroet@uva.nl

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Navy Pier

Transit In Texts: The media’s role In The Planning Process [846]
RIDOUT, John S. [Clemson University] jridout@clemson.edu
JESSEE, Amy [Clemson University] ajessee@clemson.edu

Business Response To Road Pricing In The Netherlands: Developing A Conceptual Framework Using Grounded Theory [824]
MAHENDRA, Anjali [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] anjalim@mit.edu

Up-Front Assessment Of Needs [836]
NAESS, Petter [Aalborg University] petter@plan.aau.dk

15.9 Innovative Approaches

Moderator/Discussant: TIESDELL, Steve [University of Glasgow] s.tiesdell@socsci.gla.ac.uk

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State

Visual Simulation And Large Projects Evaluation [889]
ARCIDIACONO, Andrea [Politecnico di Milano] andrea.arcidiacono@polimi.it
PIGA, Barbara [Politecnico di Milano] barbara.piga@polimi.it

A Specific Urban Design Method Organized In Order To Bridge The Divide In The Cities. Theory And Demonstrations On Real Cases [892]
BARBINO DI BELGIOJOSO, Alberico [Politecnico di Milano] a.belgiojoso@tiscali.it

PALAZZO, Danilo [Politecnico di Milano] danilo.palazzo@polimi.it

Bridging Interfaces [936]
SCHREURS, Jan E. [Catholic University Leuven] jan.schreurs@asro.kuleuven.be

Visual Exposure And Visual Openness Analysis Model Used As Evaluation Tool Along The Urban Design Development Process [940]
SHACH-PINSLY, Dalit [University of Washington] dalitsp@u.washington.edu
Thursday
Sessions
3:00 – 4:30 pm

1.8 Making Places for Diverse Populations
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: LO PICCOLO, Francesco [Università degli Studi di Palermo] piccolo@unipa.it
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America 1
Diver-Cities: Towards The Integration Of Multiple Identities [20]
LEON GOMEZ, Noemi [Institut d’Urbanisme de Paris] goleno02@yahoo.com.mx
Who Will Live Here? Planning And Development Perspectives On Diversity In A New Urbanism Community [33]
PERROTT, Katherine [Dalhousie University] katherine.perrott@dal.ca
GRANT, Jill [Dalhousie University] jill.grant@dal.ca
Bidding On Urbanity With Business Improvement Districts [39]
SCHALLER, Susanna F. [Cornell University] sfs25@cornell.edu

2.10 Festivals/Event Hosting
Moderator: SUN, Jian [Fort Hays State University] syuzheng@yahoo.com
Discussant: WILSON, Mark [Michigan State University] wilsonmm@msu.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State
Sports Activities And Their Reflection Onto The Urban Economy: European Champions’ League Example [53]
CENGIZ, Huseyin [Yildiz Technical University] prof. dr.hcengiz@gmail.com
ERYILMAZ, Semiha Sultan [Yildiz Technical University] semiheryilmaz@yahoo.com
Urban Festivities, Cultural Events And Sustainable Urban Development. Which Cultural ‘Festive’ Policies For Territorial Development? [54]
CERMAKOVA, Eva [University of Technology Brno and French Planning Institute; Paris VIII University] evacermakova@seznam.cz
Regional Development And Economic Shocks: Assessing The Impact Of Hosting Mega Sports Events On Regional Economic Growth [92]
PIRES DE MATOS, Pedro [University of Cambridge] piresmatos@hotmail.com
How Do Mega-Events Impact Local Economic Development: A Comparative Study Of Beijing And Shanghai [102]
SUN, Jian [Fort Hays State University] syuzheng@yahoo.com
YE, Lin [Roosevelt University] ylljc@hotmail.com
3.17 Analyzing Impacts in and of the Built Environment
Moderator/Discussant: SOLITARE, Laura [Texas Southern University] solitarelg@tsu.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana

Using Social Costs To Distinguish Among Alternative Land-Use Futures [160]
PALLATHUCHERIL, Varkki G. [American University of Sharjah] vpallathucheril@aus.edu
KIM, Jae Hong [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] kim68@uiuc.edu
DEAL, Brian [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] deal@uiuc.edu

Determining The Carbon Impacts Of A Vehicular Bridge Project [171]
MARCUCCI, Daniel J. [East Carolina University] maruccid@ecu.edu
JORDAN, Lauren M. [East Carolina University] lim1030@ecu.edu

The Dynamics Of Urban Transformation – Methods For The To Assessment Of Long Term Environmental Impacts Regarding The Building Stock [184]
PETER, Markus [University Karlsruhe] markus.peter@kit.edu

3.18 Urban Form, Urban Policy and the Environment
Moderator/Discussant: LARSEN, Larissa [University of Michigan] larissal@umich.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan

Sustainable Communities And Schools [162]
KING, Lester [Texas Southern University] king2l@gmail.com

Are Ontario’s Municipal Official And Secondary Plan Policies Sufficient For Protecting Their Natural Systems In The Long Term? [173]
MCWILLIAM, Wendy J. [McWilliam Landscape Design and Planning] wendy.mcwilliam@rogers.com

Urban Form And Water Demand: How Zoning Influences Water Consumption [191]
SHANDAS, Vivek [Portland State University] vshandas@pdx.edu

4.10 Planning and Ethnic Conflict
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: SCHWARTZ, Alex F. [The New School] schwartz@newschool.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois

New Urbanism And Contested Latino Immigrant Urban Centers [232]
GONZALEZ, Eualdo [California State University, Fullerton] egonzalez@fullerton.edu

Transforming Urban Planning & Governance In Contested Space: The Intersection Between Regeneration & Reconciliation In Belfast [256]
RAFFERTY, Gavan [Queen’s University Belfast] g.p.rafferty@qub.ac.uk

5.10 Immigrants and Housing Attainment
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

Neighbourhood Development In Transnationality: A Comparison Between Randstad Holland, Buenos Aires And Sao Paulo [292]
BOELENS, Luuk [University of Utrecht] Luuk. Boelens@skynet.be
ROCCO, Roberto [Delft University of Technology] r.r.rocco@tudelft.nl

The Path To American Dream: Housing Tenure Choice And Housing Conditions Of Chinese American Households [335]
LI, Yanmei [Western Kentucky University] yanmei.li@wku.edu

Housing Attainment And Location Behavior Of Second And Third Generation Immigrants In San Francisco [347]
PAMUK, Ayse [San Francisco State University] pamuk@sfsu.edu

6.10 Agro-Industry, Global Commodity Flows and Rural Development
Moderator/Discussant: PALLAGAST, Karina M. [University of California at Berkeley] pallagast@berkeley.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin

Overcoming Conflict In The Indian Himalayas: A Post-Capitalist Paradigm For Rural Planning? [378]
CHALANA, Manish [University of Washington] chalana@u.washington.edu
NOLL, Eric [University of Washington] enoll@u.washington.edu

Moderator/Discussant: LINKOUS, Evangeline R. [University of Pennsylvania] ethorp@design.upenn.edu

Discussant: HIRT, Sonia A. [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] shirvt.edu

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O’Hare

Questioning Land Preservation For Agriculture In Michigan [433]
BRINKMAN, P. Anthony [University of Nevada, Reno] brinkman@unr.edu
BUGG, John A. [Michigan Department of Natural Resources] bugg@michigan.gov

Explaining The Adoption Of Transferable Development Rights Programs In Florida [459]
LINKOUS, Evangeline R. [University of Pennsylvania] ethorp@design.upenn.edu

The Reaction Of Planning Institutions To Land Preservation Needs And Development Pressures: A Comparative Study [475]
STAV, Tamy [Nijmegen Radboud University] t.stav@fm.ru.nl

8.10 Pre-organized Session: It’s All About the Evidence Stupid: Qualitative Research in Urban Planning

Moderator/Discussant: GABER, John [Auburn University] gaberja@mail.auburn.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue

Integrated Qualitative And Quantitative Urban Systems Analysis With The Analytic Network Process [482]
BANAI, Reza [University of Memphis] rbanaei@memphis.edu

Taking In Data From All Sides: Open Community Observation Projects [495]
GABER, John [Auburn University] gaberja@mail.auburn.edu


Moderator/Discussant: BAUM, Howell S. [University of Maryland College Park] hbaum@umd.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota

Systematising The Qualitative: A Meta-Framework For The Development Of Evolutionary Generalisations [511]
MAGINN, Paul J. [University of Western Australia] paul.maginn@uwa.edu.au

11.7 Participation, Politics and Law

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.

Discussant: NORTON, Richard K. [University of Michigan] rknorton@umich.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire I

Urban Rehabilitation Societies: The Portuguese Case - Characteristics And Potentials [617]
COSTA, João Pedro T. [TU Lisbon] joao.pedro.costa@apo.pt

12.13 Contemporary History

Moderator/Discussant: LANDIS, John [University of Pennsylvania] jan@design.upenn.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

Logics Of Allocation Of The Built Environment And Natural Property Rights [648]
BLANCO, Andres G. [Cornell University] agb38@cornell.edu

Cityplan Eindhoven And The Death Of The Modern City [654]
DOEVERDANS, Kees [Technical University Eindhoven] c.h.doeverdans@bwk.tue.nl
SCHRAM, Anne [Technical University of Eindhoven] a.l.schram@bwk.tue.nl

Planning For U.S. Public Housing: The Quest For Social Equity [689]
THOMAS, June M. [University of Michigan] thomasju@umich.edu
13.10 Strategy and Process in Regional Planning
Moderator/Discussant: FABBRO, Sandro [University of Udine] sandro.fabbro@uniud.it
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower

Strategic Planning In Collaborative Settings - The Case Of Weisseritz-Regio [725]
HUTTER, Gérard [Leibniz Institute of Ecological and Regional Development] g.hutter@ioer.de
SCHANZE, Jochen [Leibniz Institute of Ecological and Regional Development] j.schanze@ioer.de
WIRTH, Peter [Leibniz Institute of Ecological and Regional Development] p.wirth@ioer.de

Planning Without Plans – Strategy Absence As Virtue In Regional Planning [764]
WIECHMANN, Thorsten [BTU Cottbus] thorsten.wiechmann@tu-cottbus.de

14.10 Modeling the Connection Between Urban Form and Travel Behavior
Moderator/Discussant: ZHANG, Ming [University of Texas at Austin] zhangm@mail.utexas.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern

Innovation In The Practice Of Travel Demand Modeling: An Historical Examination [838]
NEWMARK, Gregory L. [University of California, Berkeley] gnewmark@berkeley.edu

Impact Of Workplace Built Environment On Travel Behavior Of Employees [837]
NEOG, Dristi [Florida State University] dn05@garnet.acns.fsu.edu

Dynamic Transit Network Models Incorporating Real-Time Transit Information [882]
SHEN, Qing [University of Maryland College Park] qshen@umd.edu
ZHANG, Feng [University of Maryland College Park] fzhang@umd.edu

How Does Accessibility Matter In Residential Choice? An Application Of A Time-Space Prism Constrained Measure Of Accessibility In A Household Residence Choice Model For The Puget Sound Region [816]
LEE, Brian H. [University of Washington] bhylee@u.washington.edu
WADDELL, Paul [University of Washington] pwaddell@u.washington.edu
PENDYALA, Ram M. [Arizona State University] ram.pendyala@asu.edu

How Local Is Main Street? An Analysis Of Trips To Commercial Streets In Montreal [789]
EL-GENEIDY, Ahmed [McGill University] ahmed.elgeneidy@mcgill.ca
TETREAUT, Paul [McGill University] paul.tetreault@mail.mcgill.ca

14.23 Land Use and Infrastructure
Moderator/Discussant: MCDONALD, Noreen [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] noreen@unc.edu
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Navy Pier

Solving Conflicting Goals Between Transport, Risks And Urban Planning: Integrating Cost-Effectiveness In The Institutional Framework [874]
VAN DER VLIES, Vincent [Radboud University Nijmegen] v.vandervlies@fm.ru.nl

Space For Mobility: A Paradigm Shift In Dutch Transport Infrastructure Planning? [864]
STRUUKSMA, Rik [University of Groningen] h.struiksma@rug.nl
ARTS, Jos [University of Groningen] e.j.m.m.arts@rug.nl

The Land Beneath Your Wheels: A Comprehensive Approach To Valuing Transportation Infrastructure Lands In Canadian Cities [879]
WOUDSMA, Clarence [University of Waterloo] cwoudsma@fes.uwaterloo.ca
LITMAN, Todd [Victoria Transport Policy Institute] litman@islandnet.com

Impact Of Restrictive Parking Policies On City Centers [826]
BEEKMANS, Jasper [Radboud University Nijmegen] j.beekmans@fm.ru.nl
MARTENS, Karel [Radboud University Nijmegen] k.martens@fm.ru.nl

Comparing The Impact Of Parking And Housing Density On Rail Transit Ridership [787]
DUNCAN, Michael [University of North Carolina at Charlotte] m.duncan@uncc.edu

15.10 Streets are for Walking
Moderator/Discussant: REEVE, Alan R. [Oxford Brookes University] arrive@brookes.ac.uk
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State

Measuring Walkability Around Elementary Schools: A Comparison Of Urban Form Indices In Four Florida Counties [893]
BEJLERI, Ilir [University of Florida] ilir@ufl.edu
STEINER, Ruth L. [University of Florida] rsteiner@dcp.ufl.edu
WHEELock, Jennifer [University of Florida] jennyw84@ufl.edu
PEREZ, Benito [University of Florida] boperez@ufl.edu
FISCHMAN, Allison [University of Florida] fischman@dcp.ufl.edu

Not Density Nor Mixed Uses, But Street Patterns And Topography: Urban Form Differences Of Walkable Neighborhoods In Seoul, Korea [924]
PARK, Sohyun [Seoul National University] sohyunp@snu.ac.kr
CHOI, Yeemyung [Seoul National University] yeemyung@gmail.com
SEO, Hanlim [Seoul National University] hanlimseo@gmail.com
Thursday Sessions
4:45 – 6:15 pm

Sponsored by the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy: Roundtable - State Growth Management Evaluation

Moderator: INGRAM, Gregory [Lincoln Institute of Land Policy] gkingram@lincolninst.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana

KNAAP, Gerrit [University of Maryland College Park] gknaap@ursp.umd.edu
CLARK, Thomas A. [University of Colorado at Denver] tclark@carbon.cudenver.edu
CARBONELL, Armando [Lincoln Institute of Land Policy] acarbonell@lincolninst.edu

1.7 Gender and Ethnicity in Spatial Justice Movements

Moderator/Discussant:
FAINESTIN, Susan S. [Harvard University] sfainstein@aol.com

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

An Environmental Justice Analysis: Superfund Sites And Surrounding Communities In Illinois [23]

MARANVILLE, Angela R. [University of Illinois at Springfield] amara2@uis.edu
TING, Tih-Fen [University of Illinois at Springfield] tting1@uis.edu
ZHANG, Yang [University of Illinois at Springfield] yzhan3@uis.edu

Evaluating Environmental Justice In Planning Analysis [28]

MILLER, Donald H. [University of Washington] millerd@u.washington.edu

Social Movement Towards Spatial Justice: Citizens And The City [43]

WILSON, Barbara [University of Texas at Austin] bebrown@mail.utexas.edu

Planning, Diversity And Gender Justice: The Centrality Of Reproduction, Redistribution And Politics [21]

LEVY, Caren [University College London] c.levy@ucl.ac.uk

2.11 Arts and Culture

Moderator: The last presenter in the session.

Discussant: VERHAGE, Roelof [Universite de Lyon] roelof.verhage@univ-lyon2.fr

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

Planning For A Family-Friendly Arts Region? [68]

FRISCH, Michael [University of Missouri-Kansas City] frischm@umkc.edu

BOHRER, Darren [University of Missouri-Kansas City] DarrenBohrer@umkc.edu

Urban Implications Of Cultural Policy Networks [93]

PONZINI, Davide [Politecnico di Milano] davide.ponzini@polimi.it

davide.ponzini@polimi.it
3.19 New Perspectives on Sustainability
Moderator/Discussant: DOVLÉN, Sylvia [Royal Institute of Technology (KTH)] sylvia@infra.kth.se
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

The Tautological Trap In Sustainability Planning: What You See Is What You Get [131]
COFFMAN, Makena [University of Hawaii] makena.coffman@hawaii.edu
UMEMOTO, Karen [University of Hawaii] kumemoto@hawaii.edu

Environmental Planning In Habermasian Space: Social Construction And Discourse Of Different Categories Of Nonprofit Organizations [154]
IMAM, Amna [University of Southern California] amna.imam@gmail.com

Addressing The Sustainable Development Conundrum: Prescription For An Enlightenment Principle Of Sustainability [164]
KOLO, Jerry [American University of Sharjah] jerryk500@gmail.com

Developing Sustainable Development Indicators In Portugal: Lessons From National, Regional And Local Experiences [185]
PIRES, Sara M. [University of Aveiro] sarap@ird.uc.pt
FIDÉLIS, Teresa [University of Aveiro] teresafidelis@ua.pt

4.5 Governance, Planning and Urban Redevelopment Projects
Moderator: The last presenter in the session.

Discussant: MORGADO, Sofia [LUOTP-TU Lisbon] sofamorgado@mail.telepac.pt

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron

Making Cadastral Modernization Work. Building A Land Management Based Municipal Reform In Mexico [227]
FLORES, Sergio A. [UNAM] safp@servidor.unam.mx

Strategic Urban Projects As ‘Reflective’ Modes Of Governance? Contrasting Frames In Current Urban Transformations In Berlin [233]
GUALINI, Enrico [Berlin University of Technology] e.gualini@isr.tu-berlin.de

The Barcelona Model Revisited: The Forum Urban Development [243]
MAJÖOR, Stan J. [University of Amsterdam] s.j.h.majoer@uva.nl

Making The Vision Concrete: Implementation Of downtown redevelopment Plans [258]
ROBERTS, Michael B. [University of California, Davis] broberts@mbrplanning.com

4.11 Transforming Practices and Governance
Moderator: The last presenter in the session.

Discussant: None.

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois

Utopiotyping – New Tools & Strategies For Citizen Participation In Urban Development [223]
DELMAN, Thomas F. [Aarhus School of Architecture] thomas.fabian.delman@aarch.dk
LOESSING, Tobias [Aarhus School of Architecture] tobias.loessing@aarch.dk
LYKKE-OLESEN, Andreas [Aarhus School of Architecture] andreas.lykke-olesen@aarch.dk
NIELSEN, Rune [University of Aarhus] rune@cavi.dk

Process Coaching In Village Renewal – Experiences Gathered In A Pilot Project In Burgenland (Austria) [241]
LINZER, Helena [Vienna University of Technology] linzer@ifoer.tuwien.ac.at
VOIGT, Andreas [Vienna University of Technology] voigt@ifoer.tuwien.ac.at

Cohesive Communities Or Commuter Spaces? Re-Evaluating The Impact Of Rural Town Environments On Collaborative Health Planning With Indigenous Communities [277]
VILCHES, Silvia L. [University of British Columbia] svilches@shaw.ca

5.11 Immigrants and the Suburbs
Moderator: The last presenter in the session.

Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

The Effects Of Involuntary Relocation On Foreign Born And Native Born Public Housing Residents [285]
ALLEN, Ryan P. [University of Minnesota] allen650@umn.edu
GOETZ, Edward [University of Minnesota] egoetz@umn.edu

Immigrating, Assimilating, Cashing In? Analyzing House Prices In Immigrant Suburbs [288]
ANACKER, Katrin B. [Metropolitan Institute] anacker.2@osu.edu

Immigrant Clusters In U.S. Suburbia [314]
HANLON, Bernadette [University of Maryland Baltimore County] bhanlon1@umbc.edu
6.11 Strategies for Integrated Urban Development
Moderator/Discussant: BEARD, Victoria A. [University of California, Irvine] vbeard@uci.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin

Applying The Barcelona Model: Integrated Urban Development Strategies In The Historic Center Of Quito [392]
HANLEY, Lisa M. [Cornell University] lmh48@cornell.edu

Microfinance And Household Welfare In India And Malawi [401]
LASTARRIA-CORNHIEL, Susana [University of Wisconsin-Madison] slastarr@wisc.edu
SHIMAMURA, Yasuharu [University of Wisconsin-Madison] shimamura@wisc.edu

Population Growth, Housing And Infrastructure Provision In Peri-Urban Accra, Ghana [404]
ODURO, Charles [Florida State University] cyo06@fsu.edu
DOAN, Petra [Florida State University] pdoan@garnet.acns.fsu.edu

An Exercise In Futility? Urban Planning In Pacific Island Countries [417]
STOREY, Donovan S. [University of Queensland] d.storey@uq.edu.au

7.12 Making the Place: Lessons from Asia, Europe, and North America
Moderator/Discussant:
HARBERT, Michael [University of Manchester] michael.harbert@manchester.ac.uk

The Production Of Space And The Making Of Places In Asia: 167 Years Of Harbour Reclamation In Hong Kong [464]
NG, Mee-Kam [University of Hong Kong] meekng@hku.hk

Land Use And Urban Form Without Zoning: Investigating Three Neighborhoods In Houston [467]
QIAN, Zhu [Texas A&M University] qzian@tamu.edu

Planning Context And Urban Intensification Outcomes: Sydney Versus Toronto [471]
SEARLE, Glen H. [University of Technology, Sydney] gleen.searle@uts.edu.au
FILION, Pierre [University of Waterloo] pfilion@fesmail.uwaterloo.ca

An Exercise In Futility? Urban Planning In Pacific Island Countries [417]
STOREY, Donovan S. [University of Queensland] d.storey@uq.edu.au

8.12 Pre-organized Session: National Employment Time Series Panel
Moderator: KROLL, Cynthia A. [University of California, Berkeley] kroll@haas.berkeley.edu

A Positive Duty To Promote Disability Equality – Bridging The Educational Divide? [551]
PEEL, Deborah [University of Liverpool] dpeel@liv.ac.uk

Taking It To The Streets: Experiential Learning Through The Living Laboratory Of Downtown Selma Alabama [563]
WILSON, Constance J. [Alabama A&M University] cwilson93@aol.com

9.5 Ethical and Justice Issues in Planning Education
Moderator: PEEL, Deborah [University of Liverpool] dpeel@liv.ac.uk

Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue
11.8 Planning, Policies and Regulations
Moderator: The last presenter in the session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire I
Delivering Spatial Planning: Implementation And Infrastructure Delivery In English Local Development Frameworks (LDFS) [611]
BAKER, Mark [University of Manchester] mark.baker@manchester.ac.uk
HINCKS, Stephen [University of Manchester] Stephen.Hincks@manchester.ac.uk
A Framework For Evaluating Local Government Performance Based Planning In Queensland, Australia [621]
FREW, Travis G. [Queensland University of Technology] tfrew@qut.edu.au
BAKER, Douglas C. [Queensland University of Technology] d2.baker@qut.edu.au
Big-Box Retail Planning In The Greater Toronto Area: Assessing The Impact Of The Ontario Municipal Board [625]
HERNANDEZ, Tony [Ryerson University] thernand@research.ryerson.ca
WEBBER, Steven M. [Ryerson University] swebber@ryerson.ca
Programming, Budgeting And Accounting Land Development By Local Authorities In The Netherlands [629]
KORTHALS ALTES, Willem K. [Delft University of Technology] w.k.korthalsaltes@tudelft.nl

12.14 Actants and Technologies in History
Moderator/Discussant: THOMAS, June M. [University of Michigan] thomasju@umich.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II
The Production City: Daging As A Industrial Model Under Mao And Beyond [665]
HOU, Li [Harvard University] houliy@gmail.com
Clarence Stein – The Community Architect As Transitional Figure [669]
LARSEN, Kristin E. [University of Florida] klarsen@ufl.edu
Jaqueline Tyrwhitt, New Media And Mid Century Discourse On Mediating Urban Networks [678]
SHOSHKES, Ellen S. [Portland State University] eshoshkes@mac.com
The Politics Of Technology Adoption: Water Metering In Progressive Era Chicago [681]
SLOAN, Mellini [Florida State University] mellini.sloan@fsu.edu

13.11 Spatial Structure and Regional Outcomes
Moderator/Discussant: CHAKRABORTY, Arnab [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] achakraborty@gmail.com
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Water Tower
Subcenters In Polycentric Regions: The Case Of Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan Area [698]
ANJOMANI, Ardeshir [University of Texas at Arlington] anjomani@uta.edu
AL-SHAMMARI, Maher [University of Texas at Arlington] msa4703@exchange.uta.edu
Valuing Environmental Quality: A Space-Based Strategy [703]
CARRUTHERS, John I. [US Department of Housing and Urban Development] john.i.carruthers@hud.gov
CLARK, David [Marquette University] david.clark@marquette.edu
Central City And Subcenter Attributes In Metropolitan Ohio [706]
CHIN, Jae Teuk [Ohio State University] chin.78@osu.edu
Strategic Interaction Among Local Governments Revisited: The Case Of Building Permits [736]
MCLAUGHLIN, Ralph B. [University of California, Irvine] mclaughlin@uci.edu
14.11 Modeling Regional Land Use, Safety, and Travel Patterns Using Diverse Methodologies

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern

Discursive Modelling For Land Use-Transport Integration: An Explorative Case Study From Perth, Western Australia [850]
Scheurer, Jan [Curtin University of Technology] jan.scheurer@mit.edu.au

Using Choice Experiment Design To Estimate Ridership Effect Of Real-Time Transit Traveler Information Systems [867]
Tang, Lei [University of Illinois at Chicago] ltang4@uic.edu
Thakuriah, Piyushmita (Vonu) [University of Illinois at Chicago] vonu-pt@uic.edu

Linking Highway Improvements To Patterns Of Regional Growth And Land Use With Quasi-Experimental Research Design [795]
Funderburg, Richard G. [University of Iowa] richard-funderburg@uiowa.edu
Nixon, Hilary [San Jose State University] hilary.nixon@sjsu.edu
Boarnet, Marlon G. [University of California, Irvine] mgboarne@translab.its.uci.edu
Ferguson, Gavin [University of Iowa] gavin-ferguson@uiowa.edu

Future Travel Demand And Its Implications For Transportation Infrastructure Investments In The Texas Triangle [883]
Zhang, Ming [University of Texas at Austin] zhangm@mail.utexas.edu
Chen, Binbin [University of Texas at Austin] binbinchen@mail.utexas.edu

14.12 Assessing the Use of Transit-Oriented Development in the International Context

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Navy Pier

Interpretation And Urban Project For Infrastructural Strata In A Metropolitan Context: ‘sete Rios’ And The ‘Ring Railroad Line’ In Lisbon, Portugal [849]
Santos, João Rafael [Technical University of Lisbon] joaorafael@netvisao.pt

How To Make BTOD More Successful? [780]
Chen, Xueming [Virginia Commonwealth University] xchen2@vcu.edu

Sustaining The Momentum - Using Mega Events As Catalysts For Enhancing Urban Transport [810]
Kassens, Eva [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] ekassens@mit.edu

15.11 Cities and Places that Refuse to Die

Moderator/Discussant: Wagner, Jacob [University of Missouri, Kansas City] wagnerjaco@umkc.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State

Evaluating Regeneration In Historic Contexts: The UK Experience [928]
Reeve, Alan R. [Oxford Brookes University] arreeve@brookes.ac.uk

The Return Of “The City That Refused To Die”? An Evaluation Of Glasgow’s Continuing Urban Renaissance [948]
Tiesdell, Steve A. [University of Glasgow] s.tiesdell@socsci.gla.ac.uk
CHRONOLOGICAL SESSIONS, ROUNDTABLES AND MEETINGS
Friday Sessions
8:00 – 9:00 pm

- ..............................................................
  Journal of Planning Theory Editorial Board Meeting
  Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron Room

- ..............................................................
  Organizational Meeting for a Food and Agriculture Planning Interest Group
  Moderator: NASR, Joseph L. [Ryerson University] joenasr@sympatico.ca
  Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa Room

- ..............................................................
  PhD Matriculation Roundtable Hosted by the ACSP Student Board Representatives
  Co-organizer: CHEN, Yang [Massachusetts Institute of Technology] yangchen@mit.edu

  Co-organizer: ABUKAHTER, Ahmed [University of Texas at Austin] abukhater@mail.utexas.edu
  Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois Room

- ..............................................................
  5.15 Neighborhood Regeneration and Inequality
  Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
  Discussant: None
  Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

  Housing Dilemmas Of The Displaced: A Case Study Of Problems Following The 2005 Flooding Of New Orleans [333]
  LEVINE, Joyce N. [Florida Atlantic University] jlevin21@fau.edu

  Public Attitudes Toward Affordable Housing: How Perceptions Of Race And Class Influence Views [358]
  TIGHE, Jenna R. [University of Texas at Austin] rosiet33@mail.utexas.edu

8:00 – 10:00 am

- ..............................................................
  GPEAN Steering Committee, Part Two
  Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Navy Pier
8.11 Pre-organized Session: Planning Support Systems

Moderator: KLOSTERMAN, Richard [What if?, Inc.] klosterman@whatifinc.biz

Discussant: None.

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue

Operationalizing A Land Use Model For A Regional Planning Support System: The Land–Use Evolution And Impact Assessment Model (Leam) [486]

DEAL, Brian [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] deal@uiuc.edu
PALLATHUCHERIL, Varkki G. [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] varkki@uiuc.edu

A New Tool For A New Planning [504]
KLOSTERMAN, Richard [What if?, Inc.] klosterman@whatifinc.biz

9.10 Roundtable- Where are We and Where Are We Going? A Discussion of Teaching and Research on Environmental Justice and Just Sustainability [558]

Moderator: SOLITARE, Laura [Texas Southern University] solitarelg@tsu.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota

AGYEMAN, Julian [Tufts University] julian.agyeman@tufts.edu
FORSYTH, Ann [Cornell University] forsyth@cornell.edu
SCHWEITZER, Lisa A. [University of Southern California] lschweitz@usc.edu

12.16 Informality, Process, Morality

Moderator/Discussant: CHATTIPARAMB, Angelique [Cardiff University] angeliquerajan@hotmail.com

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

Strategic Curation [671]
LEHTOVUORI, Panu [Helsinki University of Technology] panu.lehtovuori@tkk.fi

Moral Autonomy And Justice In Planning [672]
LESHINSKY, Rebecca [The University of Melbourne] rebecca.leshinsky@vu.edu.au

The City Is “Informal”: The Contested Conditions Of Everyday Life In Belfast, Chicago And Kolkata [667]
KUNDU, Ratoola [University of Illinois at Chicago] rkundu2@uic.edu
PERRY, David [University of Illinois at Chicago] dperry@uic.edu
GAFFIKIN, Frank [Queens University of Belfast] f.gaffikin@qub.ac.uk


Moderator: WEBER, Rachel [University of Illinois at Chicago] rachelw@uic.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

CRANE, Randall [University of California, Los Angeles] crane@ucla.edu

14.17 Transport Planning for the Elderly and Special Needs Populations

Moderator/Discussant: SMART, Michael J. [University of California, Los Angeles] msmart@ucla.edu

Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O’Hare

Transportation Planning By Marketing – A Strategy For The Multimodal Mobility Of Elderly People [809]
KASPER, Birgit [Dortmund University of Technology] birgit.kasper@tu-dortmund.de
SCHUBERT, Steffi [BKForschung – Agency for Municipal Research and Consulting] schubert@bkforschung.de

Role Of Transportation In Employment Outcomes Of The Disadvantaged [880]
YI, Chang [University of Texas at Austin] changyi@mail.utexas.edu

Current Agency Practices And The Potential For Sharing Transportation Services Among The General Public And People Who Require Substantial Assistance With Their Disabilities And Special Needs [788]
DUNNING, Anne E. [Clemson University] anned@clemson.edu
NOCKS, Barry [Clemson University] nocks2@clemson.edu
15.12 Reassessing International Experience
Moderator/Discussant: Gospodini, Aspa [University of Thessaly] gospod@uth.gr
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State

Macedo, Joseli [University of Florida] joseli@ufl.edu
TRAN, Levu “Vincent” [University of Florida] vtarch01@ufl.edu

Integrated Urban Spatial Design As A Harmonious Media: Bridging The Divide Between ‘Old´ And ‘New´ In Traditional Chinese Towns And Cities [946]
Tang, Yue [University of Nottingham] laxyt1@nottingham.ac.uk
HEATH, Tim [University of Nottingham] tim.heath@nottingham.ac.uk

16.10 Divided Cities
Moderator/Discussant: Campbell, Heather [University of Sheffield] h.j.campbell@sheffield.ac.uk
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

Bridging A Divided City: A Redevelopment Strategy In Caracas Metropolitan Region [975]
Rodriguez-Garza, Roberto [University of New Mexico] robrogez@unm.edu

16.11 Roundtable - Western Consensus-building, Eastern contexts: Exploring the Challenges, Surprises, Adaptations and Innovations [964]
Moderator: Forester, John [Cornell University] jff1@cornell.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan

Fuller, Boyd W. [National University of Singapore] boyd.fuller@nus.edu.sg
Kim, Dong-Young [KDI] dykim@kdischool.ac.kr
Lee, Andrew [Peking University] andrewlee008@gmail.com
Matsuura, Masahiro [University of Tokyo] matsuura@pp.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Friday Sessions
9:15 – 10:45 am

2.14 People, Stories and Impacts

Moderator: WHITE, Sammis B. [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee] sbwhite@uwm.edu
Discussant: SCHROCK, Greg [University of Illinois at Chicago] gscho2@uic.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan

The Two Faces Of Debt: An Examination Of American Indebtedness Over Three Decades [67]
FREEMAN, Allison T. [UNC - Center for Community Capital] allison_freeman@unc.edu
GRIDER, William B. [UNC - Center for Community Capital] grider@email.unc.edu
RATCLIFFE, Janneke [UNC - Center for Community Capital] janneke_ratcliffe@unc.edu
QUERCIA, Roberto G. [University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] quercia@email.unc.edu

Rebuilding Milwaukee: The Role Of College Degrees [107]
WHITE, Sammis B. [University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee] sbwhite@uwm.edu

3.22 Shoreline/Coastal Issues in Environmental Planning

Moderator/Discussant: BRODY, Sam [Texas A&M University] sbrody@tamu.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

A Comparative Assessment Of Emerging U.S. Coastal Policy & Planning Strategies [137]
DYCKMAN, Caitlin S. [Clemson University] cdyckma@clemson.edu
ST. JOHN, Courtney [Clemson University] jst@clemson.edu
ALLEN, Jeffrey [Clemson University] jeff@strom.clemson.edu
LONDON, James B. [Clemson University] london1@clemson.edu

Environmental Planning Implications Of Tourism Development: The Mexican Pacific Riviera [178]
IRAZABAL, Clara E. [Columbia University] irazabal@usc.edu
MORAN, Oscar [University of Southern California] oscar.moran@acmartin.com

Planning For Shoreline Access And Use In A Changing Metropolitan And Global Environment [192]
THOMPSON, Robert H. [University of Rhode Island] rob@uri.edu
DALTON, Tracey [University of Rhode Island] tmorin@uri.edu
4.15 Knowledge, Experts, Governance and Planning

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron

Strategic Planning As A Field Of Practices
BALDUCCI, Alessandro [Polytechnic University]
sandro.balducci@polimi.it

Universities And Community Engagement: Addressing The Causes Of Social Exclusion
BENNEWORTH, Paul [University of Newcastle Upon Tyne] paul.benneworth@ncl.ac.uk

4.17 Governance, Practices and Decision-making

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois

Back To The Basics?
Albrechts@asro.kuleuven.be

Strengthening City Regions By Stimulating Local Activities In Shrinking Peripheries?
WEITH, Thomas [University of Potsdam] weith@rz.uni-potsdam.de

The Greening Of Chicago: Environmental Leaders And Organizational Learning
YOUNG, Robert F. [University of Oregon]
ryoung@uoregon.edu

Making “Creative Industry Clusters”: Urban Governance In Shanghai
ZHENG, Jie [Hong Kong University]
janzzn@hotmail.com

5.12 Local Community Development

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

What Helps Or Hinders Nonprofit Developers In Reusing Vacant, Abandoned, And Contaminated Property? Findings From Detroit And Cleveland
DEWAR, Margaret E. [University of Michigan]
medewar@umich.edu

Housing Associations And Local Community Development: A UK Perspective
SMITH, Robert [Cardiff University] smithr2@cf.ac.uk

Community Development And Public Health:
VIDAL, Avis C. [Wayne State University]
a.vidal@wayne.edu
BROWN, Larry [Columbia University]
lldb3@columbia.edu
KRAFT, Kate [Wholonomy Consulting]
kraft@patmedia.net

Planning For Family Friendly Cities
WARNER, Mildred [Cornell University]
mew15@cornell.edu
ISRAEL, Evelyn [Cornell University]
mew15@cornell.edu

5.17 Neighborhood Regeneration and Segregation

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America I

Neighborhood Diversity, Metropolitan Segregation, And Gentrification: What Are The Links In The US?
FREEMAN, Lance [Columbia University]
lf182@columbia.edu

From Ethnic Enclave Residence To Ethnic Niche Employment? Understanding Latino Immigrants’ Longer Commutes
LIU, Cathy Yang [University of Southern California]
liuyang@usc.edu

Patterns Of Inequality: The Distribution Of Housing Opportunity In The United States
VAN ZANDT, Shannon [Texas A&M University]
svanzandt@tamu.edu
**6.12 Globalization, Territoriality and Planning**

**Moderator/Discussant:** HAGUE, Cliff [UK ESPON Contact Point] c.b.hague@sbe.hw.ac.uk

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Wisconsin

Urban Manaus: Restructuring, Globalization And Socio-Spatial Segregation In The Amazon [387]
GOLDSTEIN, Gisele V. [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] giseleg@vt.edu
BROWDER, John [Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University] browder@vt.edu

Planning And Global Homogenisation [398]
JEROME, Kristine P. [Queensland University of Technology] k.jerome@qut.edu.au

Korea In Transition Economic Impacts Of 9-11 Terrorist Attack To Tour Industry Of Korea [399]
KIM, Gounyoung [Kangnam University] gkykim@kangnam.ac.kr

**9.7 How Students Think**

**Moderator:** YABES, Ruth J. [Arizona State University] ruth.yabes@asu.edu

**Discussant:** None

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota

Site Planning For Planners: The View From The Other Side [543]
JOHNSON, Bonnie J. [University of Kansas] bojojohn@ku.edu

Did I Miss Something? How Have Our Students Attitudes About Education Changed? [557]
SEIDEL, Andrew D. [Texas A&M University] a-seidel@tamu.edu
SMITH, Sheri L. [Kansas State University] kcshei@ksu.edu

Integrating Sustainability Into Planning Courses: Building The Basis For Discussion [565]
YABES, Ruth J. [Arizona State University] Ruth.Yabes@asu.edu
PIJAWKA, David [Arizona State University] Pijawka@asu.edu

**12.15 Historical Artefacts and Their Dispossession**

**Moderator/Discussant:** STEIN, Stanley M. [University of Calgary] stein@ucalgary.ca

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

“Garden City Governance” – New Pieces In The Mosaic Discovered Since German Unification [657]
FISCHER, Karl F. [University of Kassel] ffischer@uni-kassel.de

Peri-Urban Dispossession In The United States: Trends In Black Family Land Loss [694]
VERA, Lisa [Florida State University] llk03@fsu.edu

Regional Divide: The Regional Planning Association Of America And The Regional Plan Of New York And Its Environs [696]
WESLEY, Joan M. [Jackson State University] jmw311@aol.com

Telling History With Diverse Voices In Suburbia [697]
WHITAKER, Ana Maria C. [California State Polytechnic University, Pomona] amwjpw@earthlink.net

**13.12 Higher-level Policies and Regional Action**

**Moderator/Discussant:** CARRUTHERS, John [U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development] john.i.carruthers@hud.gov

**Room:** 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Northwestern

Metropolitan Planning In Brazil: Trajectory And Perspective [708]
COSTA, Geraldo M. [Federal University of Minas Gerais] gemcosta.bhz@terra.com.br
MAGALHÃES, Felipe N. [Federal University of Minas Gerais] felimagalhaes@gmail.com

Multi-Level Planning In Italy Between Regional Polycentric Strategies And National Infrastructural “Platforms” [716]
FABBRO, Sandro [University of Udine] sandro.fabbro@uniud.it
MESOLELLA, Anna [University of Naples] mesolell@unina.it

The Articulation And Co-Ordination Of National-Level Planning Policy In Western Europe: Lessons For Canada [763]
WEBB, Brian [University of Manchester] brian.webb@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk
13.14 Regional Governance Revisited
Moderator/Discussant: FOSTER, Kathryn A. [University at Buffalo] kafoster@buffalo.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire I
Governance Shifts And The City-Region: Implications For The Democratic Deficit [702]
BUSER, Michael [University of the West of England, Bristol] Michael.Buser@uwe.ac.uk
The Search For Territorial Fixes In Sub-National Governance: The Politics Of The City-Region In Manchester, England [713]
DEAS, Iain [University of Manchester] Iain.Deas@man.ac.uk
Governance And Effectiveness In Regional Planning: An Analysis Of North American, European And Australasian Practice [735]
MAYERE, Severine [Queensland University of Technology] severine.mayere@qut.edu.au
HEYWOOD, Phil [Queensland University of Technology] p.heywood@qut.edu.au
MARGERUM, Richard D. [University of Oregon] rdm@uoregon.edu

15.13 What Makes Public Space Public
Moderator/Discussant: AREFI, Mahyar [University of Cincinnati] mahyar.arefi@uc.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State
Transformation Of Public Space [896]
CAN, Isin [University of Nottingham] laxic2@nottingham.ac.uk
A Proposal To Investigate Spatial Properties Of The Street As A Place Of Seeing And To Be Seen. Case of Amsterdam [939]
SEZER, Ceren [Technical University of Delft] c.sezer@bk.tudelft.nl
What Makes Public Space “Public”? Reconciling Divergent Perspectives On Public Space [951]
VARNA, Georgiana M. [University of Glasgow] georgiana.varna@ges.gla.ac.uk

15.14 Tools for Urban Design
Moderator/Discussant: COAFFEE, Jon [Manchester University] jon.coaffee@manchester.ac.uk
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue
Urban Design And Planning Ideas, The Generators Of Layers In The Urban Spatial Systems [891]
AZIMZADEH, Mir [University of Gothenburg] mir.azimzadeh@icug.gu.se
Enhancing Innovation Activity Through Urban Planning [933]
RUOPILA, Sampo [Net Effect Ltd] sampo.ruoppila@neteffect.fi
LEHTOVUORI, Panu [Helsinki University of Technology] panu.lehtovuori@tkk.fi
Presenting The Past: The Impact Of Urban Morphology In Shaping Urban Change [934]
SANDERS, Paul S. [Queensland University of Technology] ps.sanders@qut.edu.au
Friday Sessions
11:00 – 12:30 am

1.9 Immigrants, Citizenship and Planning Policies
Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: ELLIS, Geraint [Queen’s University Belfast] g.ellis@qub.ac.uk
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, O’Hare

Immigration And Urban Policies In Italy: The State Of Recent Debate And A Case-Study In Turin [5]
BRIATA, Paola [Politecnico di Milano] paola.briata@polimi.it

City Planning And Anti-Immigrant Politics [18]
KNOWLES-YANEZ, Kim [California State University San Marcos] kyanez@csusm.edu

Diversity In The City: New Planning Challenges In Inner Urban Areas Of Southern Italy [22]
LO PICCOLO, Francesco [Università degli Studi di Palermo, Dipartimento Città e Territorio] f.piccolo@unipa.it
LEONE, Davide [Università degli Studi di Palermo, Dipartimento Città e Territorio] dadonzo@infinito.it

Whose Future? Differentiating Between Latino And White Experiences When Planning Regional Futures [46]
ZAPATA, Marisa A. [University of Illinois Urbana Champaign] zapata@uiuc.edu

2.12 Creative Policy
Moderator: BARBER, Austin [University of Birmingham] a.r.g.barber@bham.ac.uk
Discussant: FORMOSI, Michael [University of Massachusetts] mformosi@larp.umass.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

Night: Opportunities And Innovation In The Territory (I) [48]
ALVES, Teresa [CEG University of Lisboa] teresa.alves@fl.ul.pt

Creative Tensions: Reconciling Economic and Re-Urbanisation Ambitions In The Planning Of City Districts [50]
BARBER, Austin [University of Birmingham] a.r.g.barber@bham.ac.uk

Theory and Practice Of The Creative City Thesis: The Cases Of Amsterdam And Rotterdam [95]
ROMEIN, Arie [Delft University of Technology] a.romein@tudelft.nl
TRIP, Jan J. [Delft University of Technology] j.j.trip@tudelft.nl

Urban Planning In The Promotion Of Modern Industry: A Case Study Of Dafen Village Of Shenzhen In China [109]
ZHOU, Sibei [University of Hong Kong] h0699005@hkusua.hku.hk
2.13 Community and Neighborhood Planning

Moderator: MEYER, Peter B. [University of Louisville] pbmeyer@louisville.edu

Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan State

The Built Environment As An Important Feature For Office Firm Location Decisions: Results Of A Survey [63]
ELGAR, Ilan [University of California, Berkeley] ilan.elgar@berkeley.edu

Re-Visiting Neighborhood Indicators: An Application For The City Of Des Moines [73]
HADDAD, Monica A. [Iowa State University] haddad@iastate.edu
JESKE, Karen Q. [Neighborhood Development Corporation] k.jeske@ndcdesmoines.org

The History Of Arts Economic Development: An Evolving Strategy For Downtown And Neighborhood Revitalization [77]
JOHNSON, Amanda [University of Pennsylvania] gama@design.upenn.edu

Local Economic Development Returns To Converting To A Low Carbon Economy: A Rationale For Subsidizing Sustainability [86]
MEYER, Peter B. [University of Louisville] pbmeyer@louisville.edu

2.15 Pre-organized Session
- Junk Science: The Role of Secondary Markets in Urban Development

Moderator/Discussant: WEBER, Rachel [University of Illinois at Chicago] rachelw@uic.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Michigan

Wasted Space, Cool Place: The Cultural Reappropriation of Obsolete Properties
WEBER, Rachel [University of Illinois at Chicago] rachelw@uic.edu

Regulating The (Street) Market [87]
MORALES, Alfonso [University of Wisconsin-Madison] morales1@wisc.edu

Do Business Improvement Areas Make A Difference? Assessing Bia And Non-Bia Streets In Ottawa, Canada [71]
GREEN, Ilja [McGill University] ilja.green@mail.mcgill.ca
EL-GENEIDY, Ahmed [McGill University] ahmed.elgeneidy@mcmill.ca

3.21 Water and Water Quality Issues

Moderator/Discussant: PAGE, William G. [University at Buffalo] gpage@buffalo.edu

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Iowa

Mixed-Method Assessment Of Stream Function In A Human-Dominated Setting [141]
GREVE, Adrienne I. [California Polytechnic State University] agreve@calpoly.edu

Section 404 Permitting In Coastal Texas: A Longitudinal Analysis Of The Relationship Between Wetland Alteration And Peak Streamflows [148]
HIGHFIELD, Wesley E. [Texas A&M University] highfield@tamu.edu

Predicting The Impact Of Land Use Change On Stormwater Runoff: An Evaluation Of GIS- And Web-Based Community Planning Tools [174]
MEDNICK, Adam C. [University of Wisconsin-Madison] mednick@wisc.edu

Integrating A Cellular Urban Growth Model With Non-Point Source Nutrient Loading Model [176]
MITSOVA-BONEVA, Diana P. [University of Cincinnati] mitsovdp@email.uc.edu
WANG, Xiaoh [University of Cincinnati] Xinhao.Wang@UC.Edu

4.12 Public-private Partnerships

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None

Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Minnesota

Withdrawal Or Reinvention? The Changing Role Of State Agents In Portuguese Urban Governance In Face Of Increasing Demands For Public Accountability [208]
BAPTISTA, Idalina [University of California, Berkeley] idalina@berkeley.edu

The Role Of Local Strategic Partnerships In Facilitating Environmental Sustainability In The UK [225]
EDOZIEN, Glory [University of Reading] gdozien@yahoo.com

Communivercity San José: A Partnership For Service, Learning And Empowerment [261]
SALAZAR, Dayana [San Jose State University] dayana.salazar@sjsu.edu
MATHUR, Shishir [San Jose State University] shishir.mathur@sjsu.edu

Methodology And Examples Of User-Sensitive Service Design And Planning [278]
WALLIN, Sirkku [Helsinki University of Technology] sirkku.wallin@tkk.fi
HORELLI, Liisa [Helsinki University of Technology] liisa.horelli@tkk.fi
4.13 Infrastructure and Governance

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Illinois

Complex Decision Making Process Of Infrastructure Investment In Indonesian Public Private Partnership Arrangements [249]
MANDARANO, Lynn [Temple University] lynn.mandarano@temple.edu

Stakeholder Trust And Learning In Regional Watershed Partnerships [244]
MULLIN, John R. [University of Massachusetts Amherst] jmuellin@proost.umass.edu
FORMOSI, Michael [University of Massachusetts] formosi@larp.umass.edu
KOTVAL, Zenia [Michigan State University] kotval@msu.edu

5.18 Neighborhood Regeneration and the Inner City

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron

Back To Black...and Green? Evidence Of A Downtown Housing Boom In Louisville, Ky, 2000-2006 [287]
AMBROSIOUS, Joshua D. [University of Louisville] jd3ambrosi@yahoo.com
GILDERBLOOM, John I. [University of Louisville] jgilde02@sprynet.com
HANKA, Matthew J. [University of Louisville] mhanka@yahoo.com

5.13 Location and Dispersal

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Lincolnshire II

The closing of the Catholic Churches: The Springfield Massachusetts Plan [248]
HANSEN, Eric [University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign] ehansen4@uiuc.edu
CHAKRABORTY, Arnab [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] achakraborty@gmail.com
DEAL, Brian [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] deal@uiuc.edu

The Mechanisms Of Self-Help Circulation Through The “Community Fund” By And For Non-Profit Organizations In Japan [270]
UCHIDA, Naomi [Waseda University] naomiu@moegi.waseda.jp

4.16 Governance of Nonprofit and Civic Organizations

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 10th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Huron

Organisational Change In Groundwork UK: A Search For Increased Efficiency Or Greater Legitimacy? [238]
JEFFERY, Philip R. [University of Liverpool] pjeffery@liv.ac.uk
SHAW, David P. [University of Liverpool] daveshshaw@liv.ac.uk
MARRS, Rob [University of Liverpool] calluna@liv.ac.uk

The Effect Of School Quality And Spending On Housing Choice [315]
HANSEN, Eric [University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign] ehansen4@uiuc.edu
CHAKRABORTY, Arnab [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] achakraborty@gmail.com
DEAL, Brian [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] deal@uiuc.edu

The Closing Of The Catholic Churches: The Springfield Massachusetts Plan
MULLIN, John R. [University of Massachusetts Amherst] jmuellin@proost.umass.edu
FORMOSI, Michael [University of Massachusetts] formosi@larp.umass.edu
KOTVAL, Zenia [Michigan State University] kotval@msu.edu

Diaspora As Urban Policy: A Dispersal Simulation Model For Minneapolis-St.Paul, Philadelphia, And The San Francisco Bay Area [290]
AUSTIN, Mason [University of California, Berkeley] masonaustin@gmail.com
CHAPPLE, Karen [University of California, Berkeley] chapple@uclink.berkeley.edu
GOETZ, Edward [University of Minnesota] egoetz@hhh.umn.edu

University Driven Revitalization In Inner City Neighborhoods: A Quantitative Empirical Analysis [301]
ETIENNE, Harley F. [Georgia Institute of Technology] hfe@gatech.edu

Urban Development And Diversity: The Complexities Of Planning For Sustainable Residential Neighbourhoods In The Inner City [367]
WEINGAERTNER, Carina [University of Birmingham, Edgbaston] c.weingaertner@bham.ac.uk
BARBER, Austin [University of Birmingham, Edgbaston] a.r.g.barber@bham.ac.uk
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Details</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:00–12:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>10.8 Pre-organized Session - Issues in Post-disaster Recovery Planning; A Global Perspective</strong>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Moderator: The last presenter in this session.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Discussant: None</td>
<td>Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Indiana&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Rental Housing Market Recovery In Post-Katrina New Orleans [570]&lt;br&gt;BATES, Lisa K. [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] <a href="mailto:lk.bates@uiuc.edu">lk.bates@uiuc.edu</a>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Understanding Stakeholder Participation In Post-Disaster Recovery [574]&lt;br&gt;CHANDRASEKHAR, Divya [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] <a href="mailto:divya.chandrasekhar@gmail.com">divya.chandrasekhar@gmail.com</a>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Barriers To Participatory Planning In Post-Disaster Housing Reconstruction [579]&lt;br&gt;GANAPATI, Emel [Florida International University] <a href="mailto:ganapat@fiu.edu">ganapat@fiu.edu</a>&lt;br&gt;GANAPATI, Sukumar [Florida International University] <a href="mailto:ganapat@fiu.edu">ganapat@fiu.edu</a>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Following The Money: Impact Of World Bank Programmatic Conditions On Housing Recovery In Post-Earthquake Urban Kutch, India [597]&lt;br&gt;MUKHERJI, Anuradha [University of Kentucky, Berkeley] <a href="mailto:anuradha.mukherji@gmail.com">anuradha.mukherji@gmail.com</a>&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Land Banking In New Orleans [599]&lt;br&gt;OLSHANSKY, Robert B. [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] <a href="mailto:robob@uiuc.edu">robob@uiuc.edu</a>&lt;br&gt;GREEN, Timothy F. [University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign] <a href="mailto:ttfgreen@uiuc.edu">ttfgreen@uiuc.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14.13 Planning for Transit-Oriented Development in Urban and Suburban Contexts

Moderator: The last presenter in this session.
Discussant: None
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Great America II

Effect Of Sub-Urban Transit Oriented Developments On Residential Property Values [827]
MATHUR, Shishir [San Jose State University] shishir.mathur@sjsu.edu
FERRELL, Christopher E. [Dowling Associates, Inc.] ceferrell@yahoo.com

Exploring The Spatial Development Dynamics Of Station Areas In Tokyo [782]
CHORUS, Paul [University of Amsterdam] paul.chorus@gmail.com
BERTOLINI, Luca [University of Amsterdam] l.bertolini@uva.nl

An Evaluation Of Integrated Planning Around The Privatised Rail Network In Britain [799]
HAYWOOD, Russell [Sheffield Hallam University] r.haywood@shu.ac.uk

15.15 Placemaking

Moderator/Discussant: NEUMAN, Michael [Texas A&M University] neuman@tamu.edu
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Purdue

Revisiting Placemaking: Comparative Case Studies From Boston And Istanbul [890]
AREFI, Mahyar [University of Cincinnati] mahyar.arefi@uc.edu

Deciphering Design Codes: A Study Of Regulatory Framework For Place-Making In The US And The UK [927]
POLAKIT, Kasama [Florida Atlantic University] kpolakit@fau.edu

The Urban Design Studio And Its Implications For Place-making Processes: The Case Of Carnegie Mellon’s Urban Laboratory Studio And Remaking Cities Institute [332]
RICO-GUTIERREZ, Luis [Carnegie Mellon University] lrico@andrew.cmu.edu
ROY, K. Renee [Carnegie Mellon University] krr@andrew.cmu.edu

15.16 Managing Recovery and Change in Historic Cities

Moderator/Discussant: HEBBERT, Michael [Manchester University] m.hebbert@manchester.ac.uk
Room: 6th Floor, Marriott Hotel, Ohio State

Simulation Analysis Of Historical Large-Scale Fires In Kanazawa Castle Town [915]
MASUTA, Tatsuo [Kanazawa Institute of Technology] masuta@neptune.kanazawa-it.ac.jp
TANI, Akihiko [Kanazawa Institute of Technology] dr-tani@neptune.kanazawa-it.ac.jp
NAGANO, Shinichiro [Kanazawa Institute of Technology] nagano@neptune.kanazawa-it.ac.jp
SHIMOKAWA, Yuici [Kanazawa Institute of Technology] shimokawa@neptune.kanazawa-it.ac.jp

Managing Change In Urban World Heritage Sites [941]
SHORT, Michael J. [University of the West of England, Bristol] michael2.short@uwe.ac.uk
PENDLEBURY, John R. [University of Newcastle upon Tyne] J.R.Pendlebury@ncl.ac.uk
WHILE, Aidan [University of Sheffield] a.h.while@shef.ac.uk

Restoration Of Historical Area Struck By Major Earthquake - Attempt To Designate Kuroshima In Japan As National Historic District [947]
TANI, Akihiko [Kanazawa Institute of Technology] dr-tani@neptune.kanazawa-it.ac.jp
MASUTA, Tatsuo [Kanazawa Institute of Technology] masuta@neptune.kanazawa-it.ac.jp
NAGANO, Shinichiro [Kanazawa Institute of Technology] nagano@neptune.kanazawa-it.ac.jp

Planning For Disaster Recovery In A Heritage City: The "New" New Orleans? [952]
WAGNER, Jacob [University of Missouri-Kansas City] wagnerjaco@umkc.edu
**Presenter Information**

**Congress Registration & Check-in**

The Joint Congress Registration Desk is located on the 7th floor of the Marriott Hotel. The Registration Desk will be staffed during the following hours:

- **Monday, July 7**: 9:00am – 5:00pm
- **Tuesday, July 8**: 7:00am – 5:30pm
- **Wednesday, July 9**: 7:00 am – 5:30 pm
- **Thursday, July 10**: 7:00 am – 5:30 pm
- **Friday, July 11**: 7:00am – 11:30am

*The Joint Congress Registration desk is also the registration desk for the International Planning History Society’s 13th Conference as of Thursday, July 10th and will be open extended hours on Thursday to accommodate the early arrivals for this event as well as arrivals on Friday morning.*

**Last Minute Changes Document**

Every attendee will be given the “Last Minute Program Changes” document as they check-in at the Joint Congress Registration Desk. This document will provide updates that occurred after program publishing for presentation withdrawals from sessions, change of presenters for papers, paper title changes, co-author name additions, discussant changes, and more. Please use this document to update your printed program in order to minimize confusion!

**Presenter Policies and Guidelines**

**Multiple Placements on the Program**

Abstract submissions for the Joint Congress well exceeded the amount of time slots and hotel space available to our group. The Congress participation policy is as follows: one formal presentation (either in a pre-organized session or an individual paper session), one discussant role, and one roundtable. This allows individuals three placements on the program. Please understand one role is not interchangeable with another, for example, two paper presentations and one roundtable but no discussant role is not allowed. We will ask you to limit your paper presentations to one.

Track chairs were provided some leniency as the Congress dates drew closer in regard to the duplicate discussant role confirmations given the number of sessions they were managing, and the amount of changes required at the last minute.

The notion behind this policy is to allow space in the program for as many people to participate as is humanly possible by restricting the number of duplicate forms of participation. We hope you understand our collective problem of trying to provide the greatest number of opportunities for participation at the highest level of quality feasible.

**Individual Presentation Schedules**

The Congress committee scheduled 272 sessions for more than 1000 faculty and student presenters in 17 rooms in each of 16 time slots over four days and no one wants the early morning time slot or the Friday slots. We appreciate your understanding of just how difficult it is to make changes to the schedule. Presenters unable to present at the scheduled time notified the Conference Manager and withdrew from the program.

**Presentation Tips**

- In a paper session, you will have 15 minutes to present your work. In 15 minutes you can typically present about five double-spaced pages at a pace that listeners can comfortably follow.
- Do not attempt to read your paper. Don’t turn your back to the audience to read a projected text and don’t read out loud what your audience can read for itself.
- Indicate at the beginning of your talk if you are willing to send your paper by email when you return home.
- Concentrate on what is new, interesting and different rather than providing full theory and methodology.
- The Congress does not expect to publish a proceeding book and, therefore, did not publish style, spelling and usage guidelines.
- If you have any concerns about setting up your presentation, please take advantage of the Speaker Ready Room and conference/audio visual staff to assist you before your scheduled presentation. A.V. technicians will be available for projector equipment failures in session rooms if they occur, but shouldn’t be tied down to assisting you with your laptop the minute before your presentation. That being said, if you do experience trouble at the very minute you’re to present (it happens!) – please step aside immediately and offer the time to another presenter while you work out your trouble – and don’t hesitate to ask us for help. We will do what it takes to get you up and going.

**Congress CD of Papers**

The ACSP-AESOP Joint Congress Committee provided a compact disk of Congress (unedited) abstracts and final papers of authors willing to be included. In considering whether to take advantage of this opportunity, authors were warned of a potential pitfall in providing the final paper via the conference compact disk. The issue is that some peer-reviewed journals (many in the U.S.) consider such reproduction to be “prior publication” and will not review for publication a paper disseminated in this way. It was suggested authors discuss this issue with the editor of a publication outlet they were targeting prior to submitting the final paper for inclusion.
Audio Visual Equipment Available For Presenters

Pre-Set Equipment

The Congress supplies data projectors for every session room. Any other audio visual equipment requests will be at the presenter’s expense.

Presentation rooms are staffed by student volunteers, but these volunteers are not trained on the use of the equipment. The audio visual company providing the projectors will have limited staff on site to assist with technical difficulty and will be working in 17 different rooms. In other words, we strongly recommend making yourself comfortable with this type of projector before your presentation. A data projector is available in the Speaker Ready Room at the Congress Registration desk.

Laptop Protocol

Laptops are NOT provided. You must bring your own. If you don’t have one, be prepared to borrow one from a friend. If you don’t have any friends, we’ll be glad to introduce you to someone!

Speaker Ready-Room

The Speaker Ready-Room will have the same equipment available as in the presentation rooms for those authors wishing to become more familiar with it or to practice presentations. Please be patient with your fellow presenters. We also ask that in fairness to everyone; please limit your time using the equipment. The Speaker Ready Room will also have a computer station set with PowerPoint and Microsoft Word software, a CD R/W drive, and USB ports for portable hard drives. This computer will not have internet access. It is strictly for double-checking your presentation. The Congress does not provide data storage materials. You may not take this laptop to use for your presentation.

Internet Access

Internet access is not provided by the Congress in the Speaker Ready Room. The Marriott can provide wireless internet access for a fee. Please call or visit the hotel’s front desk.

Instructions for Moderators and Discussants

For individual paper sessions and pre-organized paper sessions, an attempt was made to appoint and confirm a moderator and a discussant for session management. Moderators are generally assigned from the pool of presenters who are scheduled to be in the room and is most often the last presenter in the session. Discussants are invited from the area of expertise, and generally are not presenters of a paper already scheduled for the session. Roundtable sessions are assigned a moderator responsible for the flow of the discussion.

Moderator Instructions

• Arrive at the session room five minutes prior to the scheduled starting time and introduce yourself to the presenters. Practice pronunciation of last names if possible!
• Student room attendants have been appointed to session rooms. This person will help you contact necessary parties to take care of the audiovisual equipment, room temperature control, and to assist you and the presenters at any time.
• Look on the front table or podium for the yellow and red cards to assist you with letting presenters know their time frame. Please return these cards to the front of the room when the session is completed. Show the yellow card to the presenter when 5 minutes of presentation time is left. Show the red card when time is over. Be firm in your request to end the presentation in fairness to all other presenters.
• For each paper, introduce the author and the title of the paper.
• Introduce the discussant.
• In managing the question-and-answer-time, please ask questioners to identify themselves and to keep their comments as short as possible to allow the presenters to respond in full.
• Please ensure the session finishes on time. Sessions that overrun will affect next sessions.
• In case you are presenting a paper yourself during the session you are moderating, we strongly recommend you present at the end of the session, even if this means altering from the printed program slightly. The efficient management of the session will benefit from it. When presenting your paper ask one of the other presenters to manage your time using the cards.

Discussant Instructions

It is the role of the discussant to raise points of discussion from the papers before opening the discussion to include the audience. The review should be brief enabling time for questions and responses. Discussants are only required to respond with comments to papers they have had a chance to review in advance of the Congress, but certainly may comment on others if possible. Students and young faculty truly benefit from your effort. Thank you!
Practical Information
For Your Stay

Emergencies
The emergency number for medical, fire and police is 911. The Poison Help hotline 1-800-222-1222 serves as a key medical information resource and helps reduce costly emergency room visits. The hotel suggests taking note of fire exits and stair cases when you arrive at your hotel room. It is strongly recommended you do not use elevators if fire is present. The Marriott stands more than 50 stories tall. If you cannot walk stairs, please inform the front desk of your need for a sleeping room on a lower level of the hotel.

Electricity
Europe and most other countries in the world use a voltage which is twice that of the US. It is between 220 and 240 volts, whereas in Japan and in most of the Americas the voltage is between 100 and 127 volts.

Plug Adapters: The plug of a Continental European appliance will not fit into an outlet in the United States without the appropriate adapter. This is a handy web site reference for this information: http://users.pandora.be/worldstandards/electricity.htm#trick

For the future, to know the local voltage in the country you’re going to is to take a look at the glass of an ordinary light bulb or stop at a supermarket and note what is printed on a light bulb packet.

Language
The language of the ACSP-AESOP Joint Congress is English. We will have a representative at the Local Host Information desk who speaks some Spanish, French and Portuguese.

Currency and Credit Card Usage
The currency of the United States is the dollar, and the currency of the Congress is the dollar. The currency exchange rate table below was found at the home page of http://www.xe.com/ on June 5, 2008. Foreign currency will not be accepted in shops or any retail environments. Credit cards are widely accepted in almost any environment. The Congress only accepts Mastercard and Visa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>USD</th>
<th>EUR</th>
<th>GBP</th>
<th>JPY</th>
<th>CAD</th>
<th>AUD</th>
<th>CHF</th>
<th>RUB</th>
<th>CNY</th>
<th>ZAR</th>
<th>MXN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 USD =</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>0.64458</td>
<td>0.50891</td>
<td>107.850</td>
<td>1.01538</td>
<td>1.05160</td>
<td>1.04584</td>
<td>23.6400</td>
<td>6.87500</td>
<td>8.04451</td>
<td>10.3196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse:</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>1.55140</td>
<td>1.96497</td>
<td>0.00927</td>
<td>0.98485</td>
<td>0.95093</td>
<td>0.95617</td>
<td>0.04230</td>
<td>0.14545</td>
<td>0.12431</td>
<td>0.09690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 EUR =</td>
<td>1.55140</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>0.79530</td>
<td>167.319</td>
<td>1.57527</td>
<td>1.63146</td>
<td>1.62252</td>
<td>36.6752</td>
<td>10.6659</td>
<td>12.4803</td>
<td>16.0099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse:</td>
<td>0.64458</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>1.26657</td>
<td>0.00598</td>
<td>0.63481</td>
<td>0.61295</td>
<td>0.61633</td>
<td>0.02727</td>
<td>0.09376</td>
<td>0.08013</td>
<td>0.06246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 GBP =</td>
<td>1.96497</td>
<td>1.26657</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>211.922</td>
<td>1.99519</td>
<td>2.06636</td>
<td>2.05504</td>
<td>46.4518</td>
<td>13.5091</td>
<td>15.8072</td>
<td>20.2777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse:</td>
<td>0.50891</td>
<td>0.78953</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>0.00472</td>
<td>0.50121</td>
<td>0.48394</td>
<td>0.48661</td>
<td>0.02153</td>
<td>0.07402</td>
<td>0.06326</td>
<td>0.04932</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Medical Matters
If you need to consult a doctor during your stay, contact the Hotel Front Desk. The hotel has an immediate response person who will respond to your request for help. They cannot dispense medicine, diagnose or treat you, but can offer simple assistance and referral to professional medical personnel when necessary. In the event of a medical emergency, call 911 immediately. There may be special instructions on the hotel phone for this purpose.

Public Holiday
The 4th of July holiday is a public holiday in the United States. Banks may be closed on this day, but given the tourist base in the Michigan Avenue area, most retail shops will remain open.

Tips and Gratuities
- The acceptable tip for food servers, cocktail servers and bartenders is 15 to 20 percent of the total bill.
- When hiring a taxi, limo or shuttle, it is common practice to tip 15 percent of the total fare. If the driver spends more than a few minutes loading or unloading your bags or helping you in or out of the car, 20 percent would be appropriate.
- If a skycap at the airport checks your bags, tip $1 for each bag. If hitching a ride through the terminals on an electric cart, tip the driver $2 per person.
- Upon arrival at your hotel, you may leave your car with the valet without tipping. However, when the car is returned to you, tipping a couple of dollars is appropriate.
- If a doorman transports your luggage from your car to the hotel lobby, $1 a bag is an acceptable tip. He would also appreciate a $2 tip when hauling you a cab.
- Bellboys are accustomed to the same tipping standards.
- When requesting dinner reservations, event tickets, or general advice, expect to tip the concierge anywhere from $5 to $10.
- Gratuity is usually attached to hotel services such as room service and spa treatments, so look carefully at your bill. If no tip is added, tip 15 to 20 percent.
- Hotel maid service tips can vary from $1 to $10 a day, depending on the mess you created in the room.
- When requesting dinner reservations, event tickets, or general advice, expect to tip the concierge anywhere from $5 to $10.
- Gratuity is usually attached to hotel services such as room service and spa treatments, so look carefully at your bill. If no tip is added, tip 15 to 20 percent.
- Hotel maid service tips can vary from $1 to $10 a day, depending on the mess you created in the room.
- This information found at: http://www.lifescript.com/channels/healthy_living/Life_Tips/the_ultimate_tipping_guide_your_guide_to_tipping_etiquette.asp?page=1&trans=1
Track Descriptions

Track 1
Gender, Ethnicity and Diversity in Planning
Petra Doan, Florida, pdoan@fsu.edu
Francesco Lo Piccolo, Italy, f_piccolo@unipa.it

Contemporary society is divided into a veritable archipelago of minority and plural groups. The complex inter-weaving of the multiple experiences, processes and people involved making up this urban dimension is an established fact: differences (in age, ethnicity, gender, class, religion and culture) are so evident in cities on various scales and levels of intensity. The Gender, Ethnicity and Diversity in Planning track explores the variety of methods, issues, and topics addressed when groups of difference analyze, develop and implement plans and planning activities. All aspects of diversity are encouraged in this track from race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation to geography, physical or cognitive disability, and class. We encourage papers and discussions on planning research and pedagogy that seek to identify and/or redress these differences. It could be said that reflections on minorities and the city force us to reconsider a number of principles which have been neglected or only partially dealt with by the planning debate, beginning with the concepts of equality and inequality, dignity and autonomy, political responsibility and representation. So it is possible to argue that what is at the present time denied or opposed on the political front can nevertheless be achieved through local action by social movements, and even by participation in government, in the transformation of the city, enhancing in this way the “mediating role” of cities. Such actions assume the role and the characteristics of a true plan for emancipation, which refers to the ethical dimension of the planning discipline that we would like to highlight in the contributions and debate of our track.

Track 2
Economic Development
Zenia Kotval, Michigan, kotval@msu.edu
Roelof Verhage, France, roelof.verhage@univlyon2.fr

The Economic Development Track solicits papers that help tell the economic development story as it evolves in the 21st century. We focus on issues of land, labor, capital, business acumen and entrepreneurship. Globalisation and metropolisation have fundamentally changed the competitive environment in the post-fordist era. Planning authorities have adapted their policies and activities to the new context. This adaptation concerns the objectives: to improve their position on the “hit-parades” of attractive cities and regions, even remote provincial towns invest in “quality of life”, and plan “creative districts”. It also concerns the organisation: urban regeneration projects are planned in order to “create value”, strategic partnerships are being developed in order to mobilise private parties. The emphasis on economic development in planning policies poses questions concerning repartition of wealth, equity, and trickle down effects. In the light of the theme of the conference – celebrating the city, bridging the divide – these questions are particularly relevant. Cities are considered as the engines for economic growth, but what about the repartition of the benefits of this growth? This track invites scholars, theoretic and pragmatic, to present their work on these issues in a manner that will help us to improve the quality of life of our citizens.

Track 3
Environmental Planning, Resources Management and Climate Change
Petter Næss, Denmark, petter@plan.aau.dk
Stacey Swearingen White, Kansas, sswhite@ku.edu

The theme of Track 3, Environmental Planning, Resource Management and Climate Change, encompasses different geographical levels and includes a number of substantive issues, methodologies and social processes of importance for environmentally conscious planning and management. The track theme also comprises ethical foundations and implications of environmental policy and resource management. Exploration into structural and cultural conditions influencing planning for environmental and sustainability objectives is a further component of the theme. We welcome papers contributing to on-going debates, and in particular papers opening up new and important topics of discussion. As an issue of mounting global importance, climate change, including both emission-reduction and adaptation strategies, is one such topic. In general, papers based on interdisciplinary integration of knowledge are much appreciated. Recognizing that development during recent years, as measured by several indicators, has proceeded in the opposite direction of environmental objectives in many countries, we especially encourage papers throwing light on the causes of gaps between environmental goals and implemented strategies, and ways to overcome barriers to environmentally sustainable development.
Track 4
Governance, Capacity Building and Participation
Alex Schwartz, New York, schwartz@newschool.edu
Lia Vasconcelos, Portugal, lia.vasconcelos@gmail.com, ltv@fct.unl.pt

This track invites contributions on a diversity of issues related to planning processes, including crisis in democracy, organizational development, leadership, conflict resolution, empowerment, multiculturalism, and identity. Governance gained good currency across many fields, including planning. However a definition of governance has remained elusive, as the concept assumes a diversity of meanings, including: the minimal State; corporate governance; new public management; or self-organized networks. In any case, governance has assumed a growing relevance since new forms of governing collective affairs are emerging to reconfigure the relation of State - Market - Civil Society. More conceptually, the urgent need to respond to the insufficiencies of the representative democracy led to the reformulation of the role played by the State and other instances. The challenges planning faces today in a complex and fragmented networked society call for creative, innovative, and unconventional ways to successfully deal with these new settings. A multitude of questions emerge. Are the emerging forms of governance more adequate to deal with the issues planning faces today? Are they more flexible, more democratic and more adaptive to the new realities? Do they enhance the capacity building needed to sustain action over time? What kind of challenges do these new forms of governance represent in terms of representativeness and accountability? We invite contributions that articulate this diversity of issues in a reflective manner, accounting for experiences and case studies and encouraging a debate on the relationships between governance, capacity building and participation.

Track 5
Housing and Community Development
Kirk McClure, Kansas, mcclure@ku.edu
Hugo Priemus, Netherlands, h.priemus@tudelft.nl

The Housing and Community Development track accepts papers broadly addressing any aspect of housing and community development. In the housing area, papers address issues of housing policy and programs designed to correct market failures in the provision of affordable housing. In the community development area, papers examine issue of neighborhood change whether it is revitalization, stabilization, gentrification, growth or decline. The track especially seeks papers that examine the mediating role of cities in bridging the divides between racial, ethnic, religious or national groups.

Track 6
International Development and Transnational Planning
Andreas Faludi, Netherlands, a.k.f.faludi@tudelft.nl
Keith Pezzoli, California, kpezzoli@ucsd.edu

This track encourages papers/roundtables focused on European issues and international development planning (including developing countries). The developing countries emphasis supports comparative scholarship as well as in-depth analysis of specific countries, regions, rural contexts, cities and networks against the backdrop of globalization. Developing countries share attributes that create unique challenges for planning, such as their recent independence and nation-building efforts, their position vis-à-vis other developed countries in the global economy, similar demographic profiles and rates of urbanization, inadequate infrastructure, large indigenous populations and systems of land tenure, and their relationships with the large international institutions. There are also significant differences among developing countries (e.g., diverse planning cultures). The transnational planning emphasis, in a European context, includes the 27 Member States of the European Union co-operating in efforts aimed at enabling territorial cohesion, which adds territorial integration (i.e., geographic cohesion) to the quest for economic and social cohesion as articulated by the EU goal of balanced competitiveness and sustainable development. Transnational planning also involves multinational agreements and collaborative interventions at the scale of transborder city-regions. Papers could address questions like: What does territorial cohesion mean in different contexts and at different spatial scales? How does national planning in the U.S.A. compare with territorial cohesion policy in the EU? The track encourages comparative work that can foster bi-directional flows of knowledge and culture among nations of the global north and south.
Track 7
Land Use Policy and Governance
Rayman Mohamed, Michigan, ar7347@wayne.edu
Vesselin Troeva, Bulgaria, vtroeva_far@uacg.bg

Papers in the Land Use Policy and Governance Track generally address issues such as how and where land is developed, the impacts of regulations on the use of land, and the role of different actors in the land development process. Submitted papers can employ a variety of methods, including, but not limited to, statistical analyses, detailed case studies, and policy evaluations. The scale of analysis also varies widely, from jurisdiction-level studies, to regional analyses, even as far as comparisons between cities or regions on different parts of the globe.

We invite contributions that focus on key issues as they relate to land use planning and policy, such as: the changing institutional landscape; relationships between different levels of governance and between public and non-public actors; the internal and external dynamics of partnerships and participation; integrated approaches to land use policy in support of effective governance in social, economic and political contexts; innovative tools and methods for growth management in an era of competition among regions for investments; know-how and the best practices of knowledge transfer; and the implementation of information and communications technologies (ICTs). Presenters are encouraged to think about potential collaborations with authors on both sides of the Atlantic.

Track 8
Methods for Spatial and Planning Analysis
Ming Zhang, Texas, zhangm@mail.utexas.edu

Quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods for urban studies and planning; GIS mapping, spatial analysis, and planning support system; statistical and computational modeling of urban and regional environment; and information technologies and cities.

Track 9
Planning Education
Howell Baum, Maryland, hbaum@umd.edu
Kristina Nilsson, Sweden, kristina.nilsson@slu.se

The Planning Education Track accepts papers that illuminate and help improve understanding of the purposes of planning education and the uses of curriculum and pedagogy as strategies for serving these purposes. Papers should refer to and build on literature and/or practical experience in education, teaching, learning, and planning. Reflective accounts or evaluations of educational practice, critiques of contemporary educational practices, and proposals for more focused and influential educational practices are welcome.

Track 10
Planning and Human Health and Safety
Stefan Greiving, Germany, stefan.greiving@uni-dortmund.de
Lois Takahashi, California, takahashi@spa.ucla.edu

The Planning and Human Health and Safety track attempts to raise the visibility of work by planning scholars and practitioners that focuses on assessing, managing and/or influencing the public’s health, safety and security. This includes a wide variety of topics such as investigations into the impact of the built environment as well as spatial structures on health, safety and security; studies refining concepts and/or measures for use in this emerging field; assessments of the health impacts of environmental change; studies focusing on spatial inequalities and access to health; planning for disasters/risks or assessing the vulnerability of affected populations on different spatial scales and studies addressing communication and discourse about disasters/risks.

Track 11
Planning Process, Law, Administration and Dispute Resolution
Rachelle Alterman, Israel, alterman@technix, technion.ac.il
Sanda Kaufman, Ohio, sanda@wolf.urban.csuohio.edu

Planning Process, Law and Dispute Resolution focuses on the nature, design and management of decision making processes; plan administration; the development, content, implementation, and effects of laws and regulations, participatory processes; and the management of conflicts surrounding plans and planning. Topics might include land use controls and property rights, statutory planning systems, public participation approaches, implementation and quality, and conflict resolution in planning decisions, and the roles of planning institutions. The focus may be on a particular country or cross-nationally. Contributors are reminded that participants to the Joint Congress come from countries with different legal and planning systems. Therefore, country-specific legal structures and/or participatory and conflict resolution procedures should be made accessible to all.
Track 12
Planning Theory and History: Bridges and Divisions in Planning Theory and History
Michael Gunder, Auckland, m.gunder@auckland.ac.nz

Planning theory and history tend to construct sets of ideas into disparate categories for analysis and, often at the same time, produce bridges between and among previously unconnected concepts. We propose that concepts of interconnectivity and unity as well as diversity and difference of planning thought and philosophy be explored both historically and theoretically in this track. What are the discourses and forces shaping both general and particular conceptualizations of difference and universality? How has historical planning practice engaged with the new? How can planning theory provide mechanisms to deal with what yet is to be experienced or even articulated? What are the dominant bridges and divisions in contemporary and historical planning thought? While we welcome all abstracts and papers having to do with planning theory and planning history, we invite prospective presenters to consider these questions in their work.

Track 13
Regions and Regional Planning
Louis Albrecht, Belgium, louis.albrechts@asro.kuleuven.be
Kate Foster, New York, kafoster@buffalo.edu

As city-regions reinforce their fundamental significance in a globalized world, the 2008 Joint Congress of ACSP and AESOP in the multicultural, politically complex, economically robust city-region of Chicago offers an especially rich opportunity for regional scholars and practitioners to reconsider the nature, role, debates and prospects of regions and regional planning. The track welcomes individual or pre-organized paper sessions, poster presentations and roundtable discussions on a range of regional topics, including governance, inter- and intra-regional relations, regional economic development, international comparisons of regional policy, process and practice, rural regions, and region-scale consideration of land use, growth and decline, transportation, industrial development, service delivery, identity, place-making, environmental change and social issues. All methodologies, including qualitative analyses, detailed case studies, theoretical work and comparative studies, are welcome. The Joint Congress theme, “Bridging the Divide, Celebrating the City,” invites particular consideration of regional equity and governance; analyses and insights on addressing economic, social, political, legal, racial/ethnic, and sectoral (e.g., public, private, nonprofit, academic) divisions within regions; the role of cities or other institutions as regional centers, mediators and identity makers; and regional leadership and relations with higher level government structures. Contributions that offer cross-national comparative insights are especially welcome. While contributions of all kinds are invited, if space is limited track chairs will give preference to papers and sessions most aligned with the conference theme.

Track 14
Transportation, Mobility, Connectivity and Infrastructure Planning
Pantelis Skayannis, Greece, leonska@prd.uth.gr
Ruth Steiner, Florida, rsteiner@ufl.edu

This track invites papers dealing with all forms of infrastructure (e.g., communications and energy) and transport from the point of view of spatial planning. Because spatial planning is multidisciplinary we expect a wide range of quality papers derived from and reflecting different perspectives. Authors are invited to submit interesting, innovative and high quality theoretical empirical work related to the following areas of interest: 1) Technological advancements, including paradigm shifts which contribute to global ‘proximity’ and ‘connectivity’; 2) Liberalization and privatization and other related regulatory trends for infrastructure financing and provision; 3) The adequacy of infrastructure planning and systems for all citizens irrespective of their socioeconomic or demographic status or location; 4) Issues related to infrastructure such as land use, technology, safety, international connectivity; and 5) The impact of infrastructure systems on the design of urban form of cities. Authors should not restrict themselves to these specific issues. We welcome discussion of the socioeconomic, political or technical dimensions of these and related areas from a variety of perspectives and methodologies.
Track 15
Urban Design and Physical Planning
Taner Oc, United Kingdom, taner.oc@nottingham.ac.uk
Steve Tiesdell, United Kingdom, s.tiesdell@socsci.gla.ac.uk

The Urban Design and Physical Planning track solicits papers that explore the different but intimately related dimensions of place-making and place-shaping through urban design and physical planning strategies and actions that join-up and add coherence and quality to otherwise disparate and uncoordinated developments. The track encourages a holistic approach that neither focuses on a limited checklist of urban design and, at a larger spatial scale, physical planning criteria nor excludes important and emerging areas/aspects. All papers should be grounded in the appropriate urban design and physical planning literature and theory. In-depth, evaluations of urban design and physical planning projects and outcomes are welcome, together with papers exploring urban design and physical planning processes in ways that contribute to and enhance our understanding of place making. Papers exploring the role of design and physical planning actions and policy tools in the real estate development process are especially welcome.

Track 16

Sponsored by the journal, Planning Theory and Practice, Routledge publishers

Patsy Healey, Newcastle University, patsyhealey@btinternet.com

This track takes a critical look at the international diffusion of planning ideas and practices, their impacts on planning practices in different contexts, on the challenge of ‘siting’ planning practices, and on the ethical issues of international exchange in the planning field. The Track is linked to a Book project, in production to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the Journal, Planning Theory and Practice, in 2009. Published in conjunction with the Royal Town Planning Institute, London, the Journal offers an arena for international debate and more effective communication and sharing of ideas between practitioners and academics. Implicitly, the role of the Journal has been to contribute to strengthening an international community of scholarship around the emerging practices of spatial planning. This has enormous potential benefits, in increasing the knowledge-ability of those involved in planning activity worldwide. But there are also many hazards, as theories, methods and practices developed in one context are not necessarily transferable to another. So what are the risks and requirements in strengthening an international planning community?
The *Town Planning Review* has been a leading journal in city and regional planning for nearly a century. It continues to be at the forefront of the field and in 2007 increased from five to six issues a year, allowing a greater number of thematic issues to be published. The journal covers all matters involved in the planning of cities and regions in countries with developed economies. *tpr* is edited at the Department of Civic Design in the University of Liverpool by Peter Batey, David Massey, David Shaw and Cecilia Wong (University of Manchester).
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SPPD remains at the forefront of urban planning education and research. Drawing on its strengths in urban policy, economic development, transportation, and international policy and management, SPPD cultivates professional planners who readily step into leadership roles in their specialty.

SPPD’s structure reflects the multidisciplinary approaches urban planners need to impact our world. Degree programs in public administration, public policy, health administration, real estate development, and leadership enrich the urban planning experience at SPPD, and expand students’ access to outstanding scholars and leaders.

GLOBAL LEARNING:
In 2008, SPPD will once again send more than 100 students abroad. This year, students will explore infrastructure issues in China, examine poverty in the favelas of Rio de Janeiro, and study sustainable tourism in Costa Rica.

LEADING RESEARCH:
SPPD professor Dowell Myers presented his immigration research findings to the U.S. Congressional Subcommittee on Immigration. Professor Tridib Banerjee contributed to the body of knowledge on urban development in India as part of a U.S. Department of State program there. Professor Eric Heikkila spent this year as a Visiting Fulbright Scholar at the Chinese University of Hong Kong.

LOCAL IMPACT:
This year, SPPD Master of Planning students advised the San Bernardino City Council on urban watershed issues, the San Dimas City Council on their general plan update, and the Los Angeles Community Redevelopment Agency on rapid transformation issues in parts of downtown L.A. Students met with local planning directors and traded ideas about sustainability and healthy communities with local real estate developers.

To learn more about SPPD’s Master of Planning Program, visit: www.usc.edu/sppd/mpl
BENEFACTORS

The University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) is a large, public, comprehensive research university with 25,000 students located on the edge of Chicago’s vibrant downtown – the famous Loop. It has an explicit “Great Cities Commitment” which is led by the Department of Urban Planning and Public Affairs. The Urban Planning and Policy Program is the largest graduate planning program in the U.S. with more than 200 students and a distinguished faculty. 
http://www.uic.edu/cuppa

The Lincoln Institute of Land Policy is a leading resource for key issues concerning the use, regulation and taxation of land. Providing high-quality education and research, the Institute strives to improve public dialogue and decisions about land policy. Founded in 1974 and located in Cambridge, Mass. the Lincoln Institute organizes its work in planning and urban form; economic and community development; valuation and taxation; and international land policy, with a special emphasis on Latin America and China. Publications, online information, and a range of interactive resources and tools are available at the website, www.lincolninst.edu.

The Chicago Council on Global Affairs, founded in 1922 as The Chicago Council on Foreign Relations, is a leading independent, nonpartisan organization committed to influencing the discourse on global issues through contributions to opinion and policy formation, leadership dialogue, and public learning. The Chicago Council brings the world to Chicago by hosting public programs and private events featuring world leaders and experts with diverse views on a wide range of global topics. Through task forces, conferences, studies, and leadership dialogue, the Council also takes Chicago’s ideas and opinions to the world.

The Institute for Research on Race and Public Policy is structured as a campus-wide interdisciplinary research, policy and practice unit governed by an Executive Board and an Administrative Council and located in the Department of Urban Planning and Public Affairs. Chaired by the Provost, the Administrative Council includes the deans of Education, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Public Health, Social Work and Urban Planning and Policy and the Vice Chancellor for External Affairs. The Executive Board consists of faculty partners of IRRPP from a variety of disciplines throughout UIC’s campus. Under the supervision of the Executive Board, the Director is responsible for ensuring that the Institute meets its overall mission and vision and works closely with its governors and partners to improve continuously its core programs and to develop new ones. The Department of Urban Planning and Public Affairs provides administrative support for the Institute.


This track takes a critical look at the international diffusion of planning ideas and practices, their impacts on planning practices in different contexts, on the challenge of ‘situating’ planning practices, and on the ethical issues of international exchange in the planning field. The track is linked to a book project, in production to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the journal, Planning Theory & Practice, in 2009. Published in conjunction with the Royal Town Planning Institute, London, the Journal offers an arena for international debate and more effective communication and sharing of ideas between practitioners and academics.